"In a few minutes, Music-Appreciation Records
taught me more about Beethoven's Fifth Symphony than I learned
in a month in a course at college!" -BENNETT CERF, Publisher aod Columnist
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HIGH-FIDELITY

- ON ONE SIDE

MUSIC-ApPRECIATION

would like 10 trad« in an old pumo on
an ven /I ma"ogany, limed oak Or walo"1 mOtkI

You hear a full performance
of a
great musicaL work, just as on the
ordinary records you buy. The records will feature
orchestras and
soloists of recognized
distinction.
You listen to the performance first,
or afterward,
and uien . , .

RECORDS

. .. to help you understand music better
and enjoy it more

your ru:are I Everett dealer ,till ~ gu.d 10 CIl~
and make an appraisal - willwmobligolwn!
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written
by Deems Taylor. After reading this
descriptive
essay you may take the record or
not, as you decide at the time. You are 110t obligated as a subscriber /0 take any specified Illilltber of records, And, of course/ you may stop the
subscription
at your pleasure-at
any time!

ALL TOO FREQUENTLY,
most of us are aware,
1"\. we do not listen to good music with due understanding and appreciation.
Our minds wander and we realize afterward
that we have missed
most of the beauties of the work. There is no
doubt about the reason: we are not primed in
advance about wllat-fo listen for. MUSIC-ApPRECIATION
RECORDS
meet this need - for a fuller
understanding
of music-better
than any means

ever devised. They do it, sensibly, by atlditory

.

demonstration.

YOU HEAR MUSIC AS THE GREAT CONDUC·
they have in
mind at every moment the various themes of
the work, their interplay and development,
and
the main architectural
features of the composition. This combined aesthetic
and intellectual
pleasure is what every music-lover
can now
acquire through MUSiC-ApPRECIATION RECORDS.
After hearing several of these records/ all the
music you listen to is transformed,
because you
learn in general what to listen for. This enjoyable form of self-education
can be as thorough
as the Music-Appreciation
courses
given in
many universities.

TORS HEAR IT , . , On the podium

change!

YOU SUBSCRIBE BUT TAKE ONLY THE REC.
ORDS YOU WANT .. , A new MUSIC-ApPRECIATIONRECORDwill be issued-for
subscribers only
-every month. Ultimately
all the great masterpieces of music will be included. The announcement about each forthcoming
record will be

TWO TYPES OF RECORDS AT A RELATIVELY
LOW COST...AII MUSIC-ApPRECIATION RECORDS
will be high-fidelity, long-playing
records of the
highest quality-33}.1
R.P.M. on Vinylite. They
wil1 be of two kinds: first, a so-called Standard
Record-a
twelve-inch disc-which
will present
the performance
on one side, the analysis on
the other, This will be sold at $3.60/ to subscribers only. The other will be an Analysis-Only
Record-a
ten-iucJJ disc-priced
at $2.40. The
latter will be made available each month for any
subscriber
who may already have a satisfactory
long-playing
record of the work being presented.
(A small charge will be added to the prices
above to cover postage and handling.)
TRY A ONE-MONTH SUBSCRIPTION - WITH
NO OBLIGATION TO CONTINUE ... Why not
make a simple trial/ to see if these records are as
pleasurable
and as enlightening
as you may
anticipate?
The first record/ BEETHOVEN'S FIFTH
SYMPHONY, will be sent to you at once-at 110
charge. You may end the subscription
immediately after hearing this record-and
keep it with
our compliments-or
you may cancel any time
thereafter,

lA's a demonstration I

PLEASE RETURN ONLY IF YOU HAVE A RECORD PLAYER WHICH
CAN PLAY 33% R. P. M. LONG·PLAYING
RECORDS

WILL YOU ACCEPT
WITHOUT CHARGE

MUSIC·APPRECIATION
RECORDS
c/o Book-of-the-Month Club, Inc,
345 Hudson Street, New York 14, N. Y.

CBeethoven'sJifth Symphony
A

You hear an illuminating
analysis
of the music,
with the various
themes and other main features of
the work played separately
with
running
explanatory
comment,
so
that you can learn what to listen tor.

NEWHIGH-FIDELITYRECORDING
BYTHE LONDON

SYMPHONY

ORCHESTRA

Norman Del Mar, Conductor
Analysis

by

Thomas

Scherman

HAVE HEAJlD this great work countless times-what
have
you heard in it? And what may you have failed to hear?
This demonstration
will be a revelation of how much MUSIC-ApPRS·
CIATIONRECORDScan help you to a deeper understanding
of music,

Y

R46-2

Please send. me at once the first MUSiC-ApPRECIATIONRECORD,Beelboveu's 'Ji!tb
Symphony, without charge, and enter my name in a Trial Subscription to MUSIC'
ApPREClATIO
....RECORDS,under the conditions stated above. It is understood that as a
subscriber, I am not obligated to buy any specified number of records, and may take
only tho,se I want. Also, I may cancelthis subscription after hearing this Arst record,
or any nme thereafter at my pleasure, but the introductory record is free in any casco
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Some day she'll walk up the aisle
to your Wedding March.
But first I want her to know
how to play your Spring Song.
I want everything that's
beautiful to come to her.
I'm making sure it will ... by
giving her a Gulbransen to
create beauty for herself.
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Ralph Vaughan
Williams, venerable English composer. was presented with The Howland Prize of
Yale University on December
I,
when IHr. Vaughan 'Williams gave a
lecture at the School of Music there.
The prize is awarded every two years
for distinguished achievement in literature, the arts or the science of
government.
Boris Hnmbom-g,
internationally known cellist and founder with
his two brothers and his father of
the Hambourg Conservatory of Mu·
sic at Toronto, Canada, died in that
cily on November 24, at the age of
69, For many years he toured Europe and the United States as soloist and with the Hambourg
Trio,
which he formed with his brothers,
the late Jan Hambourg,
violinist,
and Mark Hambourg, pianist.

held in Israel during the month of
July. The American Jewish community will be represented by fifteen
choirs numbering about 500 voices.
His Excellency Mr. Moshe Sharett,
Prime Minister of Israel, is patron
for the Second Assembly.
The
National
Association
of
Schools of Music, Harrison Keller,
president, held its 30th annual meeting in Los Angeles on December
29-31. This marked the first time in
the history of NASM that this meeting was held on the west coast. Because of this meeting in the motion
picture capital, the opportunity was
provided to make a study of some
aspects of the relationship between
music and the art of motion picture
production. A demonstration of television technique as applied to music
was part of the program.
Kar-ol Rathaus, Polish-American
composer and Professor of Music at
Qucens College, New York, died
there on November 20, at the age of
59. He was vice president of the
International
Society for Contemporary Music and a member of the
Polish Academy of Arts and Sciences of New York. He was the composer of works in many different
forms which were performed here
and abroad, many of them at important European festivals. In 1952, the
Metropolitan Opera Association used
his new orchestration in their presentation of Mussorgsky's "Boris Godu·
nov." He was among the composers
commissioned
last year to write a
work for the Louisville Symphony
Orchestra.
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Berf ioz" "Damnation
of Faust,"
in its original scoring, was presented
in New York City on December 14<,
under the direction of Robert Lawrence. The participating
forces were
the chorus of the Schola Cantorum,
the Choir Boys of St. Thomas Episcopal Church, 95 members of the
New York Philharmonic-Symphony
Orchestra and a quartet of soloists,
The performance was given for the
benefit of the Metropolitan
Opera
Fund. The orchestral parts used were
exactly as Berlioz called
tor in
his original instrumentation.
Berlioz
scored parts for two trumpets and
two cornets it piston. Usually trumpets are used in place of cornets,
with a resulting difference in tone
color.
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Astrid Varllay, :Metropolitan Opera soprano, has been engaged to
sing the opening night performance
of "The Flying DUlchman" at the
1955 Bayreuth Festival. :Miss Varnay
will sing the role of Senla at all
seven performances
of this work
which has not been given at Bayreuth since 1942.
Marie Nichols,
widely known
concert violinist and teacher, died
at Peterborough,
New Hampshire,
on November 20. at the age of 75.
She was a pupil of Emil Mollen·
hiler and made her debut in 1900.
On her first appearance in 1905 with
the Boston Symphony, she gave the
United 'States' premiere of Bruch's
Srrenade.

-W'ilhelm
Furtwaenglel'~
noted
German
orchestra
conductor, died
near Baden-Baden, Germany, on November 30, at the age of 68. Dr.
Furtwaengler
was considered one of
the world's leading conductors, and
one of the greatest interpreters
of
Beethoven Symphonies. He was conductor of the Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestra
for many years and had
appeared as guest conductor in New
York in 1925, 1926 and 1927.

The Second WOI·ld Assembly
of Jewish Choirs, making a total of
3.000 choristers
[rom JIlore than
10 countries, including the United
States, Canada and Israel, "will be

The Boston Symphony Orchestra, which will observe its 75th anniversary in the season 1955·56, has
(Continued on Page 8)
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Mabel
W. Dallicls~ American
composer, was one of seven distinguished alumnae of Radcliffe College presented with honorary citations for outstanding
service. The
awards were given at the exercises
commemorating the 75th anniversary
of the college.
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fourth part depicts the sunset and
night."
The "American Symphony"
was
duly performed in Boston in December, 1882. One music critic
wrote: "The first part is described
as being a tone picture
of the
dawn; but there is a confusion in
the mind of the listener, there being several places in the score when
such an event might be expected,
and yet only one sunrise is allowed
a day even in the generously
pro·
portioned prairie lands. Just what
sort of an Indian legend is illustrated by the third movement
is
difficult to understand.
Its charactel' would indicate that the narrator
kept imbibing firewater
until his
statements became confused."

Ule an up-to-dale method!
-= ==-the new

AD~ RICHTER

By

PIANO COURSE

MMA ABBOTT was a self-made
American prima donna. She

E

Utilize the verfj latest teaching
teclmiques, which feature the netcest
material available to modern-day

piano

_

_

teachers. Excerpts from Bela Bartok, among others, plus the
interpretive mastery of Ada Richter, attunes the fjOfl1lg student's
inner ear to the new concepts of 0/11' musical clIltltre.

• Clear
• Comprehensive
• Contemporary
for the Teacher

• Easv
• Effective
• Entertaining
for the Student

Pre-School Book 6(h'
Books I, II, III (Early
Beginner) 75ft • Book IV (Early Beginner) $1.00
"Keyboard Games" {Supplementary material to he
used with last half of Book I, and ail of Book II) 7.51'

_ =.!!!} at

yout deslBt, without delay

M. WITMARK & SONS • 619 WEST 54th STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

IT'S

NEW!

MUSIC LAMP
for

PIANO or MUSIC STAND
•

No Clamps

Used

•

No Suction

Cups Used

• Supports itself perfect8y against

rest

music

Standard Model
14 inches long
Deluxe Model
20 inches long
Satisfaction
_....'~

Complete

MAESTRO MUSIC-LITE CO., 2219 Renfrew

NICOLAS

Ave.,

Gilaranteed

with Icmp & 15 ft. cord

Elmont,

N. Y.

began
guitar

her career
player
in

as a singer and
a family
music

group, which included her father,
who was a singer, and her brother,
a violinist. They provided
entertainment
in and around
Chi ago.
the home town of the Abh II Iaruily. She studied
voice with a
hicago musician
bearing
th incr d.
ible name of Mozart. At the age of
thirteen
she ventured
f rth with
a concert of her own, accompanying herself on the guita r .. he had
handbills
pr-inted with the Iotlow

ing legend: MISS ABBOTT WILL
SING A CHORUS, THE MERRY
SWISS GIRL. Just what the w rd
chorus meant, she had n idea. I ut
she had seen it 111 other advertisements. She pasted
these han [hills
herself on the walls in th town of
Pulaski,
Illinois.
The concert was
a success,
and
Emma
Abb tt
earned ten dollars
net.
When
Emma
Abbott
sang in
Plymouth,
Indiana,
the rc '£'ip~
were so small that she was com·
pelled to pawn her guitar
and her
concert dress to pay for tran~por.
tation to Fort Wayne,
which wa
the next stop on her tour. In rort
Wayne,
she hired
the clerk from
the local music store to accompany
her on the piano, and earned S18.
which enabled
her to get back to
Plymouth
and redeem
her guitar
and the concert
dress.
At one point
of her
career
Emma Abbott was reduced
to th~
melodramatic
necessity
of selling
her long hair to the barber
in a
town on the Canadian
border.
Gradually
she made her way to
New York, and there she got her
first lucky break. She obtained
the
position
of a singer
at the Fifth
Avenue Church paying
1.500 a11nually.
Two years later she went
to Milan for some
more
study.
Very Soon she sang operas
in Europe. Her return
to
ew York as
al~ "absolute
prima
donna';
was a
tnumph.
Emma Abbott
was a woman of
stuh.born
convictions.
She refused
to smg the role of V iolella in "La

SLONIMSKY
Traviata"
on account or the immorality
of the libretto, and nearly
broke
with h r London manager
becau e of this. Later on, how.
ever. this rolc became one of her
favorites.
nc in Nashville
he heard a

•

preach r gil a talk about the de.
linquf'Il'y
of the stage. he rose
and r-hall ngcd him to a debate on
th :oubj -t. To prove that she, an
opera -ingcr.
ould perform sacred
music, ~h I ok part in the church
choir. The preacher then admitted
that

some stage

SILAS

fulks were not evil,

fnr no c\ il person could ~illgholy

songs.
Like IIHII1) anoth r prima donna,
Emma A b"lllt married a rich in.
rlust rinlist.
. he soon became a
widuw:
but sh did not survive her
hus-band f ring
end died 01 the
a" uf I r Iy forly in 11191.

rope," replied the American.
Pratt was a typical product
of
the ambitious muscle-flexing
era of
American cultural expansion.
He
hitched his musical
wagon to a
star, and his ambition was of cosmic dimensions.
He liked
big
words. In 1880 he presented
a series of lectures under the title "Mu·
sical Metempsychosis"
to prove
that musical ideas of ancient times
were periodically
reincarnated
in
history.
Pratt was a native of Vermont;
his parents were church
singers.
He was born in 1846; later the
family moved to Chicago.
Pratt'~
proudest work, the opera "Zenobia,
the Queen of Palmyra,"
was produced in Chicago in 1883. In his
introduction to the printed score.
he declared with a great show of
self-confidence: l<Should it be found
that my work has borrowed neither
its plot nor situation from the European Opera, and that the music
owes no allegiance to any special
school, I trust this fact will make
it nonetheless acceptable to American audiences."
The reviewers did not take kindly to Pratt's
masterpiece.
"The
rhythms in 'Zenobia' are very monotonous as manifested
by most
modern works of a serious character," commented
the critic of
"Music and Drama."
He added:
"Harmonically considered,
it is by
far the crudest work of any pre-

l..olli.~ .llfltl.fl, the German musi·
·iall. who ~ III d in America in
1 URO. \,'05 a mall of romantic tern·
I>cralllcnt nnn practical .sen!'C. The
fir~t w( rk that he wrote on Amer·
ican ~oil was baS'cd on American
thellles
ann
entitled l'American
Symphon)':'
He sent the goore til
Ihe Pre,idenl
of the United Sioles,
.l'\. \ rthur, with the follow~R8ge: '·.\Jr. President. it is
nearly
Iwo rear
since I landed
011 the ~hor
of this great country,
and I ha, e learned to 100"e and
el""teelll it as ir it were my own.
~ hell la;;;t ) car I RaW the great
\ ~t('rn
prairies for the first lime
the \\ ish ('am
to me 10 gi\e eX·
pres~ion
through
my art to Illy
ellthu~ia~1l1
for America. I hs\·e
re("(,ntly completed
my first large
mUl""i("al work \\'filten in this country. I call it. therefore. "\merican
Symphony:'
The finst JXlrt is d~ig·
nated Morning
011 the Prairie.. ll
open
,,-jlh an introduction whIch
describes
the silence of nature. just
hefore sunrise. The second part is
The Chase. the listener being led
through
all the excitement of. a
wild run over the prairie. The t1nrd
ChC5ler
III

l

part

is An

PRATT

coli you the Silas G. Pratt of Eu-

•

ill~

GAMALIEL

made a mark in music history
not by his actual accomplishments
as a composer, but by a story (possibly apocryphal)
of his meeting
with Wagner in Germany.
1'[ uuderstand that you are regarded
as
the Wagner of Amer-ica," said the
Master of Bayreuth. IIYes, and they

tension I have ever heard."
Pratt did not take this criticism
lying down. He went to see the
writer in person and assured him
that at least seven arias in the
opera were of lasting value; as to
. the rest, Pratt declared he would
revise the music. But the critic had
the last word. "It would be an insane delusion," he wrote after the
interview
with the composer, "to
think that 'Zenobia' can be made
a success by just a little tinkering."
And he advised
Pratt to stop
"whining
about the bad treatment
that he has received in his home
town." It was characteristic
of the
time that, as a clinching argument,
the critic quoted a German musician present at the production
of
"Zenobia" as saying that this opera
would never be accepted by any
German theater. The consensus of
opinion of American musicians in
the 19th century was that Deutschland was certainly "libel' alles."
The reviews of Pratt's second
opera "Lucille,"
produced in Chicago in 1887, were cryptical. One
writer opined:
'IOf the future of
the opera there can be no doubt,"
but did not commit himself further. Another critic wrote in reference to Pratt: "Genius, having but
two eyes, one nose, and one mouth
has little chance to be recognized."
Pratt was undismayed
by these
unkind
opinions.
His ambition
soared higher and higher towards
the colossal and the stupendous. He
produced
several monster shows.
He conducted
in New York his allegory "America,"
subtitled "Four
Centuries
of Music, Picture, and
Song
with stereopticon
pictures
thrown on the canvas during the
performance.
He also produced a
panoramic
"Battle Fantasia," with
lantern slides of "the greatest battles of the Rebellion."
lL began
with bugle calls and its musical
development
was accompanied
by
booming cannon and pistol shots.

•

the things
that money
can't buy

. . . come

into your home with a

STEINWAY
Children
learn naturally-on
a
Steimvay-that
life's deepest rewards are not inherited or bought,
but worked for and won. Young
years aren't wasted years, with
the Steinway as their friend. They
find companionship
in music .
Lessons on the Stein way teach
lessons in living: that maturing
takes doing; that strength
is in

giving. The Stcinway,

in this role.
lifts a family
above the pushbutton case of the machine age.
every day revealing
the joy in
creating,
the [un of achieving-.
Adding
depth
to pleasure
and
depreciating
so lillIe over
the
years, the Steinwav is an inveslment in life's inner ~a[l1eS, needed
in the home as never before.
l

l"

l

In the finale the Battle Cry of Free·
dam successfully
defeated Dixie.
During
the Spanish. American
War, Pratt
wrote a symphonic
poem entitled The Battle of Man.ila.
In 1909 he wrote a Lincoln Centeno
njal Symphony,
and confidently
announced
its performances
by
various
orchestras.
But one conductor
after another
refused
to
play the work at Lincoln's birth·
day programs.
The last years of his life were
spent
in Pittsburgh
where
he
founded the Pratt Institute of Mu·
sic and Art. He died in 1916, at
70 years of age, the last of the
Mohicans of the flamboyant era in
American
music.

THE CLASSIC HEPPLEWHITE-Beauly
of style, economy of space and golden lone of the Steinway.
Delivered by your Steinway dealer for as little down as ... $157Q..2 liberal terms. Slightly hi&herin IheWesl

Most of the world's great artists use the Stcinway.
f\ typi.:al c"ample is Eug"ne List. shown lit
l'ight, and outstanding musicians like Badum_Skoda,
Casad"sus. Curzon, Elman. GuIda. M~'ra 1-less,
Horowitz. Menuhin, Steinberg, Stokowski, Vronsky
and Babin ... also ncnrly all of the nation's
leading orchestras, radio and television stalions.
Ollr booklet, "How to Choose Your Piana,"
will bc scnt frec if you writc Stc;nwJLJr& Sons.
Stein way Hall. 109 West 57th Street, New York.

lailJ
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Schoenberg's really great GurreLieder was finished in 1911 and is
in no sense a work based upon the
twelve-note
system, but was influenced by the works of Wagner
and Brahms.

Lover'.

lfllfsie

BOOKSHELF
ANDERSON

DALE

By

Independence.

Eur-lv J\fcdie\'a I Music
Ef/il~fl b.l" Dom

Anselm

Hughes

From 1901 to 1905 the OxIord
University
Press
issued
six volumes of what was the most compreheusive history
of music
in

English. it was edited by Sir Henry
Hadow whom your reviewer once
met at Lausanne,

Henry

told oI

Switzerland.

the

research
of
Br-itish music scholar
cluded such prominent
haustive

long

ir

and

ex-

staff of

hi

which

in-

Englishmen

as H. E. Wooldridgc,
ir Hul crt
Parry, J. A. FuJler.~'laitland,
Ed·
ward J. Dent and I-I. C. Colic. The
Oxford University
Press n w, fifty
years later, is issuing
a lew Oxford History of l\1usic, this time in
cleven volumes,
the editor in chi f

PIAno Books For Study & Fun!
Hew!

MARVIN

KAHN'S THEORY

PAPERS

A complete set of theory pepers 10 teach the piano student
mediate grade level, th rudiments of ,harmony cmd thei,'
Stresses chords and chord progressions, special emphasis on
~nd.u~es Key~oord Harmony drills. Set of 12 separole

lower interapplication.
eor training,
papers for

,ndrvlduol oUlgnmenls and additional leochers supplement all under one

cover _

1.00

__

Two Latest Piano Boois bl fRtC STlIHfR!

ONE, FOUR, FIVE

YOUR OWN HARMONIES

lought to ploy fomilior melodies
accompanied, by simple chords
thus increasing interest and encouraging further study.....
.75

Natural follow-up to - "ONE.
FOUR, FiVe" Teaches the student
how to harmonize melodies with
Ihe three principol chords ... 1.00

"Beginners"

ore

immediately

GUY MAIER'S "THINKING FINGERS, Vol. 2"
Folio;,' .hl.ghly successful first volume. Essentiol ellerdses for development
of. pranlStlc control and facility in ·Chromatic and Mojor and Harmonic
MInor SCQle~,Broken Chords, and in Major, Minor, Dim. 7th, Dom. 71h
ond Arpeggros
1.50

MERRILY WE PLAY AND

SWAY

by Esther Rennick
Familiar. mel0.die~, easy to play-harmonized with fundamental
chords In their sll1Jplest form. 23 belov!!:d melodies including
- Pop Goes The Weasel - Turkey In The Straw _ Skip To My
Lou - Red River Valley - etc
_.. ~
"
.75

Elementary Piano Folio by DAVID CARR GLOVER, Ir.

'OOGIE WOO(iIE SCHOOLDAYS
Five etudes in bright bouncy style.

6

of which is Dom Anselm
TIughc .
The present volume
(~J34pages
is
the second of the series to appear.
It covers the period from the Earl)'
Christian
Chant
to that
of th
period of 51l1ner 1".$ icumen
in, in
the thirteenth
century.
The importance
of the excellenc
of such profound
and comprehensive work needs no comment.

Oxford UniversilJ'

Press

F'·'lIleis HOJlkinson'~
for Ihe Harpsichord

Sc\tcn

Fncsimile rcpublicfltion.
flarry Dichter

by

The Macmillan Co.

8.75
Song

Our book re\ iew department
is
designed
especially
for the inter.
ests of ETCDE readers
in ac.
quainting
them with musical books
which may be important.
It seems
a little out of the way to review
a publication
which first appeared
one hundred
and sixtr-five
years
ago. HO\\·cyer.
as the book is a
plate for plate
facsimile
of the
original, there are many. no doubt.
who would like to possess the first
collection
of original
5ecular music ever published
in America
by
~ man who, afler Benjamin
Frank.
1m, was the most versatile of that
amazing
group
of patriots
who
were the founders
of Our ....reat
~o~lltry.
Francis
Hopkin50n~
an
mLJmate
friend
of Ceo rae
W' aS1I
.
b
mgton. He was a Ja\\yer,
the first
Secretary
of the Navy,
Judge of
the A~lllliraity from Pennsylvania.
and sIgner of the Declaration
of

The Recreation Program

He is creditedwilh

several inventions. He was a rrifled
harpsichordi
t. He was a p~t of
some ability.
His seven songs are wriltenin
the British
musical idiom of the
day, and have a primitive qualitJ.,
Very interesting
is the person.
ality of the I ubli h r of this work.

Harry Di hter .. Itr. Dichter has
long b n a coli lor of old edi.
ti n
r Am rican music. and has
made him
If a sin ere expert Upon
th
ubject. IIcamlilile. he earn;
hi living as a waiter in a re~lau.
rant in Philadelphia.
In his "pare
tim
he has d veloped An expert
knowledge
of hi- -ubject \\hich
ha won the sincere re..pect of seri.
ou
mu~i ·ian .... and br rea;;eles~
efTol'18 he has mad a formidable
coli ction.

llIli ;("(,1 Americana

$-1.50

ompo ition willi T"che Noles

b)· 10 1.'1 Ru/"'"
Thi::-

Idghly

tcl'lltli('sl e'i:po~ilion
of :=;'h nhcrg\. 1\\ hc·nole melh·
od '\ II i h he dr' eloped later in hi~

life i.

$5.00

'c llenlly cI ne h~ hi. popil

and
0-\\ orker.
Jo~ef Rufer, and
translated
by Humphrc~ ~ ark,
hen
hocnbcrg
was forced to
come to
medea in 1933. he man·
aged to keep in touch with Ruler
during
the makin" of thi5 book
which inLroduc
a Hew phase of
lllU i al composition
clllplo~ed by
the extremist
comporer5 of con·
temporar
music. It \"ould be U5t"
le~5 in a short space to altempllo
review this re\'oluliollan' \lork ~
that
the reader
Irained by the
standard
mel hods of harmony and
count('rpoint
elllplo~ed by masters
from Bach to Debussy could com·
prehend
it. III the appendix anum·
ber
of contemporary
composers
such as Boris B1acher. Luigi Dal·
lapiccola.
Wolfgang
ortner. Ro·
berto Gerhard.
H. W. Henze. HailS
Jelinek.
Rolf Lieberman. Hum·
phrey
earle. )Jalnis Seiher. Ru·

r

dolI \Vagner.RegCl;r. \\infricd Zil·
lig. all of whom \\ere born belll"ee~
1896 and 1926. gi"e their e.xpen·
ences with the t\\eke-nole 5rsJen~,
Practically
all of their COmposl'
tions haye rareh been heard after
tbe first perforn;ance.
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This book is a 342 page oornpilation without a named author of an
outline' for recreation for the publie from kindergarten
to old age
as developed by years of actual
observations
of workers
in the

field. It is published by The Athletic Institute of Chicago,
a nonprofit organization
devoted to the
advancement
of athletics,
recreation and physical development.
For
those interested
in a recreation
program
of any description
it
should prove a vade f11-eClUn. It
covers Arts and Crafts, The Dance,
Drama, Games, Sports and Athletics, Hobbies, Outdoor
Recrea.
tlon, Social Recreation,
Special
Events and Music, the latter of
which has forty pages devoted to
it. The recreational
side of music
in which the individual
participates is emphasized.
The forty·hour work week leaves
the average American,
let us say,
128 hours during which he probably takes 49 in sleep, leaving
about 79 hours during which with
proper assistance he may find time
for healthful recreation.
Without
intelligent management
these precious units of life may be frittered
away upon useless, or worse yet,
baneful occupations.

The Athletic fnstitute

$3.00

Masters of the Orchestra
by Louis Biancolli
Herbert F. Peyser

and

The authors have given us a
memorable series of fourteen
es·
says which were originally
written
for the radio subscribers
of the
New York
Philharmonic-Sym.
phony Orchestra,
holders
of the
copyright on the present publication. These were originally
dis·
tributed through the mails to increase the musical appreciation
of
the vast radio public. They were
too fine, however. to be permitted
to expire in that manner.
The subjects of the essays are
Bach, Handel,
Haydn,
Mozart,
Beethoven, Schuhert, Mendelssohn,
Berlioz, Wagner,
Tschaikowsky,
Richard Strauss
and Prokofieff,
names which many regard as the
main vertebrae
of the modern
symphony
orchestra.
The
well
known New York critic Pitts Sanborn prepared
the essays upon
Beethoven and Brahms, and Rob·

ETUDE-FEBRUARY
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ert Bagar that upon Wagner.
The essays are excellen tI y presented and embody much information which, so far as your reviewer's information
goes, is rarely
included
in conventional
biographies. In this way the influence
of the environment
and period in
which the masters lived is colorfully outlined.
This human touch
adds distinction
to what otherwise
might seem dry musicology.
The work is one of L180 pages
and should be a welcome addition
to any musical library. There is a
discerning
introduction
by Dimitri
lVIitropoulos.
,

G. P. Putnam's Sons

$6.00

1hSee
aJYULttWllJ
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GREATlWw
CONN ORGANS

The Forty-Two Studies
of Kreutzer
by Sydn.ey Rob johns
These significant analyses of the
Kreutzer
Stud ies were first published in an English musical periodical. They aroused so much interest alllong
teachers
that they
have been republished
on demand.

Augener Ltd.

~oJtW£Urit

$1.75

THE ALL-NEW

*
8aolt a f!litiuoJrl/t1t

Ji/"tiot

THE NEW, ENLARGED

infforw
and fJJ~anoe

Here is a vastly improved, superior
instrument, (replacing the former
model 2D Connsonara) .". featuring
two full ct-nore i!ldepmdwt manuals,
new "rocker-type" courier rabs, and
completely
new styling! See and
hear this CONN Artist model (left) if you're interested
in a fine organ for home,
church or chapel.

On the Sensations of Tone
by Hermann

...4(inuet

Now, from CONN, an all-neu/ sphJet
organ (above) to thrill the most
critical music lover! Gorgeous rureorgan rones and wide range 0 true
solo "voices" you'd expect only of
more costly instruments-and,
the
two manuals are fully independent!

Helm.holtz

This ninety·year.old
work of one
of the greastest
of German scientists still remains
the standard
work in the field of acoustics. This
unabridged
edition of a book of
556 pages was first published over
ninety years ago. Hermann Lud·

CLJ/

THE NEW,
tMPRDVED

(lJ·tadJ·ec

Acclaimed by organists and
music lovers rhroughour rhe
nation
as "America's
Finest" ... this great instru
mentwith full A.G.O. pedal
board - below - (replacing
the former model 2CZ
Connsonata) has been improved with new features
such as: Two expression
pedals, one for each manual; A new "built-in" light·
ing sysrem for music rack,
keyboards, and pedal buard.
4

wig Ferdinand Helmholtz (18211894), physicist,
anatomist
and
physiologist.
Henry lVIargenau in
his introduction
to the new edition
writes, "Figures like Helmholtz be·
long to a dying age in which a
full synthetic
view of nature was
still possible,
in which one man
could not only unify the practice
and teaching
of medicine, physiology, anatomy
and physics, but
also relate these sciences significantly and lastingly
to the fine
arts:' In Helmholtz's
day one individual
scientist
with a few assistants covered an immense field.
Now, whole brigades of scientists
and research
workers
in huge
plants
are
still developing
the
ideas of such men as Helmholtz.
Helmholtz'
"On the Sensations
of
Tone,"
in its English translation
by Alexander
J. Ellis, is so funda-

No

doubt about it-here
are the three [lOest
organs we've ever built ,
each a Triumph in Tone
and Musical Performance!
You'll want to make
a date with your CONN
organ dealer at your
early convenience-to
see,
hear, and play these
superb instruments. Why
not do it now ... for
the musical thrill of your life!

mental that many high-fidelity ex·
perts oI today Ieel that the Helm·
holtz resonators
pioneered
resonators
of today.

the hi-fi

";'U!-e

The book is no book for the

or direct from.

amateur unless the reader has had
a long training
on the formulae of
the physics laboratory.

Dover Publications, fnc.
THE END

BOOKLET,

"How to Choose an Organ,"
available at your dealers
C. G. CONN
LTD,
ORGAN
DIVISION,
Dept. 256, Elkhart, Ind,
IN

TONe:"

$4.95
MUSiCAL

INSTRUMENT

SPECIALISTS

NEARLY

A

CENTURy
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WORLD OF MUSIC

Says

DAVE GARROWAY

(Continued

from Page 3)

Star of NBC's popular TV Show "TODAY"

"I LEARNED

TO PLAY

WURLITZER
THE FIRST

joined with it s music director, Ch~rles
iVlullch. and the Serge KoussevJtzky
Foundation
in the Library
of Congress in jointly commissioning
fifteen
new works by leading contemporary
eoruposera. The amount of each commission wilI be 82000_ The group indudes Benjamin Britten (England).
Henri Dutilleux
[Fruucel . Coufried
von Eiuem (Austria),
Jacques Ibert
(France},
Heitor Villa-Lobos
(Brazi.l }, Darius :\Iilhaud
(France).
Goffredo Petrussi (Italy);
and these
-United
States
composers:
Samuel
Barber,
Leonard
Bernstein,
Aaron
Copland, Howard Hanson. Bol~u~lav
Ma rtinu, Walter
Piston,
Wllliam
Shuman
and Roger
Sessions.
One
of the works bas already been writtcn-l\Iartinu's
"Symphonic
Fantasies'v-eand was performed
.iu Boston,
January 7-8.

MY

ORGAN

EVENING"

Prove it to yourself mail the
coupon below for a
FREE, EASY LESSON

THE WURLITZER

The American Sympholly 0.'·
chests-a
League
ami the Lo .. Angeles Philharmonic
Orch
tru wer
co-sponsors
in December
of u "I)C'
cial G-day forum at which cQllcha'·
tors from 24 citic~ lhl'ougholll
Ihe
United State", l'net with <l numher of
music crilics for a di:'-Cll,:,o;iollof their
mutual problem.". The project llIud
possible by a granl to Ihe I~('uglle
by the f{ockefeller
FOlllldulioll. included a serieR uf workshop
1'l 1'.. i0I18,
praclice rehearsaJ::. and at'lual tOilcens. The COIHluclnr<: work d with
Alfred Wallen."tein.
IIII1:-ic Jir'clor
of the Los Angele."
Phillmrrnoni('
Orche . ::lra. and each hac! un opportunity 10 direct the full orchestra
at
a rehen rsa 1.

SPINETTE

IS PRICED AT

S

Only

1325

F.O.B. NORTH TONAWANDA,

''It was astounding news to me
that anyone, even if they have
never played a musical instrument, could play several tunes
Oll the Wurlilzer
Organ the first
evening. Already this beautiful
instrument' 11a5become the focal
point of erilenaiumen( in my
home," S~l)'SDave Garroway.

N.Y.

Vincent
Persichctti~s
Fourlh
Symphony.
Opus 51. was gi\C1l jts
world premiere 011 December
17, in
Philadelphia
by the
Philadclphja
Orchestra
under its Illu:o:ic direclor.
Eugene Orm<lndy. Persichelli.
a native PhiJadeJphiau.
is heu<! o{ the
composition deparlment
of the Philadelphia COl1sen atory of :\(usic and
a member of the {uculty of Ihe .Iuilliard School of ~lll~ic in ~ew York.

clitional tone and lightning
fasl
action make it ideal for the serious study of music, too.
Children. especially. learn faster.
find theil: lllLlsical education
a
pleasure rather than a chore. See
a \Vurlilzer Organ dealer now or
mail the coupon below.

S~[prisingly, tile \Vurli tzer Organ
witll all its thousand
different
tones, its beautiful solo voices,
special effeC(s and full orchestra,
is <Il1lazinglyeasy 10 master, Tra-

FREE
BOOKLET
Howto Playa
Wurlitzer Organ
in One Evening
~

"

r---------R.~dolph Wurlitzcr
I The
Box L:J-2

'll

"URLUZER I

V \t I
ORGAN S
IN THE TRADITION
OF THE
"MIGHTY

8

WURLITZER"

1

I

I

Company

NoethTon""nda,NY
~l't IIlC provc to myself that 1 can learn
playlhclIcwWurllLzerSpinc(tcinancvcn_
ing. Send Lesson No 1 frec of chargc.
Name.

(0

', ,,,,,,,,,,

I

A,ldrc~•••.••••••••••••••

I

City ........••.••.

J

Curll'IY ..••••••.....••.

The Theodore
Presser
Company and the Ceillurv
\[u!3ic Corporation have been <ri,~n the hit<he_'
citation by the Piano Teachers
Jn~
formation
Service a." the two pub.
lishing hou:5es which have mude the
Jargest contribution
10 the lilcrnlure
of young people-s piano Illu:-:ic during the last three year:-. Six olher
pubUshers,
Elkan.Vogel.
G. Schirmer. lnc .. Southern
Boston :\[usic
Company. Leeds and Associated
received honorable IllcnUon.

......
Slalc

Zo"c.
..•......

, •.•

0

-

Alec Templeton
was ~oloist willt
the Phoenix
Chamber
Orchestra.
David Sackman_ conductor.
on December 19, in the first performance
of Mr. Templeton's
Gothic Concerto.
It was !Hesen'ed
on ,lIe program

given at the ~[etropolitan ~Iuseum
of Art. in New York City.
Albert
A. Knecht, former memo
ber
of Sousa's
band and pa-t
president
of the Pennsylvania Band.
master's
Association. died in Phila.
delphia on December 4, at the'age
of 70. He was head ol the firm
Albert A. Knecht. lnc .. rnusieal in.
struments
of Philadelphia. He had
toured with many bands includin~
two world tours with Sousa's hanl
He played saxophone and piano. He
was a member
of the Ameriran
Bandmaster's
As-ocietlon and the
Sousa Band Frat mal ociety,

(L.) Victor Borge-a

Iypical pose at the keyboard.

(Below) Mr. and Mrs. Borge with ncwly.arrived
Victor Bernhard Borge.

D,,. Maurtcc Dumcsntl and Dr.
Evangeline Lehman Olrlo=.Dume~nill
wer
gue-t arti-t- at the envention
f 111 Florida )Iu~ic Teacher- .~~
so iut ion in Tampa. \0' mbcr 7·8·9,
wh Il Ih)
held piano and \oire
Forum
and ga\' -' a joint recital or
Fren 11 mueic.
. Turn r Jon - gale
all uddr ~fot in behalf of the \lu-ic
T aclters
uticnul .\ ....ociation. and
otlH.'r c, nh included a Chamber
\Iu ...ic coucerl
(J rfonned
b~ en·
r-cmlllt,'" of ..Iaff memhers from col·
I ge ... and lInhcT.::ilic ... and a ..peciaJ
program d \olcd 10 \\or).... b) Florida
com po ...crs.
RiclluI'd
II'illlM'
opera. ".Ara·
II Ihl:' will ha,'" il~ _\merican pre·
mi "re On F 'bruor) 10, when it will
h
pr('~ nted b) Ih' \Ietrollolilan
01' 'ro. A .. dution, conducted by
Rudolf Kelll»c, the new German con·
du ·LOr. Til I>rincipul role~ will be
.;ung by Eleanor
leber. Hilde Cued n. Roberla
P I r~. OIancile Tbebom. George
London and Ralph
Herbert.
The
le"elaml
1.I ighlS High
School Choir. in December. ob~l...-etl
hs 6ihcr ann"er~an
with its 25lh
allnual
hri~tmas c~ncerl. Directed
by George
t.rickling. thi~ choir ha5
attained
a di::lillcli'e place among
::chool choral
groups. It has :mng
jn mo~t o( tlt large cities of llle
nited Stales and on all national
net works.
om of the mo~t faUloU5
arti~lS of loda
lta' appeared with
til
chorus. Tbe oUI'landing event
of ilg hi:::torr wa:: the eighl weeks
tOllr of Europe in the ~unllner of
1953_ which included an 3wearance
at. the First
International JJusic
Conference
at Bru~,e1~. Belgium.
f

The League
of Composers and
the International
Society for Con·
temporary
:\Iu::ic, Unjted Slates Sec·
tjon. have been merged into a single
oragnhation.
to be known 85' the
League
of Composers-JnlerDatio~al
Society
for Contemporary
Jluslc.
Unjted
tate
Section. Inc. Aaron
Copland
has been named composer'
chairman.
(Colllinued on Page 59)
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The Era of the Borge
Did you know that underneath all the clowning of Victor Borge, there is a senous musical
personality-a

concert artist no less-with

excellent training as a pianist? Read his fascinating story,

From an interview with Victor Borge, Secured by Rose Heylbut

1,\1 OCTOBER

of 1953, Victor Borge hired
the Golden Theatre in New York City,
there to present an entertainment
to be
called "Comedy in Music" and to consist
solely of his own playing
and quipping.
These talents had won him considerable
success in clubs, and on radio and television; carried to Broadway
as a full evening's show, they would enable him, he
hoped, to run for a few weeks, anyway till
Christmas, October
of 1954 found Mr.
Borge still at the Golden, still continuing
to sell out all seats for all performances;
at
this writing, he is possibly a greater draw
than when he began, and no one cares even
to contemplate the end of the engagement
which the New York Herald·Tribune calls
"the era of the Borge:'
Broadway's
astutest
experts remain
astounded
by what has
turned out to be the most successful oneman show in the history
of our theatre.
Even more astounded
is Victor Borge, He
tells you he has had phenomenal
luck.
You ask Mr, Borge what besides luck
lies back of him, and he says, "much hard
work, much self-discipline,
much seriousness of purpose." You take a quick glance
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to see if this is another
hilarious
Borge
joke. It isn't, The thoughtful
dark eyes are
earnest.
"You can't do any job noncha·
lantly," Borge explains;
"you must take it
seriously, even if the job is being unserious.
People say, 'Oh, those entertainers-they
do nothing but have fun!' Well, it is fun
to do the work you like best, to feel that
marvelous
click of response
arising from
your
audience-but
it's a kind of fun
that has to rest on a solid and serious
foundation."
Victor Borge's foundation
is just that.
Born in Copenhagen,
Denmark,
he grew
up in a musical home where a choice of
instruments
was taken for granted.
His
father,
a humor-loving
violinist,
played
with the Danish
Royal Symphony;
his
mother was a skilled pianist. The boy was
introduced
to both instruments
while still
of nursery
age. His natural
aptitude for
the keyboard soon asserted itself, however,
and he made his debut as concert pianist
at the age of ten.
Today, when anxious mothers ask Borge
just haw to make little Johnny take to the
piano, he says, "Get the boy a violin and

force him to play it; you'll soon have a
pianist on your hands."
Acclaimed as a child prodigy, Borge won
scholarships
to the conservatories
of Copenhagen,
Berlin, and Vienna.
His masters
included Frederick Lamond, Victor Scholer,
and Egon Petri. He began his professional
career at thirteen and spent the next twelve
years touring Europe to outstanding
acclaim. And all of the time, a curious struggle was going on in Borge's quick mind.
"I used to get horribly
nervous,"
he
says, "I'd be all ready to go out and play
a concert, when suddenly it'd occur to me
that, no matter what I might do, a handful
of critics-even
one or two--had
it in their
po\ver to smash me. Suppose they didn't like
what I played-or
the way I played it-or
the essential me that came out in my playing? A horrible thought, I had to do some·
thing about it. For me, the natural way to
do anything is to do something
funny-I
was born with a funny bone, I supposeand so I began
doing
whatever
came
naturally
to my mind regardless
of the
tradition
of the concert hall. On one oc.
casion my eye(Continued on Page 48)
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NATIONAL Association lor AmerTHE
ican Composers and Conductors owes

Developing
Musical Understanding
In Teacher Training
"The most important
program

ut

objective of the training

music is development
for musical growth."

by Leo }. Dvorak

INstanding
MOST schools of music, musical underis the result of study of a
series of courses in music. The objectives
of these courses are often unrelated
to
the preparation of the teacher of music
and, as a matter of fact, to the development of musical understanding. Too often
the student is encouraged to devote his
c?llegia.te career toward technical profiClen?y l.n a perf?rming media, or he may
be Intfl?ued with the gathering of encyclopedic knowledges about music. Or
still further, he may spend his ti me developing a talent for composition or even
the art of the conductor. However, with
the need for making a living in the imme?iate !uture, he grudgingly takes, or he
IS advised to take, a minimum number of
methods courses in how and what to teach.
At the conclusion of all these trainj nas
the student is vested with the baccalaure;t;
degree and a teaching certificate which
entitles him to teach, but often he has no
real understanding or feeling of how 0
what.he.is to teach, except that his certifi~
cate indicates that he is qualified t t
h
music!
0 eac
Woouwind quartet, Eastern Illinois State College, striving lor finesse in perfm-mnnoe,

~h.e most

important objective of the
in music I'S d eve 1opment
for m~slCal growth. James L. Mursell calls
attention to this in his book "Ed
.
1M.
'
ucatron
or . USIC
Growth,"
when
he
"AU
I
.. .
says,
musica ·' actrvities
experiences , en d eavors,
an d Iearmngs should be thought of
d
p.lanned as episodes in a process of ~nu_
eical growth.
All speci a I ac I''uevernents
.
.
'"
and learmngs should be treated
f
f
.
.
as means
or ostermg It. The emphasis should always be on musical growth It is th h
I
II'
.
e eart
o a we -organized scheme of music educa,
training . program

tion." 1£ mu ical under tanding is the reo
suit of musical gr wth, what then, i neeessary in the training program whichmay
lea? to mu i al und r tanding? TIleimplicatron ha already be n made that musical
study does. not n cessarily result per set
in adequately prepared teacher of music.
Certain fundamental
of music shouldbe
reviewed and eml hasized for the development of musical Ieelings and understandings in preparation f r teaching. All musical experiences can contribute toward
this objective if the learnings are pointed
in this direction. It eems thai first consideration should be given to the awareness of the student of a sound of a lone.
A tone of good quality. in proper pitch and
at the proper dynamic level has aesthetic
values.
The root of mu ic is the Sill olelone.
. .
It 15 the beginning of the molding of tonal
expression and in pi ration. Whateverelse
the composer had in mind, his feelings or
meanings are molded into pure tone and
evolve into concepts of heauty through
formal composition. The student should
learn to react to each single note as he
would to the peel of a bell. It is not the
production of tone that i important at this
point, but the sound of the tone after the
mechanics of production have taken place.
The teacher must focus the student's attention to sound in order to arouse and develop aesthetic responses. Only then call a
series of tones develop into a beautiful
melody and the melody stimulate to more
complicated reactions. Awareness of the
beauty of a tone and tonal combinationsis
the basis for aesthetic responses and for
the development of musical understanding.
(Continued on Page 4S1
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its being to a sincere American-Henry
HadleY-1vho founded the organization
twenty-one years ago and whose life story
reads like the American dream. Born in a
modest Somerville, Massachusetts, home
in 1871~he lived to fulfill his highest aims
and to become world-famous as composer
and conductor. A prolific composer of
music in all forms, he was one of the first
to write mood music for the films. He was
a charter member of ASCAP and one of
the few Americans whose operas have been
produced by the Metropolitan Opera Company. Seeking to inaugurate on these shores
a music center comparable to the Salzburg
Festivals, he founded the Berkshire Festivals selecting the Hanna Farm at Stockbridge for the first concerts and conducting
the orchestra there for two years before
the illness which caused his death in 1937
forced him to retire. The list of his personal
achievements seems endless. Yet he did not
confine his vision within the range of his
own orbit. What he stood for lives embodied in the NAACC.
Henry Hadley was always a zealous crusader for A merican music but it was during
his first South American tour as guest
conductor that he noted a singular fact.
He was urged to acquaint himself with the
music of South American composers for in
no city below the equator did the local
performing society give a concert which
did not include a native work. It was an
illuminating experience to Hadley. An
opposite situation then existed in his own
country where European conductors and
managers employed by leading performing
societies of the United States disseminated
modern European cultures along with the
standard classical repertoire and where the
American composer was literally barred
from a hearing before his own public.
Hadley never again conducted a program
on which he was not permitted to include a
work by one of his compatriots.
This was not enough, however, and in
late 1932 he called together a group of
friends and colleagues and proposed that
an organization be formed for the propagation of American music. Less than one
hundred persons met that evening in the
spacious Hadley Studio in New York City.
Some were musicians, some were engaged
in allied arts, some were laymen. But all
were Americans instinctively dedicated to
the fostering of a culture, long neglected.
It did not require Dr. Hadley's compelling
personality to convince them this campaign
was long overdue. It had needed, merely,
a guiding spirit to set it into motion. The
guiding spirit, it must be recorded, having
presented the idea and having given it
momentum, rejected a proposal that he
accept office in the new organization.
Characteristically, he stepped aside and
thereafter appeared only in advisory capacity when called upon to do so.
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(L.) William A. Schroeder, national president.
(R.) Henry Hadley, Amel"ican composer,
foun,ICI· of NAACC.

TheNAACC
Comes of Age
The fascinating story of The National Association
for American Composers and Conductors,
one of the most influentiol groups
in the A merican music scene.
by Lillian Brunett

They called themselves the National
Association for American Composers and
Conductors stressing the preposition "for."
It was not to be a society of composers
and conductors banded together for mutual
benefit. It has, instead, a membership of
professionals and non-professionals who
work together to inculcate a more prideful
attitude on the part of the public toward
American music, for without that attitude
no culture can grow. From the beginning
there were Associate (non-music) as well
as Professional memberships. For those
who wished to contribute more than the
nominal yearly dues applicable to these
memberships, Sustaining and Life memberships were provided. Recently Student
memberships have been initiated so that
college students under the leadership of
faculty members can create chapters. The
first chapter of its kind resides in the
North Texas State Teachers College at
Denton,
Texas. Under the direction of
Waller H. Hodgson, Dean of Music 01 the
College, the Denton NAACC has attracted
state-wide interest through its concerts of
American music. In the non-student category there is the Washington, D.C. chapter,
Mrs. Virginia Rollwage Collier, Regional

President. The'Washington NAACC's noteworthy concerts are given at the National
Arts Gallery in the nation's Capital.
In the past six years, during which
time Robert Russell Bennett was National
President, the NAACC has achieved its
greatest membership growth with one
thousand members in forty-eight states,
with two active chapters and others in the
process of formation-notably
the chapter
of the state of Indiana whose advisor will
be Dr. Fabien Sevitzky and whose proposed
executive board lists some of the most
distinguished educators of that state.
Charter members also stressed the word
"American" of the title in its ail-encompassing meaning. It was early decided that
to promote contemporaries, exclusively, was
to take a limited approach to so wide a
horizon. On the theory that what is contemporary today will not be contemporary
to the twenty-first centur y-c-nor is it contemporary with the early American scenethe NAACC is pledged 10 give a cross
section of all American music. This
policy often directs the Program Committee, responsible for producing the Town
Hall concerts, to library shelves for earlier
works which have (Con~inued on Page 52)
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Comical
by LOUIS JOHN JOHNEN

Opera

One of the best known
vocal artists before the
public today gives,
Not everything that happens on stage
is

called for in the score of the opera being presented.

NOBODY has to be told that grand opera

is fundamentally
serious.
Jealousy,
rage, sorrow and despair are its main ingred ients, because true comic operas are
the hardest to write. But dramatic opera
has its funny moments, too-unconscious
ones that cause dismay to the performers,
even while they lessen the tension of the
listener.
Opera thrives
on illusion. And
when that illusion is shattered by a Madame
Butterfly, so buxom-the
word is inadequate-that
the philandering
American
naval lieutenant has to embrace her in sections, grand opera may well border on
insanity.
Happily, those days when a slim voice
failed to correspond
to a singer's figure
are disappearing
into the past. Operatic
accidents do occur, though, and never fail
to amuse the music lover, no matter how
deep-rooted is his love for the art, nor how
tragic the consequences
for the artist.
Take, for example, the Cincinnati
Summer Opera. In the early 1920's this flourishing plant of Mid-West culture was nothing
but a feeble seedling.
The singers, who
more often than not, were recruits from
second string companies or young hopefuls
learning the ropes, sang all the operas in
the repertoire
for the entire 8-weeks' seaSon. Opera students from the local studios
assisted
in the secondary
roles. Others
helped
along in the makeshift
chorus.
Under such conditions,
it was strange that
more mishaps failed to occur.
There was the time when Volentine, practically shirtless, misjudging
a cue, rushed
. on stage a hundred measures before Faust
and Mephistopheles were expecting
him.
Even Goethe's Devil was unprepared
for
this appearance.
Later on in the same season, during "Romeo and Juliet," Mereutio,
angered at Tybalt's aimlessly waving sword,
neatly clipped off his opponent's
wigtaking along with it the toupee beneath it.
On another
occasion,
Lohengrin's swan
resisted all the efforts of the property men
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from his wide experience,

to budge it, until with a lurch the heavenly
bird scurried clear across the stage into the
opposite
wings,
without
waiting
for the
knight, its head wildly flopping from side
to side.
Wagner's swan seems to be the particular
butt of opera's wayward
gremlins.
In Cassel, Germany,
one time, the direction
had
inserted
the original,
uncut
Lohengrin's
narrative in the last act, for hyper-historical
accuracy.
A guest tenor, although primed
for the unusual occasion,
forgot his instructions in his excitement
and reverted to his
accustomed
way of singing
the aria. The
stage hands, expecting
another
ten minutes
of leisure, were startled
out of whatever
they were doing to hear the chorus shouting, "Del' Schwan! Der Schwan!"
But there
was no swan. Suddenly
the Holy Grail taxi
swooped
out of the background
of the
ScheIdt River, made the curve on one wing
and swept to an abrupt
stop in the foreground to startle the knight as well as the
audience out of their composure.
The distressed bride of Wagner's
Knight
of the Grail had her bad luck in Cincinnati
some years later. It was not enough
that
a moth, distracted by the stage lights, found
refuge in Elsa's mouth during a wide-open
high note, and emerged
as mangled as the
B-flat. No! the property
man had forgotten
Lohengrin's sword in the Bridal Chamber
scene. All that Elsa could
do, when the
murderous
Telrcmnnd broke in, was to go
through
the motions
of handing
over the
weapon, while Lokengrin could only point
viciously at the villaln-who
promptly fell,
mortally wounded.
Almost the same thing happened
in 1927,
the year that Fausto
Cleva first came to
the Cincinnati
Summer Opera as conductor
of the Metropolitan
Opera Chorus and vocal
coach. We were performing
"Pagliacoi"
and I was singing Silvio for the first time.
At a certain chord, Silvio is supposed
to

dr.op dead after being stabbed by the de.
husband,
Canio.
Unfortunately,

ceived

_

valuable pointers on

when the fateful
m menl
was nowhere
near
iloio.

arrived,
Canio
But 1 dropped,

neverthele s. The next da y ne f the local
cr-itics a ked me if death had been due 10
heart failure or ju t plain fright-a
very
shrewd ob ervation, to tell the truth. At the
second
performance,
however,
I waited
dutifully for the mortal blow, then fell like
a sack of potatoes down the tel" of the
little stage-on-thelage and was black and
blue for days afterwards.
And never will I forget my first Herald
in "Lohengr in." The local choru wa ingIng

in Engli

h, the

principals

hearsal j the prompter's
SCore was in Italian.
Happily,
prayer and a merciful
providence
saved the situation
just as the conductor's
baton descended
on the beat.
Once the premier
danseur in "Lakme'
almost blew up the performance,
too. He
was no longer young or slender. Stationed

as an idol at the door of the temple, clad
in nothing more than Pru ian Blue paint,
a scarlet
breech
clout
and nipples, he
was a picture
to behold---especially
when
the picture
began to dance and the colors
to .run in the soft, summer
night, leaving
white patches among the blue and red. The
party
of British
sightseers,
viewing the
debacle
from the front
of the stage. was
almost
driven into hysterics
when one of
the orchestra
men, dose to the footlights,
held up a small professional
copy of the
latest song hit for them to see. Its title:
"I've
Got the Breakin'
Out Blues."
Unconscious
operatic comedy is not, however. confined
to Cincinnati.
In the Cassel

House,

(Continued

Building Programsand Singing Them
An informal rehearsal pose

in Italian.

Illness of the Herald cau d conductor
Ralph Lyford'
choice to fall on me at
very short noli c. The ltalian scores were
all in usc, and 1 had to lea rn the part in
German. That moment
when the curtain
rose and the Herald trade to the footlights
was like the last tel's to the executioner's
block. For the Herald's memory was an absolute blank! There had been no stage re-

Opera

William Warfield with his accompanist, Quo Herz

an Page 53)
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Warfield secured for ETUDE

by Myles Fellowes

THE

ARTIST'S
program
for ms his sale
means of communicating
with his audience. Whatever
ideas he has in mind,
whatever emotions he wishes to stimulate,
he establishes his points through the material he selects and his manner of projecting
it. Thus: a good program
is never a haphazard affair, thrown together according
to
impulse. It represents
the 1110st careful
study. In my view, program
building
depends upon two elements:
the taste of the
audience, and the artist's grasp of the music of his field.
To talk of gauging programs to audience
taste can open the door to controversy!
Should not the artist be free to sing any
music he loves and believes in? The answer
is an emphatic Yes. If he is considerate,
however, he will not use this freedom to
impose his own tastes on his public, regardless of theirs. Rather, he will search among
the songs he loves and believes in so that,
without sacrifice
of standards,
he may
bring his hearers
music that they most
enjoy. We all know that tastes vary; that
in certain sections there is a preference for
Lieder, in others, a preference for operatic
arias, etc. These varying tastes have nothing to do with the value of the music.
Keeping well within the framework of good
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music,
and without
thought
of either
"playing up" or "playing down," the singer
should
acquaint
himself
with audience
preferences.
For insta nee!
For .my debut recital in Town Hall, New
York, I offered a program
calculated to
meet the tastes of the most cosmopolitan
and, perhaps, the most critical audience in
the world. I chose Lieder, French songs,
some pre· Bach works, and included only
one group in English. For my community
concerts throughout
the less cosmopolitan
areas of the country, 1 varied the selections
without altering their quality. I chose my
classic
numbers
from
works of Bach,
Handel, and Purcell which were in English; my second group combined
French
and German works; the middle section consisted of arias; and the entire second half
of the program
was in English. (I avoid
Lieder in English; poem and music are so
closely related that I think they lose in
translation.)
These programs
included several languages;
none of the selections was
"light,"
yet all were geared to audience
tastes without loss of integrity.
In passing, I might mention the curious
situation
which obtains in New York and
nowhere
else. All performers
know that
there a singularly
knowledgeable
audience

is augmented
by a group
of singularly
knowledgeable
critics
who must also be
taken into account!
Thus, one might say
that in New York, programs
are geared
to critics and audience-elsewhere,
to audience and critics.
To return to the program,
another point
to remember
is variety.
Slow works are
best followed by faster ones. Successive
songs should be sung in different keys.
Without
being actually
aware of it, one
feels a slight boredom in hearing three or
four songs all in the same key. It is wise
to vary musical types and styles and languages. The second half of the program is
lighter than the first, especially in the final
group. This year's final group often servcs
as the source of next year's encores!
In steering a course among these various
considerations,
I try to put myself in the
place of my hearers. Most of them are musical laymen, loving music, seeking. beauty
from it, but not regarding
it as does the
professional.
Thus, in trying out songs,
my yardstick is never a preconceived
label
-old,
new American,
foreign,
etc.-but

the appeal the song is likely to make to
the music-loving
layman.
Also, I test out
the "old chestnuts"
to discover
what it

is which has

(Cantinned

an Page 51)
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ORCHESTRA DEPARTMENT

We Must Find the Answer
Woodwindsthe Heart
of the Orchestra

Part Two
by LOUIS SHENK

Did you. ever think of
a word as a sentence of sounds? It's
an interesting thought that's developed here.

Would you like to know something
about the various instruments in the
WHAT has for many years been referred
to by authors and music critics alike
as a "too open" tone is, in fact, not at all

open but simply a case of a top open moiuli
accompanied by a restricted throat resulting in what should be classified as a strident
tone. Perhaps a bit of deductive logic will
help to clarify this erroneous concept of
what actually constitutes
an open tone.
We will readily agree that maximum
resonance
is required
to establish a true
or correct estimate of the tonal possibilities

. of a human voice,' a bell, a drum or any
other case in which resonance is a factor.
111 the case of the human voice this implies

and demands that all available resonating
space be utilized simuluineouslv. It thus
becomes clearly evident that the only possible way to produce a truly open tone is
to utilize all of the available resonating
spaces: namely, the oral (mouth and
pharynx) area and the head and nasal passages, which naturally implies that the
tonality is emitted through the oral and
nasal passages at the same time. A scientific test of this truism will reveal that it
represents the only possible way to achieve
maximum tonal freedom with its resultant
tonal beauty.
In addition to this inspiring discovery,
it will be found that the marvelous provisions of .Wother Nature itl the matter of
tOllal nuance in singing and in impersonations will now become apparent through
the magic of intuition.
Con8onant8~ Vocal and Not Vocal
Though the listing of consonants has for
many years been familiar and in general
agreement: yet a careful analysis of their
function relative to word formation and
the tonal qualities of the vocal asphates
and explosives seems advisable.
Avoiding all unnecessary technical terms
which tend to confuse rather than clarify, '
let u.s proceed to the examination of this
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greatly underestimated, and much neglected
group of sounds.
It must be clearly kept ill mind through.
out this phase of our studies that vocal
consonants. like the vowels. must be regarded as -characters of sound and must
not under any circumstances
lose Iheir
identity.

Consonant

Classification

First: the aspirates
which are always
vocal: "1\1" as in me, "N" as in knee, "L"
as in. lea, "R" (trilled) as in -ine0' and
"Ng" as in sing. The vocal and not vocal
aspirates are: "Th" as in thee: and "th"
as in thin; "V" as in vain and "I" as in
jain; "Z" as in zoo and "s" as in sue'
"Zh" as III azure an d" sh " as in shall. Jn'
listing the explosives, both vocal and not
vocal, an important observation regar-ding
the letter "G" should be made. I~ word
for.mation it becomes, let us say, ideruical
tunns due to the fact that in tonal texture
and in duration of sound it is identical
The idea of the "hard" and "soft" G i~
completely in error. So: we have "G" as
in. Joe and "G" as in go; when uttered
With exactly the same emphasis, they are
vocally exactly alike. Vocal and not vocal
tlley are: "G'" as 111 J oe: and "ch"
'
as in'
choose;
"G"
as
in
game
and
"k"
.
.
."".
. ,
as ]n
call1e: B as 111 ball and "p" as'
P I.
"D"
In
au
. , as in dare and "1" as in tare. Th;
~wo sounds, "H" as in Hey! and "wh" as
III what,
must be uttered in the shortest
and most incisive possible manner
Th
"Wh"-H'~o. as m What, (Hoo-ah-t) . care-e
fully avoldlllg the gust of air which usually
precedes
the II or Wh sounds. It' IS 1n
. t er.
estmg to .note that each letter of our alphabet
f contalllS two sounds : with the cxcep t'IOn
0'
a-o---e,
and the Y which contains
three
vowel
sounds
(oo-ah - ej . an d tIe
I
.
W embodymg
the statement-"D
bl
e-oo (U) ." I n word formation the "Y"ou b e
co lles
1
"1
an-l'b" as in by , ""e
. youe·
as In

--.:

(e0) and "ih" a in I arty (p-ahrt-ila).
whilc ill IllOIlY in ranees it i completely silent. (I, in day (not du-e] mav
etc. Thc leu r W in \\ I'd rormati~n r~:
talus only the "00'"
8S in \\ll)
(eo-at,
wa . \\ ill. etc .. arid like th Y. i-; in many
Instance, corupletcf y
ilent, 3,!\ in flow
(1101 Il.oh-oo I. gtow,
bestow, etc, Please
note that her again the additional vowel
sound (001 so
ften heard in this word
group is not only superfluou , but. nrtistically speaking, is for idden.
Woret For-mation
A \\ ord, \\ ith the excepti II of a few
monosyllables.
mu be said to consist of
a sentence o] oll~d in exactly the same
relative manner a a statement consists of
a sentence oj words. lt will. of ourse. be
quite impossible to adequately COIl\'CY the
merits of our word analysis in xriting.
Therefore, a general idea of its effectiveness in the absence of the opportunity to
demonstrate the widely varied sound ccmbination must suffice. Here are a few pointers which are of the utmost importance.
They must be kept in mind and strictly
observed. Fir~t: good singing demands that
all vocal consonants preceding a \"Olfe( be
sounded on the exact same pilch as the
vowel which follow~ and that. with the exception of "H.," all not vocal consonants
preceding a \'owel or vocal consonant, be
uttered completely
independentlr
of the
vocal which follows. Second, 111 singing
the English language. vowels and consO'
nants do not mix. This wlpleasillg practice
may be said to be strictly American, nota·
bly in \\ords ending in M. ~, or Ng,
producing
what has aptly been termed
"The American Twang." Undoubtedly. the
Ill.ost contrm'er8-ial of these word groupS
Will be the words
in which the "AlI" appears as in Hand, Land: Demand. etc. Here
the British ha\e a distinct ad,antage in
custom of speech (Continued on Page 64)
l

wood-wind section of an orchestra? Here's an
interesting story about them.
by Ralph E. Rush
A section of the 1954 Western Stale Music Camp Orchestra showing the five wood wind players immediately
back of the eonduetor

IF

THl: STRING CHOIR is accepted as
the "soul of the orchestra," then the
wood-wind choir 'can certainly be considered the heart of the orchestra. Although
the stringed instruments are called the backbone of the modern orchestra and the
string family is largely responsible Tor the
original development of the present day
orchestra-professional
or amateur, the
heart beat and color of this musical group
usually originates from the wood-wind section. Acknowledged by conductors and
master orchestrators alike as the most versatile of the instrumental choirs forming
the modern symphony orchestra: the woodwind family is assuredly at the very heart
of the orchestra from many points of view.
Each of its members is first and foremost
an individualist and it is from this array
of varied colors that an orchestrator can
draw his greatest power to communicate
the many variations of sound and emotion
that arc possible when the orchestra sings
its song.
The individual instruments of the woodwind famil y do not resemble each other
nearly as closely as do either the strings
or the hrasses. The string and brass fami·
lies both are more homogeneous in character of tone and in the nature of their tone
production than the wood-wind group.
Some "wood windsl' are not even made of
wood today, yet all had wooden bodies
originally. The very manner by which tone
is produced in the various wood winds
l
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causes much of the difference. The flute,
"coloratura soprano" of the family and her
half-sized sister, the piccolo, both produce
sound by a performer blowing breath
across an opening in the head joint. This
vibration principle was discovered thousands of years ago when some unknown
Neanderthal man noticed the soft sound
produced by the wind blowing across the
top of a broken reed. The Greek story of
Pan and Syrinx depict this same principle
in a very early age of history. We have all
heard it claimed that the flute is the oldest
wind instrument known, but too often we
fail to realize that it was Theobald Boehm
in the 1830's who perfected a crude wooden
tube into the modern instrument we now
know as the flute.
The oboe, "Lyric soprano" of the woodwind family is often the soloist when an
orchestra plays. If a composer wishes to
depict the calm and peacefulness of a pastoral scene, it is usual! y the oboe that carries the leading role. The larger and
deeper-voiced sister of the oboe, the Cor
Anglaise (angle horn), more commonly
called the English Horn, is the alto voice
of the oboe family and possesses a sound
that is dreamy and tender with a somewhat
plaintive sorrowful quality.
The clarinet: "dramatic soprano" of the
choir, possesses a great range of tone and
volume. It very often vies with the violin
in importance in solo passages. In its lower
chalumeau register the tones are haunting,

mellow and sometimes menacing, while in
its clarion and altissimo registers it sings
out in clear warm sounds. A larger brother,
twice the size of the soprano clarinet, is
well known as the bass clarinet. Often this
deep-dark toned instrument carries the
leading melody when describing sepulchral
scenes.
The grand-pa-pa of the wood-wind family
is the bassoon, a strange looking wooden
pipe of approximately eight feet in length
which has been doubled back in its tube
length. This tenor-bass voice of the woodwind choir can sing in a serene and beautiful manner or can produce hollow-dry
tones: frequently rather comical sounds,
that have given cause for its nickname: "the
clown of the orchestra." A deeper pitched
great-grandpa,
which sounds an octave
lower than the bassoon, is called the ContraBassoon and is capable of the lowest sound
produced by the entire orchestra. This
double· bassoon furnishes foundation tone
in tutti passages, but is not often given a
solo. It is seldom found in 'school groups.
The French horn, although a brass instrument, is often associated with the wood
winds because of its mellow blending tone
and also for the reason that from the very
beginning of orchestral times, the oboes,
bassoons and horns have been used in
pairs and in combination to produce many
of the most characteristic orchestral sounds.
The French horn, so named because of
its historical (Continued
on Page 47)
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~HORAL DEPARTMENT

What

Program Building

An Editorial

Became
by JAMES

Part Three: "Thematic Schemes"

FRANCIS COOKE

of Lubeck?
SO MANY

young musicians
imagine that
all they need to secure life success is a
fine assortment of press notices and a few
laudatory
letters from very important persons, that we are prompted
to write this
editorial
about Ernest
Heinrich
Lubeck,
piano virtuoso. Read what Hector Berlioz
wrote about him to a violinist friend in
London in 1856:
"Permit me to present to you the celebrated Dutch pianist, Mr. Lubeck. His talent is altogether extraordinary,
not merely
because of his prodigious
technique,
but
because his musical style is irreproachably
excellent. It is his spirit and zest, combined
with balance, his strength united with dexterity, it is dazzling and resilient, like the
blade of a sword,"
Here was the appraisal
of one of the
most brilliant composers
of his day upon
a young contemporary.
Could he have said
more about r .iszt, Chopin or Rubinstein?
But what hecame of Lubeck?
The writer
doubts whether any subscriber
to ETUDE
has ever heard of him. Did he die young?
Did he have an unfortunate
personality?
Was he the victim of vice, scandal
or
crime?
Perhaps Berlioz
wrote the letter
under rhe influence of a good bottle of
Chateau Yquen. Perhaps he, Berlioz, might
not have been a judge of piano playing.
The only instruments
he himself could play
were the flageolet and the guitar, and he
wasn't too expert with them. He did, however, have a marvelous
grasp of the great
tapestry of music which won him the title
of "the Father of Musical Art." After some
considerable sleuthing the writer found that
Lubeck once toured America with a certain
amount of success. He then went to Paris
where he settled down for some years as
a teacher of piano. He died at the age of
4,7 and is now forgotten. Chopin died at 39
and is now immortal.
The main difference between Chopin and
. Liibeck was, of course, that Lubeck was an
interpreter,
while Chopin was ali incom-
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by GeOl·geHowerton

parable composer.
The fame of the gr.eat
creative
worker is always more enduring
than that of the interpreter.
Compare,
Ior
instance
the fame of the celebrated
actors
of histo;y, Forrest,
Salviui, Booth, Irving,
Bernhardt,
Rachel, von Possert and Duse
with that of Shakespeare,
Goethe, Moliere,
or even George Bernard
Shaw.
The fact that impressed
the writer about
Berlioz'
extravagant
appreciation
of the
performance
of Lubeck was that it was a
part of a letter addressed
to an influential
violinist-Iriend
in London,
urging him to
secure musical engagements
for the pianist.
A great many young artists
and teachers
place far more stress upon letters of intr oduction and press clippings than they do
upon their own worthiness
to succeed.
The value of a letter of introduction
is
conditioned
by three
factors:
first, the
prominence,
integrity
and established
judgment of the writer
of the letter; second,
by the genuine, demonstrable
talent of the
teacher's
performance
or composer;
and
third, by the consummate
training
of the
young' artist, entitling
him to success.
The writer knows of a young singer who
came to New York City from the northwest,
with letters and press clippings
from wellknown music critics
praising
her in the
most laudatory
terms, even comparing
her
with Galli-Curci
and Lily Pons. Actually
she had a somewhat
boisterous,
bravado
type of voice, inclining
toward
that of
Martha Raye, which of course, while it is
an asset to the comedienne.
could not fail
to be a liability
to a pri~la donna. Her
recital at Town Hall and the subsequent
newspaper "slaughter"
by the critics, wiped
out at once her ambition
to become a great
artist. She reported
to the writer that her
parents had paid thousands
of dollars for
her musical training
and her flight into

the field of vocal art. She had been en.
couraged
by incompetent
critics and mercenary
teachers
to continue
her lessons
with a professional
objective.
A real vocal

_

could h~l\ e told her at th start that
thought
a career a a singer was
impractical.
lucid nts of this t)PC have
damaged
the repute of man) \\(jrth) teachers of
inging.
\fOlhing
can be done to
correct such an abuse, except 10 \\ arn the
general public to esc rtain the standing of
a vocal teacher
for producing
pupils who
have "made
good"
profcs ionnlly.
The study of singing
rnay become a ,cry
joyous lind profitable
means of menial and
sp i ritual release as well a a pri cless factor
in the phy ical welfare
of the student. The
effect of all vibration
upon the human
body while not a yet
ientifically computable,
are know n to be of great importance
to the individuals.
The ability 10
sing effectively
and impressiv ely for one's
friends and in choral
groups
is a precious
asset and alwa s repays
the non-profeesional vocal student per onally and socially
for his preparation.
Young aspiring
professionals look upon
letters of introduction
with the idea that
what they really need is some kind of a
"pull"
or "influence."
A few people may
be .influeuced by such letters. The greater
number
of busy men and women dread letters of introduction,
because
they realize
that they are only too oIten the writer's
way of dismisaing
a persistent
applicant
with undetermined
ability. Of course, when
distinctive
ability is manifested
one is only
too glad to give a letter of introduction
to
assist a really deserving
individual.
One thing certain
is that if the young
singer
or the young
teacher
has what is
called in the popular
vernacular
"what it
takes,"
the real essentials
of success are
so evident
that they cannot
fail to be
properly
recognized
and abundant
opportunities
await 1J1em in tills amazing age.
The writer knows of another
singer of
high personal
character,
alluring
appearance, good health, who in her girlhood was
fearfully
handicapped
by an ailing mother,
who had no means (Continued on Page 56)
expert
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IMPORTANT in

holding

a program

to-

gether is some organizational
plan which
provides continuity within the series of individual items. One of the most obvious
and convenient
is that of chronological
sequence (see Program Building, Part Two,
"Repertoire,"
ETUDE,
January
1955).
There are various types of thematic schemes
which also can be adopted as unifying elements. The following program
is one presented by the music department
of a small
high school:

"CHRISTMAS MUSIC
OLD AND NEW"
Group I
"The

Manger

Throne"

(During the singing of these numbers,
a pantomime u;as enacted depicting the
Virgin at the manger and the approach of
the Three Kings to present their offerings
to the newborn child.)

o come,

all ye faithful
Silent night! holy night!
We three kings of Orient
From the Orient

o little town of Bethlehem
Christmas

Reading
Gruber
are
Hopkins
Old Portuguese

Redner

Scripture

Group II
"The Christmas

Greens"

[During these numbers a group of sing-

ers was arranged in Christmas tree formalion. Plat/arms were arranged as indicated
herewith and singers placed thereon so as
to s/lggesl, the shape of a tree. Each row
was somewhat shorter than the row below
and was about eight inches higher. With
the stage darkened and flashlights held by
each singer so that only his face was illuminated a very effective stage picture was
produced.)

o

Christmas

tree

(0 Tannenbaum)

o fir

Old German
Old Swedish
Old French

tree dark

The holly and the ivy
Christmas

Readings

(Medieval Poetry and Legends)
Group III
"Yuletide

Songs

by Yuletide

1955

Light"

(The singers were arranged in conventional formation and dressed in choir robes;
the stage was illuminated with candelabra
alone. One can em,ploy actual candles or,
preferably, for reasons of safety, electrical
devices.)
God .rest you merry,
gentlemen

Old English
Old Spanish
Old English
Old English

Wake! 0 wake!
Tbe three ships
The first nowell
Modern

Christmas

Group IV
"Christmas

Music

of Today"

(l n this group

the girls wore formal
dresses in solid colors of pastel shade and
the boys wore dark suits, white shirts, and
dark four-in-hand ties. These were worn
under the robes used in Group JII so that
a complete change of stage picture and
effect was made by bringing up the stage
lights quite high and throwing off the dark
choir robes.)
Everywhere,
tonight

everywhere

III.

a. Kye song of St. Bride

c. Sleeps Judea fair
d. All hail the Virgin's
Son
vesper concert
outlined:

Nevin

Snow

Jewell
Gaul
Mackinnon

a church

Dickinson
is here

Selections from the motet~~Jesu, priceless treasure"
Chorus:
So there is now no
condemnation

Bach

Trio: Thus then, the law of the
Spirit
Death, I do not fear thee
If therefore, Christ
abide in you
Choral: Hence, all fears and sadness
A Modern Composition
Chorus:
Terzetto:

II.

Small

Mackinnon

The general thematic scheme of this program can be extended and the musical content elaborated
to any desired
degree of
complexity.
Even a fairly routine choral
concert can be made more interesting
to
the audience
if the various
group selections are so presented
as to focus the at.
tention of the listeners to the central idea.
A scheme of this type is indicated
below:

for

Smith

I. Music By An 13th Century Master
A Cappella Choir

Christmas

Sleep, holy babe
I hear along their street

Clokey
Bantock

b. Requiem
c. A hope carol
IV. Music for Christmastide
a. The weeping babe
b. A Christmas song of the
plantation

A

Poems

I. Three Old Church Tunes

ETUDE-FEBRUARY

II.

a. Russian hymn
Lvofi
b. Merrial
Barnby
c. Lyons
Haydn
Songs of Sentiment
a. The ash grove
Welsh Folksong
b. Sweet and low
Barnby
c. Flow gently, sweet Afton
Spilman
d. Drink to me only with
thine eyes
arr. Dunhill
Compositions
by Modern Writers

III.

Rise up, my love
Contemporary
Choral

Ensemble
Willan

Writing

A Cappella Choir
a. Jesus and the traders

Kodaly (Hungarian)
h. Nocturne Bantock
(English)
c. The three kings
Willan (Canadian)
d. Praise ye the Lord
Pantchenko (Russian)
(Continued on Page 58)
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the Clarinet

cords
Reviewed

by

ParI 2

PAUL N. ELBIN

We learn something of the
Clementi: Syrnplw"y

demonstrations.

ill D, Op. 18, No.2

No chamber orchestra active today excells the Virtuosi di RO/1ta in purity
of
style and general excellence of performance
when it comes to music of the 17th and
18th centuries. As one of its special art releases, RCA Victor has brought
out an
I-IMV set containing Virtuosi performances
of Clementi's
long-lost Symphony
in D,

Shostakovi tcb :
Minor, O/~. 93

Norma

It would be easy to pick flaws in the
La Scala production of Norma, but the overall excellence of the recording would be

hard to equal. Maria Meneghini Callas is
a brilliant Norma. Despite frequent unpleasant tone quality that foreshadows vocal
difficulties, Miss Callas' ability to stand up
to an emotional situation makes her a singing actress of the first rank. Ebe Stignani
(Adalgisa), Mario Filippeschi (Pollione)
and Rina Cavallari (Clot£lde) sing their
roles with distinction, though Nicola RossiLemeni (Oroveso) is not so successful.
Tullio Serafin, conducting the orchestra
and chorus of Milan's La Scala, rates sincere plaudits for an artistic integration of
forces. (Angel 3517C-3 discs and ItalianEnglish libretto)
Brahms: Song Recital

You are going to hear more about Nell
Rankin, for this young American contralto, who ahead y has sung at the Metropolitan, the Vienna Opera and at La Scala,
is a sensitive artist with a beautiful vocal
instrument. Her Brahms' recital, made with
the coaching and accompanying help of
Coenraad V. Bas, is a program of uncommon beauty-fortunately
reproduced with
silent surfaces and the musician's type of
hi-fi. Included are In Stiller Nacht, Sandmiinnchen, Two Songs for Contralto with
Viola Obbligato, and Ernue Gesange, Op,
121. (Capitol P 8289)
Vivaldi: Four Concertos

The dozen young Italians who call them18

ML 4887)

various parts of the instrument

Inspired by the baroque revival, Vox has
undertaken the recording of 01136 [antasias
by Gcorg Philipp Tclemann, whose birth
occurred in 16Hl. The first dozen, written
in Ger nan sl, Ie in contrast to others written
according to 'French and Italian tastes. hare
been record d by Helma Elsner on a Neu.
pert harpsichord. Elsner invests Telemann's
short fantasias with both style and vigor.
and his instrument record well. (Vox PL
8680)

Carelli's Concerto Grosso in D, Op. 6, No.
6, and Vivaldi's Concerto in F. Superbly
played and successfully recorded, this program is strongly recommended. (RCA Victor LHMV.2)
Bellini:

(Columbia

Telcuuum : 12 Ffllllltsiwt lor fllIr/"iclloni

D.·. Paul N. Elbin

selves I Musici are never sloppy in their
Vivaldi playing, but their approach in this
recorded program is so personal as to suggest the nineteenth century. Angel's know.
ing engineers have tailored studio acoustics
accordingly. Listeners who dread any hint
of coldness in baroque playing will enjoy
I Musici performances of these four Vivaldi
concertos: D Minor for Strin.gs and Cembalo; D Minor for Viola. d'Amore, Strings
and Cembalo; D Major for Violin and
Strings; and A Major for Strings and Cembalo. (Angel 35087)
R. StI'auss: et« Heldenleben, o». 40
Full of the tonal richness on which most
exciting hi-fi thrives, this disc is one of several introduced by Columbia to demons~ate what brilliance and depth of tone a
~lrtuoso orchestra and a top-notch record109 company can realize. In "A Hero's
Life," Ormandy and the Philadelphia
Or.
c.?estra have room to expand in every direcnon and no opportunity is neglected. As
much can be said for the companion
&heherazade (ML 4888) and Gaite Pori~,"nne (ML 4895). Not long ago discs far
inferior to these were reserved for hi-fi

_

ympllOlJY

No.
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Kathleen Ferl"ier Broadcast Recital

Everyone involved in producing this lo.
inch disc (London LS 1032) has agreed
that all profits shall go to the Kathleen
Ferrier Cancer Research Fund. The pro·
gram is a B. B. C. broadcast by Miss Ferrier, June 5, 1952, a little more than a year
before her death. Ten happy songs by English composers make up the recital, for
which Frederick Stone served as accompanist. Admirers of the great English contralto will be glad to know that her famous
recording of "Three Ruckert Songs" by
Mahler, with accompaniment by the Vienna
Philharmonic
conducted by Bruno Walter
is available now on a separate lO-inch LP,
London LD 9137.
l

Beethoven: Fidelia

Toscanini'a memorable Fidelia broadcasts of December 10 and 17, 1944, have
produced a re- (Continued on Page 61)
1955

selecting a clarinet.

Clarinet and Has-p music at National Music Camp, Intel·lochen, Mich.

by William D. Revelli
pERHA PS it may seem superfluous to

Columbia lost no time after the American
premiere or thi symphony (October 14.
1954)
to make it available on a Masterworks disc. While debate continues 011 the
meaning and importance or the work. the
sincere prem iere performance of the New
York Philharmonic
Symphony under Mitropoulos remains for hearing and study.
The vigorous composition's deeply tragic
trend is well served by a distortion-free
recording that accounts for every section
of the orchestra without once disturbing
the essential
ensemble.
(Columbia 'ML
4959)
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and the points to be checked

reiterate that a clarinet of good quality
is a prerequisite to the progress of every
student of the instrument. However, if we
will but examine the thousands of clarinets
of inferior quality that are being performed
UPOIl daily by not only beginners, but advanced players as well, we undoubtedly
will agree that the selection of the clarinet
is of primary essence in directing the student to his ultimate performance goal.
Since young students of -the clarinet are
not usually qualified to evaluate or test
the deficiencies or merits of the instrument,
it is only natural that they should seek the
advice and counsel of their teachers when
making their selection of an instrument.
The sincere instructor will look upon such
an obligation as a duty and service to his
students and by such assistance will not
only contribute to his students' welfare and
progress, but to his own personal reputation as a teacher. This is particularly so
when the student is a member of the teacher's ensemble groups, in which the ensemble
tone, intonation, and general playing qualities can be only commensurate with the
qualities of the particular ensemble instruments.
Such services will naturally place definite responsibilities upon the teacher. First,
he must be qualified to properly test the
instrument, which means that he must be
a fine clarinetist and able to judge the
instrument on its response, its evenness of
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production: tone and intonation in all
registers; the quality of the wood, keys,
pads, and general mechanism; its dynamic
range and control; the qualities of the
mouthpiece, the ligature, and all other
accessories.
The teacher must also be concerned 'with
the student and his worthiness of a superior
instrument. Among the obvious, but highly
important points that deserve consideration
are: the age of the student, his native musical talent, adaptability for the instrument,
tenacity and study habits, parental interest
and support. In the majority of modern
school instrumental programs, the student
is provided the opportunity of renting at
a nominal fee the instrument of his choice;
hence, the student who so desires may test
his adaptation for the clarinet and pursue
his studies upon it without undue expense.
Unfortunately, such instruments are frequently of inferior quality and even more
often they arc found to be in an unsatisfactory state of preservation.
Another obstacle, prevalent among many
parents, is the unfortunate concept that
"any instrument is good enough for the
beginner," and accounts for much of the
faulty playing to be found among young
clarinetists. Another parental point of view
that is erroneous, though widely exploited,
is the theory that "an inexpensive instrument will suffice until Jim learns to play,
then we will purchase a good one." Unfortunately, such parents inadvertently are

delaying Jim's progress and may be responsible fo~ his eventual failure as a student of the instrument.
The alert and responsible teacher will
confer with Jim's parents, advise them of
his potentialities, and if he is worthy of
a fine clarinet, do all possible to assist them
in the selection of a quality instrument. If
all teachers, parents, and students will come
to realize the advantages of a fine instrument and if each will make every effort
to select only instruments of quality, then
and only then will the performances of the
students and ensembles show the improvement of which they are capable.

The Satisfactory
Clarinel
For the young beginner, it would seem
that the metal or ebonite clarinet is most
desirable, providing that the instrument is
of good quality, responsive and accurate
in its intonation and construction. We must
realize that the beginner lacks proper
knowledge or experience in the problems
concerned with instrumental care: hence
it seems only logical that certain' aspect~
of performance must give way to the more
practical elements for which the metal or
ebonite clarinets are noted. Today's market
includes several metal or composition clarinets of excellent quality, and once again
emphasis must be made that it is the teacher's responsibility to properly inform his
students that such instruments are available
and satisfactory. (Continued on Page 57)
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your Musical Memory?
Even top-notch artists suffer
from memory lapses. Here's a
highly interesting and informative
discussion of this mental mystery.

by Waldemar Schweisheimer
Sergei Rachmaninoff

(1873-1943)
. His mind wandered
the score

ONE

from

DAY when Sergei Rachmaninoff

played his Rhapsody on a Theme of
Paganini, the conductor Eugene Ormandy
noted that the pianist had departed far from
the score and was wandering from one
modulation to another in a curious way.
The pianist was in great distress. Ormandy
quickly indicated
the next tutti to the
orchestra, and with the first note Rachmaninoff's lllemory functioned again.
He said that he nearly always got in
trouble at that particular
point in the
Rhapsody because the first time he heard
Moiseiwitsch play the piece he, too, went
astray at that
particular
point.
Rachmaninoff
ever afterward
had great difficulty getting past the measure in which
Moiseiwirsch
had made his error without

doing the same thing himself.
This lapse of memory of Rachmaninoff
always seemed very strange to Charles
O'Connell who told the story, because he
considered- Rachmaninoff a man with great
powers of concentration and fierce egocentricity.

Small Things Restore Melllory
It is characteristic, however, that Rachmaninoff with the first note of the Tutti
regained his memory. Igor Stravinsky, in
his autobiography, describes how at his
first debut he was seized by a bad lapse
of memory, though it fortunately had no
dire results. Having finished the first part
of his Concerto, just before beginning the
Largo which opens with a piano solo, he
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suddenly realized that he had entirely forgotten how .it started. He whispered this
to his conductor, Koussevitzky. The conductor glanced at the score and whispered
the first notes. That was enough to restore
his balance and enable him to attack the
Largo.
Koussevitzky in this case was able to
act as savior. However, he was not immune
against lapses of memory himself. And who
is? David Ewen recalls a performance
of
Stravinsky's
"Sacre du Printemps" by
Kouseeviteky
in which the conductor suffered a lapse of memory with the result
that he was compelled to push his baton
feebly for several minutes, during which
time the balance of the orchestra collapsed
into confusion until he could bring hack to
mind the exact notation of the score.
There is an excellent remedy for such
lapses of memory in the case of conductorsConductors should conduct with the score
at hand!
This has been demanded from instrumentalists as well, although today it is
customary for soloists to play by heart.
Musical memory is only one part of the
musician's equipment. Raoul Pugno, one
of the greatest French pianists at the begin.
ning of our century, never played without
music in front of him. A musician has to
decide early whether he will play with notes
or by heart. If he dares to' rely on his
memory, the best way is to learn the piece
quickly by heart and practice always without the score, except if he needs the score

to correct mistakes.
There are cases when merit will be reoognized even if minor accidents happen
to the memory. The violinist Carl Flesch
once played the Beethoven Concerto with
Stokowski. Incredibly enough, his memory
failed him-for
the first time in many
.decades of a concert career. He had to
stop, he had to go over to the con?uctor's
stand. They resumed then. It didn't harm
his standing
in the least-but
even a
famous soloist cannot have frequent repeat
performances of such an accident without
losing face.
Musicians are not alone with such mishaps of memory. The British physicist,
Faraday: once worked for six weeks on
exper-iments all of which ended in failure.
I-Ie entered the result in his notebook and
to his amazement
he fund that six months
before he had gone through the same experiments with thc same failure. Yet, during these last cxp u-iments he had not the
faintest idea of ha\ ing made them before.
Shocked at the weakness of his memory,
Faraday dev iscd a new system of notetaking which \\ ould make him independent
of his weakne
.

Schubert and His Marche Militaire
A "Conversation" Piece

by GUY MAIER

! LL TWENTY university students looked
fl. fagged out when they shuffied in for
the afternoon's last piano class. They were
worn out from a dreary, smogful day of
professor- pumping. All day the teachers,
one after another, had been pumping facts,
principles: procedures, theories. By now
nothing was left. Even the piano room was
smoglogged.
Nothing left? ...
Only music, that supreme restorer. So, gently I began with
them: "You are awfully tired. I am, too.
So let's just make the nicest, pleasantest
music together. How about Schubert? I'm
so anxious to hear those happy duets by
him that you have been studying together,
especially those amusing marches that he
wrote for piano, four hands ... the Heroic
Marches (Op. 27), the Characteristic March
(Op. 121), and eveu that perky Children's
March. But how about starting out with the
stirring old Marche Militaire (Op. 51) ?"
The class lacklusterly sighed "Okay" ...
no pep, no zip, no nuthin'.
I called the Primo and Secondo to the
piano, the first a very attractive California
lass, the second a fine, sparkling eyed
Swedish lad. "Oh, come on; for once-let's
hear that Military March the way I think
Schubert wauted it played, lightly, gaily,
up-stepping. It'll be good therapy for
us all!"
My brisk words had no eflect. With a
groan the duetists started, but in a moment
something happened. These young people
couldn't resist Schubert's jubilation. After
the crackling trumpet introduction they
played irresistibly with a rippling gladness
that lifted us out of our chairs, boosted
us, wafted us to the skies. Such a gay,
tripping tempo, such speed, yet complete

Independent
on POOl" femory
Many people have found similar means
and ways to h· independent on their poor
memory. Memor-y is a mystery but it is of
high practical value. In memory, we store
up knowledge and experience so that we
may avoid mistakes and errors of the past.
Can a mechanical
brain replace your
memory? Several scientists have shown that
the brain works like a complicated electrical computing machine, and that dates,
mathematical formulae, music, words, etc.,
are conditioned by the particular structure
of the brain. It is sure that mechanical
brains are impotent
in the absence of
guidance of human brains.
Our capacity of memory decreases with
progressive years. When we grow old, we
forget things. We still remember our feelings and adventures
of early youth, but
we forget what experiences we had only
yesterday or a few months ago. The musical pieces we learned three decades ago are
betLer in our memory when we have grown
old than those we learned only a short
while ago.
Do Yon Remember Faces? Or Facts?
There are many kinds of memory. You
may have an excellent memory for facts
and figures and historical dates, but a poor
one for telephone numbers. You may be
able to remember faces and names, and be
unable to memorize a musical piece or your
multiplication
tables.
The late Albert Spalding once had difficulty in playing the Mendelssohn concerto
for violin. He was well aware of the perverse tricks that (Continued on Page 50)
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rhythmic control. In two minutes we were
restored, in fact we were new personsfresh, young, eager. This wasn't really a
"Military March," was it? No, the music
blew away war evils; hideous destruction
disappeared: discord was non-existent as
hand in hand we stepped forward ecstatically. Isn't this what Schubert meant when
he composed the Marche Militaire? I
wonder.
.
As the' music continued the smogful room
grew lighter and brighter. Suddenly as
California and Sweden reached the last
bugle blasts, a brilliant flash' burst from
the windows. Then all disappeared excepting the two 'players and the piano. Over
the back of it in hazy 1ight stood Schubert
-the immortal Franz himself. No need to
describe him, for anyone could pick him
out of a thousand. "Gruss Gott," said Franz
with a low bow. ("Gruss Gott" is the goodday greeting of the Austrians.) Then he
sputtered, "Ach, no one could sit quiet
and apart while you played my little piece
like that! I just had to jump out and talk
with you. If more musicians showed such
musical faith as you both have, we composers would be more at peace than we are
right now. Many players, even so-called
'artists,' think too much of themselves;
their egos are horribly inflated. Why don't
they concentrate exclusively on the music,
thinking what is the composer's will, what
is he saying, instead of fixing on their own
arbitrary interpretation!
"How do I know you have faith? First,
because you play the music as I wrote it;
and you didn't think it necessary to turn
it into a flashy solo to satisfy your ego.
Almost no pianists ever play this March
as a duet, which is, of course, the medium

in which I composed it. The others play
brilliant solo transcriptions
by Tausig,
bloated band distortions or trivial piano
arrangements. And the way they play it!
Pfui! How can anyone mistake the blithesome, light-stepping pace which I've made
so plain in the piece, for gory, ponderous
battle music?
"Then, too,' I liked especially the way
you kept the March in its small, intimate
duet frame with mostly soft and moderately
loud dynamics, clean, top-of-key playing,
just occasional short taps of pedalling, and
above all the fine, relaxed nonchalance
you achieved in spite of the rapid tempo.
Himmel! You must have played it about
J ~ 132! Well, I directed Allegro Vivace
for it, which for me is almost Presto. You
made it truly a joyous duet- union to celebrate the passing of wars and armies.
"I don't know how you manage to play
so lightly on these heavy instruments of
today. It's very necessary, isn't it, in duet
playing to hold down the extreme treble
voices to avoid shrillness; also the bottom
bass tones to eliminate growling? In spite
of the purists, I think that duets usually
sound better if they are played on two
pianos. Each performer has more independence; he can use his own damper and
soft pedals ad libitum, doesn't jab his elbow
into his partner. Oh, there is so much more
pleas-ure, playing on the two pianos!
"Another thing I liked is your true singing quality. Since I lived and dreamed
my whole life ill song, I do appreciate
pianists who play with muc h coruobile
sensitivity. I wish more players would
study and really 'have fun' with my Sonatas. I loved them. They were written truly
with affection. Whenever I felt my spirit
flooded with lyricism I wrote another
sonata, so I could pour it all into that free,
big sonata mold. And when I hear pianists
complaining about the length of the movements or the upsetting wealth of material
to be found in them, I laugh. How could
I be miserly with the riches the Lord
poured into me? And why should pianists
grumble when they are overwhelmed by
the treasures they find? Bah! So many of
them nowadays are just note-mechanics.
They are afraid of my music because it is
so rounded, edgeless and warm. All they
want is sharpness and shock. All right, let
them stick to their Prokofiefls, Shostakoviches and Schoen bergs !
"As for me, do you know my song,
Au. die Musilc? That was the Ieit-motive
of my life. I am deeply indebted to my
friend, Schober, for the lines:
(Continued on Page 53)
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QUESTIONS
Conducted

by

KARL

W. GEHRKE,vS,

1\1. Dumesnf l at a bcok-stulf
the banks

ANSWERS
TECHNIC

BACH TRILLS
1. Will Jrou

please tell me how to per[orrnthe [olioiuin g trills /r01n the last »ic cement oj the Bach "Italian Concerto":

2. What are the acceptable sp:cds Jo~
each of the three movements

of this urorlci

G. T.
1. I am always suspicious of ornaments
as they appear
in most of the "edited"
works of Bach, Mozart, Haydn, and such
composers. The second of these two trills
looked particularly
questionable .. so [ oonsuited the Bach Gesellschaft
to see exactly
what Bach himself had written. Over both
of these notes he had placed the same sign,
which we know, indicates a "descending"

trill. I would, therefore, play these trills as
follows:
Ex.2

"
k
::ma;:::'1
lifGfi~
If, ou do not have access to a copy ()r
the B~ch Gesellsclwjt for reference, T would
surro'est that you purchase the works of the
00.
j'''.'
Baroque and Classic perio( s III urtext'
editions in which only the original markin!!s of the composer appear.
T believe ~'ou will find the following
tempi satisfactory:
Allegro J = 100
Andante 1
76

2.

J=

=

112
R. A. M.

AM I T09

OLD TO STUDY

VIOLIN?

I am fourteen years o.ld and have been
in a violin cla.ss for six months. Everyone
tells me I am too olrl 1,0 begin to study
m:olill, and I have just read (l boole called
"Violim:sts of Today" in which the author

./

ROUNDTABLE

ll1usic Editor, Webster's New International
Dictionary,
assisted by Prof. Robert A.
Melcher. Oberlin College.

AND

Pre,to

TEACHER'S

MAURICE DUMESNlL, Mus.
Doc. discusses Technic Troubles, Arpeggioed
Chords, a
Good Exercise and Czemy
Studies.

(Donald Brook) fells 'obonl. Heiletz arul
other great. violinists bew"uning lessons a.t
three or so, and this makes me wonder
whether my friends are rig"t. Will· you
please tell Ine what you think?
Miss I. R.
I am not a violinist, but I happen
to
have a dauahter
who is not only an excellent
o
violinist but a very successful teacher, and
she tells me that some of her best pupils
began their study of the violin when they
were much older-than you are. ]~1fact, she
states that even the parents of some of her
pupils have" begun to study the violin and
that they are getting a great deal of pleasure from their lessons and practice.
So 1
suggest
that
you
disregard
what
your
o
.
friends say: continue
in your violin class,
and after another year begin to take private
lessons under
the best teacher
in your
vicinity.
Of course, you must not expect to become a Heifetz, but 1 think I am safe in
promising
you that if you will continue
your study of the violin for three or four
years you will derive
great satisfaction
from the experience
even though you ma y
never become a concert violinist.

K. G.
ABOUT

AWARDS

Please advise me about the m.atter of
awards given to pupils at the end of the
school year. They are u.sually handed ou.t
at the June recital, bu.t I do no' kl/ow on
what the awards should be based. I shouJd
like to know also whether I choulrl grade
each lesson on" a lette".srtn'n,
or even
(livide the lesson int.o s'epara1e grades for
scales, pieces, and the like.
E. B. C.
I believe you are taking the matter
o'E
"awards"
too seriously.
If you wish 10 do
something
along this Ene I suggest
that
you merely tell your pupils at the beginning of the school year that in June you
will award three small prizes, the fi [st to
be given to the pupil (irrespective
of the

of the music at which he is workin g} \\ ho has come to h is lessons most
re~ularly,
has practi ed most railhfullh
and has made the most over-all progress
during
the )ear.
The second prize would
0'0 to
the next-best
onc in these three
~ategories,
and the third prize to the thirdbest one. During
the year the teacher will,
of course,
keep a record
or each lesson,
this to be made
immediately
a lterwnrd ;
and it might be well also to request each
pupil to write down on a record sheet the
amount
of practicing
he has done before
each lesson.
this to be recorded
hy the
teacher with h is own notes on the quality
of work done or the improvement
made.

Hanon and Clementi are not really what
you need. What ought to be good for you
is a lot of work in held down notes. This
develops strength in each finger individually
and above all: an independence
which is
invaluable. I suggest you get Isidor Philipp's
"Exercises for the Independence
of the
Fingers" and work on it every day, dividing your practice into several installments
so as never to reach a point where fatigue
sets in. You should stop as soon as it becomes noticeable, and seek relief in some
other form of technic, octaves, for instance.
Regarding the latter: it often happens that
clumsiness in the fingers stems from an undeveloped wrist. Octaves would be good for
you, each hand separately,
and watching
that you remain constantly
relaxed
and
play from a flexible wrist, never from the
forc·arm.
Intersperse the above works with a few
minutes of Hanon's "Virtuoso
Pianist" and
James Francis
Cooke's
"Mastering
the
Scales and Arpeggios."
Never stay too long
all any particular phase of technic, for in
building up technique as in so many other
things, variet.y .is one of the most indispensable requisites.

K. G.
IN A SONG

A MATTER

OF WORCS

Which is better to follow ill a. song, the
words or the music, I mean, 0/ course, in
determining the phrasing. Also, please tell
me how to cut Rondo Capriccioso (Mendelssohn} down so that a pupil who wants
badly "to play it in a contest will be able
to do it ill six minutes as required by the
contest COl1uniltee?
H. F. T.
In composing
a song the composer follows the phrasing
of the words, but because
the
musical
phrasing
often
results in
phrases that are too long to be sung in one
breath, the singer often has to compromise.
In that case he breaks the word phrase at
some point which will make the break as
inconspicuous
as pos-.ible both in the case
of the words and the music. In other words.
follow the phrasin,g
of the words illsofar
as this is possible:
but if you have to compromise,
then compromise
intelligently in
the case of hoth words and music-or
at
least as intelligently
as you can. J might
add that artists
usually
try a number of
different
"compromises"
before detennin·
ing the olle they finally decide upon.
As for Mendelssohn's
famous piece. T
advise
you
(Continued
on Page 64)
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TROUBLES

I have been. having considerable trouble
in acquiring a, reliable technique. First
I tried Hunon:s "Virtuoso Pianist" but
tater took ltp CLementi's "Gradus." ilily
fingers are big and undeveloped and I had
trouble striking the correct notes in these
twa methods. So I didn't get very far.
Which of these methods is the best and
what other studies should I take up to
develop accuracy and speed in and besides
scales and arpeggios?
J. L. 5., Arkansas

difficulty

IS PHRASING
OR MUSIC?

on

of the Seine in Paris

ARPEGGIOEO

CHOROS

When pieces are written with one chord
ill ea.clt hand with two roll signs, should

they be rolled at the same time, or should
the left hand roll its notes first and then
Ihe right han.d continue upward? I refer
especially La Debussy's Clair de lune.
(Mrs.) E. B., Ohio

19'>5
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Some people think that when the roll
sign is divided-one
for each hand-both
hands must be rolled together;
and when
the sign goes up all the way along both
chords they must be rolled from bottom to
top and one note after another. However,
this is not strictly so and there are exceptions. In most of the French music and
whatever the notation may be, one generally
rolls from bottom to top, sometimes fast:
sometimes slower or even very slowly, according to the character
of the music. The
best is, here again, to experiment,
try different ways and speeds, and let the ear
settle the matter. In Debussy's Clair de Iune
the arpeggioed chords are to be played one
note after another, in soft harp style and
not too fast.

A GOOO

chord, C-E
down

lIal-G
but

I

ETUOES

I have a pupil, a boy of fifteen, who is
just finishing Czel'ny's "School of Velocity"
Op. 299. He has done an excellent job of
the studies and I am wondering what
-uelocitv studies to give him after he has
finished 299. WOllld yOll be kind ellough
to recommend one? Concerning Czerny,
is there a list 0/ all his etudes ill the order
oj their difficulty? Thank you, for any help
you. might be able to give me.
H. W., Texas

From Charles H. Young of Upper Mont-

keys

CZERNY

EXERCISE

clair, N. J., comes a letter mentioning the
excellent results he obtains from practicing
exercises "away from the piano." On vnrious occasions I have recommended
such a
practice
which, of course, has nothing to
do with music and is purely a "gymuastical"
process.
Now Mr. Young gives me one example of
exercises at the piano which he has devised.
I tried it and it is so good that I believe
it will be of great help to our fellow Round.
tablers. Here it is:
"Press down the keys of the diminished
all

in Dr. William Mason's books."
The result? After five minutes drilling
in each hand, my fingers were itching for
Chopin's
and Liszt's most
"velocitous"
passages! Just try it and see for yourselves.

lIat-A-C.
the

first,

Keeping
transfer

the

thumb to the second note (E lIat), then the
second finger to the third note (G flat),
and so on until the chord is in the second
position.
Continue
on up for two octaves
and return by moving the fifth finger to

the key held by the fourth finger and so
forth, always keeping all keys down except
the one being transferred.
I use this exercise
in fifteen
different
positions
by
changing
one note in the chord a half tOile
each time, the first change,
A natural to

A-flat. The final chords make changes of
both two, or three notes. These exercises
are balanced by using flexions such as Occur

You

can give your

boy student

Czerny

740 after he finishes 299. There is also the
"School of the Virtuoso"
which contains
valuable
studies. But don't you think the
boy has had plenty of Czemy, enough of
Czern y? I think you would do well to make
a change at least temporarily,
and give him
some of the Cramer Etudes and Clementi's
"Grad us ad Parnassum."
The trouble with Czerny is that he is
repetitious
and there is so much duplication in his works. Mind you, there is
splendid material for technical practice in
most of them and nothing is better to develop that smooth, crystalline,
fluid velocity
which is of constant
use in the pianistic
repertoire.
But it is unnecessary
to go
through any of the books in its entirety. It's
much better to make a wise selection, six,
seven~ or eight perhaps, wisely selected according to the particular
needs of a pupil.
The same applies to Cramer and Clementi.
There are a number of Anthologies
on the
market, which afford such a selection.
As for securing a list of all the Czerny
Etudes,
with grades,
it is utterly
impossible Slnce he wrote around eight hundred (!) volumes. I don't think this classification 'has ever been attempted,
and it

probably

never will.

THE END
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ORGfl,VIST'S I'AGE

VIOLINIST'S
stop-tab af the
moments.)

Fippel

WH1TEBEARD:

Committee

Meeting

have been at the
about three or four

You

Church of the Covenant
months, haven't you?
YOUNG:

Not

quite

FORUM

Flute for several

four

months.

The
An Analysis of the First Twelve

I went

there during the summer.
WHITEBEARD:

As

of now, right this

minute, has the committee made any spe·
cific demands
of specific works to be
performed?
YOUNG:

A Playlet

ALEXANDER

except

to call me to this

meeting.
WHITEBEARD:
YOUNG:
Next
WHITEBEARD:

With a Moral

by

None,

J(ayser

When is the meeting?'
Monday.
As of right this minute,

Studies

have you a detailed Easter program to submit at the meeting?
YOUNG:
(Shrugging
his 'holliders)
What's the use? I did have some tentative
ideas in mind, hut there' no point in going
on with them if the committee intends to
dictate the program to me.

McCURDY

WHITEBEA

RD:

If

I

make

What

can

I lose?

(Scene:

The studio

o l ANGUS

WHITE·

studio practice organ. Enter, in great agitation. HICHARD YOUNG, a fellow organi,t aJ;d \'iIHITEBEARD's
former pupil.)
WHlTEBEARD:
My dear boy, how nice
to sec you. Have a chair.
YOUNG: (Listlessly) Thanks.

WHTTEBEARD:
ill the Church

How are things

going

of the Covenant?

YOllNG: I'd rather not talk about it.
WHITEBEARD:
(Smiling) It's pretty
obvious

that you came

here to do nothing

else. Come on, now, what's up?
YOUNG: I may throw up the job. Or
cut my throat. I haven't decided which.
WH1TEBEARD:
Hm! That means you
are having trouble either with the minister
(\1'
the music committee.

YOUNG: Have you ever noticed how
people without the slightest qualifications
or technical knowledge
set themselves up
<1S expert judges of a musical program?
WHlTEBEARD:
I had noticed that belore vou were horn. I could write a book

en tile subject-a
thick book. College
trustees who wouldn't dream of discussing
atomic fission with the head of the physics
department have no hesitation in telling
the dean of music what he ought to do. It's
a condition of performance, my boy, and
if you are golng to be a professional musician you must learn to live with it.
YOUNG: But ..•
WHiTEBEARD:
(Interrupting)

Another

thing. As a church musician you are not,
musically speaking, a free agent. In a
pinch, purely musical considerations must
give way to the ecclesiastical. To take a
fairly obvious example, one does not per-
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form Christmas music during the Easter
season.
YOUNG: It's not anything like that ...
WHTTEBEARD:

Then,

I

take

it,

the

music committee has made some demand
which you consider outrageous.
YOUNG:
(Drasoing a deep breath) Let
me tell you what happened. Yesterday 1had
a call from the chairman of the music committee. At its last meeting the committee
voted unanimously-e--unan
imously, mind
you-to sit down with me and choose the
music for the Easter services!
WHITEBEARD:
(Smiling) I see.
YOUNG:

You

think

this is funny?

Let

me tell you who is on the music committee.
The chairman is a lawyer who is by his
own admission tone-deaf. One member is
an ex-singer who can't read anything but
the treble clef. The other members are
a plumber, a grocer and a baker. The
grocer would like the choir to sing Rock
of Ages every Sunday-he
says Bach makes
his head ache.
.
WHITEBEARD:

I

may

say

that

this

strikes me as being quite a typical music
committee.
YOUNG:
(Fnriansly) But how can they
have the presumption, the unmitigated gall
to dictate to me about the Easter music?
Who do they think I am? I've studied with
the best teachers ...

It's a hope.

WHITEBEARD:

Thank

you.

YOUNG: ...
I know the repertoire;
I
know what is appropriate; I know what the
choir can and can't do. Haven't they any
confidence in my judgment? Do they think
I'm a schoolboy?
(WHlTEBEARD,
absorbed in thonght,
meditatively rubs his index finger over the

WHITEBEARD:
That may be. Anyway,
here is what I want you to do. Co to that
meeting
with not one, not two, hut three

specific programs of Easter music to submit
to the comm ittee. And I don't mean "tenLa·
tive ideas't-c-l
mean detailed
programs
with every t crossed and every i dotted,
all wound up and ready to put in the
works. Can you do that by Monday?
YOUNG:
I think so.
WHITEBEAHD:
ow, you know your

own choir and what it can sing better than
I do, so I leave the choice of specific works
up to you. 1n a general way, though, your
three programs might be an Easter cantata,
an Easter pageant and a mixed program of
Easter music. Give the music committee
these alternatives to choose from, and see
what happens.
YOUNG:
You know, it might be ...
WHITE BEARD : Here's another thought.

How about getting some extra instrumentalists for you mixed program? Congregations
always enjoy that and it's justifiable on a
special occasion like this one.
YOUNG:
(Warming to the idea) That's
a possibility. We could use a couple of
flutes in Sheep May Safey Craze ...
WHITEBEA RD:
(Illterrnptil1g)
Do you
know how much a couple of flutes would
cost?
YOUNG:
No.
WI-IITEBEA RD:

Well

BERKLEY

For
Violin

less situation.

BEAHD, F. A. G. 0., who is working at his

HAROLD

a sugges-

tion, are you willing to take a chance that
it will work?
YOUNG:

by

then.

I suggest

that you better find out. Also, if you need
extra vocal soloists,
know how much
they will cost and who is available to do
the job. If I know music committees-r-and
I do know music committees-price
is the
first thing they will ask about.
YOUNG:
(Bitterly)
And they'll prob.
ably want the program which is the cheapest to put on. (Cantinued
on Poge 56)
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Op.20
FADS and fashions abound not only in
clothes, food and automobiles, but in
all spheres of human activity. Even in violin teaching there are fads and fashions.
Fifty years ago the Studies of Mazas and
Fiorillo were considered an absolute must
for every serious violin student. Then. some
twenty-five years later, it became th~ fashion to look down on lVIazas and Fiorillo.
Within the past five or six years, these
books have come back into high favor with
most teachers. What causes these fluctuations in popularity would make a good
subject for a Master's thesis!
There is one book of Studies, however,
that never went out of fashion-the
Elementary and Progressive Studies, Op. 20,
by H. E. Kayser. Continued appreciation
of these Studies is well deserved, for they
fill a niche that no other hook is quite
capable of filling. The reason for this opinion will become apparent later in this
article. It will be interesting to examine
these Studies in some detail.
The edition I am working with is that
published by the Theodore
Presser Cornp.ny-probably
the best available.
No.1 is the most useful legato study to

be found for students at this stage of adv~ncell1ent.It should be practiced at first
WIthtwo notes to the bow , then with four
and later eight. The string crossings are
many and they must be made inaudibly-cno accents or bumps! The principle of
Round Bowing-with
which the student
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should be acquainted before he comes to
Kayser-must
be observed throughout. It
should also be practiced with the Wristand-Finger Motion at the frog of the bow
(see the Forum page in the May and December

1952 issues

of ETUDE).

It is not necessary for all pupils to practice all the -bowing variations suggested by
Dr. Hahn in his notes on the study. Rather,
they are suggestions showing how it can
be adapted to solve almost any bowing
problem that may arise even with pupils
who can play much more difficult etudes.
As a study in the technique of expression, No.2 is extremely valuable. At first
the crescendi and decrescendi should be
made by increasing and decreasing the
speed of the bow. When the study can be
played expressively in this way, the pupil's
thought

should

be shifted

to the varying

point of contact between bow and string.
On the crescendi the bow should come near
to the bridge, and on the diminuendi
it
should go towards the fingerboard. The
amount of pressure used (not very much! ]
should remain constant in both ways of
playing. This is an excellent study for the
pupil who has been told that to get more
tone he must press harder with the bow.
Study No.3 should at first be practiced
at a speed of about /' = 60-twice as slowly
as indicated in the edition. For this reason: the student should take a whole bow
on each

of the eighths

and

play

the six.

teenths, staccato, at the point and frog
alternately. This is a fine exercise for developing firmness and steadiness of bowing.
Ex.A

0

W8 J .' ft tit

.

.

~,,'

Although not primarily a spiccato study,
it can, nevertheless, be well adapted to this
end, but not until the student _has done
some preparatory work on the spiccato.
The adaptation I have in mind is given
in Example

A (above).

This variant gives the student practice,
early enough to be effective, in co-ordinating the bow stroke with the finger action
-the

most difficult 'problem

in the study

of the spiccato.
Every pupil who is studying Kayser needs
to give concentrated attention every so
often to his left-hand finger grip, and
No.4 is. especially useful for this purpose.
Taken at first with four notes to each bow
and at a tempo of about

J'

= 69, then a little

later at J == 100 with eight notes to the bow,
and gradually (when the notes are wen
learned) working up to a tempo of J = 120
with sixteen notes to the bow. At the slower
tempi, the pupil must make certain that
his fingers maintain their grip for the complete duration of each note. It is not enough
for the fingers to hit the string strongly
and immediately relax. The dynamic markings should be followed, for it is important
to grip as strongly in piano as in forte
playing.

A virile mertele is one of the basic elements of good violin playing, and No. 5
is a fine study for it. The dynamic markings must be carefully observed, it being
necessary for the martele to be as clearly
articulated in piano as in forte passages.
In piano, each note must be as cleanly accented and just as staccato as it is in forte,
but with a much shorter bow stroke. For
a forte martele, as much bow should be
taken for each stroke as the tempo will
allow.
Later, when the pupil is beginning to
master the spiccato, the study should be
worked over again with this bowing, most
students finding it harder to playa clean
spiccato in triplets than in quadruplets.
One of the most potent resources in the
technique of expression is the varying speed
of the bow-stroke. If the pupil has not already beeu taught something
of this, No.6
is an excellent introduction to it. Whole
bows should
(Continued
an Page 63)
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Germany since the War
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The spectacular recovery

·0/

~

Warid War II is a source 0/ amazement to all who visit the country.
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Germany's musical activities of all kinds since

It

.

~

~

I

/-ro corde ,

;.

~
Wolfgang Wagner, a grandson of Richard
Wagnct', and a leading figure at Bayreuth

"S tHE APPLAUSE thundered on long
ft after the last notes of music had died
away, I gazed around the lush interior of
Das Grosse Haus. Simple, modern design
but with the unmistakable
air of elegance,
up-ta-date lighting, the last word in cornfortable seating and, there on the stage,
one of the world's great companies-the
American
National
Ballet Theatre. Who

would have thought in Germany, even four
years back, that things could come to this?
But the reconstruction
of Frankfurt's
home of musical arts and drama, claimed
as Europe's largest, is not an isolated fact;
it is rather a symbol of the postwar situa-

tion in German music. Let us glance back
to 1945 when th-is same building lay in
smouldering ruins, along with scores of
opera houses and theatres in other German
cities. Nobody gaw:; much thought to music
or opera or ballet, or any of the arts, in
those stunned and bewildered first days.
Yet this artistic vacuum did not continue
for long. The facts of physical ruin could
not suppress the desire for music. On the
contrary, they promoted and encouraged
it. Men found themselves in a material
desert and they searched all the more for
a spiritual oasis. It was then that the
initial stumbling efforts towards public
music performances took place.

, ,

iip.:;

f
hardly be said, were not often "tops."
Yet the most important thing was there
-c-the enthusiasm
both of audiences and
performers. What many a musician may
have lacked in virtuosity,
he more than
made up for in sincerity, and which but
the most keen audiences would possibly
endure the discomforts of attending a concert. Dur ing these times there was a link
between audiences and performers which
is seldom found in public concerts today.
Music-lovers at both ends of the performance were concerned only with the music
and not with the trappings that usually
attend a concert. This intimate contact was
made possible, too, by the small ensembles
on the stage and the compactness of the
listeners in their restricted auditorium. For
each perSOll, the music was a personal experience and brilliance
of musicianship
was a secondary consideration,
although
that is not to suggest that it was normally
lacking.
The immediate post-war years were occupied in setting up once more the framework
of proper music organization.
Halls of a
permanent nature had to be built, for a
start. In many cases this was bound up
with the reconstruction
of the German
Theatre, for in Germany there 15 not the
same extent of (Continued
011 Page 58)
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Herbert yon Karajan, one of the
foremost Gel'JUan conductors

Nevertheless, these facts of material
ruin were to hinder greatly the revival of
music. Where could concerts be given
when halls, with only two or three exceptions, were destroyed throughout the country? Which orchestras could participate
with their musicians separated and scattered, not only throughout Germany, but
in POW camps all over the world? How
could they replace the important scores
burned in air raids, for there was no publishing house to print new ones and no
foreign currency to buy from abroad?
It was inevitable that in conditions such
as these, if music was to return in any
form it could only be through the medium
of individual performances. The first concerts were given in stop-gap halls of uncertain acoustics, bad light, often without
heating and always in general discomfort.
In Frankfurt, for example, even the Stock
Exchange was used on occasion! There
could be no prospect of permanent music'
buildings, specially constructed as such.
The performances were usually by snlall
chamber groups or soloists, often themselves local men, for traveling even short
distances from· one town to another in
1945 was an exhausting' enterprise in conditions of devastated transport facilities.
Standards of performance,
too. it need
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asrociation with the hunting
parties
of the French kings, is comprised of
about twelve feet of -brass tubing
bent into a circular shape, with a
wide flared bell at the open end.
Thehorn is an instrument with many
possible uses in an orchestra. It
can communicate a feeling
of the
spaciousness of the great out-ofdoor, it can utter guttural, rasping
and defiant tones, or it can sing in
as lyrical a style and manner as any
of the wood winds. No doubt the
fact that it blends so well with all of
the wood-wind instruments and fills
the gap so completely between the
wood-windand brass tone quality is
the reason horns are so often used
as a part of the wood-wind group.
After listening to a concert by one
of the great symphony orchestras of
our country during which Berlioz's
Symphonie Fantastique
was played
in a thrilling and exciting way, the
wood winds as the heart of the orchestra means even more than before. The use of a solo flute, soon to
he blended with oboe, and then flute,
oboe and clarinet all in unison, or
the clarinet blended with horn and
later joined by bassoon is most convincing proof that the wood winds as
individual soloists or matched
by
two, three, or more voices are
really at the core of this score by the
French master of orchestration
who
is often called the "Father of Modern Orchestration."
In the year 1815, a close boyhood
friend of Beethoven, Anton Reich~, a
flutist and teacher of composition at
the Paris Conservatory,
wrote the
first known wood-wind quintet for
flute, oboe, clarinet, horn, and bassoon. It is interesting, by the way,
that Reicha was the teacher of Berlioz. When Beethoven as a young
man played viola in the Bonn orchestra, his friend Reicha, born the same
year 1770,was playing the flute with
Jlim,Reicha's father was at that time
principal 'cellist of the Dukal Orchestra at Bonn. It is believed that
Reicha wrote his first quintets for
his friends and fellow wood-wind
colleagues, chiefly to prove that if
string players could enjoy string
q~artet playing so very much, like·
Wisewood-wind artists were capable
of ~njoying a similar experience with
then favorite instruments. (He wrote
a total of 24 quintets.)
This socalled "classical wood-wind quintet"
really grew out of the orchestra since
Reicha discovered that these five
voices from the wood-wind section
seemed to represent the heart beat of
~heorchestra. This we must note was
III direct
contrast
to the string
quartet which was considered
the
forerunner of the string choir and
the full orchestra as well
From this basic wood.~ind quintet
and other woods winds necessary to
complete the wood·wind choir-all
so different and individualist,
yet
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each so capable of recalling out-ofdoor scenes representing wind, water,
birds and other nature sounds and
bringing to listeners so many associations from their history all the way
back to the myths and tales from
many parts of the world in which
they found their origin; from this
background
of wooden pipes and
reeds has come the improved and refined
mechanisms
that now constitute the instruments of our modern
wood-wind choir.
In the matter of seating an orchestra,
this group must be given
first consideration.
From which section of an orchestra is the pitch level
established?
Every musician knows
t.hat the wood winds carry this I'e·
sponeibifity.
There is good reason
for this, too. The wood winds are
the least able to adjust the tube
length
and vary their pitch levels,
therefore
they must establish pitch
for all other sections. From the be·
ginning of orchestral
time this has
been so. J n a professional orchestra
the princi pal oboist is charged with
the responsibility
of sounding
the
"a-440"
from which the orchestra
tunes. However, in the average school
orchestra it is probably better to use
the clarinetist's
pitch slllce he is
usually more experienced and his instrument
is the one amateurs
can
least control when raising or lowering pitch levels. To tamper with the
tube length of the clarinet will at
once make it out of tune with itself
as well as cause difficulties in playing and matching pitch with others.
In working with school orchestras it
has been found very functional
to

ask the five winds of the "wood-wind
quintet" to sound their "a" and
agree upon the pitch they can level
to as the best pitch for all the orchestra to use. After the quintet has
found the common level then this
pitch is passed along to the other
wood winds and then to the brasses.
Not until after the winds have beencarefully tuned should the strings
be asked to tune to that established
pitch. Very often the string players
in a school group are more mature
and have a better established sense
of pitch level than the winds. If this
is the case, those with the best sense
of pitch can hum an "a" which may
help the wood winds to find the correct level more quickly.
In All-City or All-State groups
where players are assembled from
many schools to playa festival program, it is especially important that
this problem be solved quickly and
yet accurately.
Much time can be
wasted by attempting
to tune to a
piano or tuning bar which is completely off with the wood winds.
Tuning to the pitch level that the
wood winds can reach easily is a far
better plan and will result. in much
finer intonation
from the entire
group as they rehearse and work together. So in tuning, the wood winds
most surely are at the heart of the Ofchestra.
If fi'ne intonation
and excellent
blending of tone and style are to be
constantly given the attention they
merit in good orchestral
performance, the seating ~f the wood-wind
quintet at the very center or heart
of the seating area is a must for best

results. To make it possible for the
distance from the extreme edges of
the group to be nearly equal for all
concerned, the center of the stage is
the best place for the wood winds.
A simple seating chart will clarify
this idea: (I) Flute I; (2) Ohoe I;
(3) Clar. I; (4) Bassoon I; (5)
Horn I.

With the full orchestra seated in
a fan-shaped area and the wood-wind
quintet at the very heart of the seating area, they can be heard by all
individual players and sections better
than in any other part of the stage.
And what is equally important, these
five artists can hear each other betted. This solution to the seating
problem looms even more important
as one begins to study orchestral
scores and to realize how often the
five solo winds pass a melody or fragment of a melody from one voice to
the otber. Also one becomes aware
of much overlapping and doubling
of these voices, which caBs for COIlstant matching of tones-even
quality of tones-as
well as making pitch
and dynamics in as near like manner
as possible. All of these factors arc
absolute necessities for top performance and become more possible with
such a seating arrangement.
From
this center or heart of the stage
the other wood-wind members will
spread out in both directions as here
indicated:
Horns

IV
A TALENTED

MUSICAL

FAMILY

Clarinets
Bass II I
Flutes

Pic.

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bensiek, of St. Louis, Missouri, are shown here
with their three gifted daught.ers. From left to right are Margaret
Ann, Mr. Bensiek. Mary Elizabeth,
Mrs. Bensiek and Judith, The
Bensieks are well known throughout their community for the~r family
musical evenings. Mr. Bensiek is a music teacher and it would seem
that he and his family are giving a real demonstration of what music
can actually mean in the home_ The Bensieks have been engaged to
present a program at the Music Teachers National Convention which
meets in St. Louis in February.

III

II

I

II

I

Bassoons
I II CtL
Oboes
I II E.H.

Strings
Conductor
This seating is excellent for all
orchestras
of thirty or more. In
smaller groups it is perhaps wise and
may be necessary to use the old
theatre orchestra seating, where wood
winds were to the conductor's
right
and strings to his left. Since no large
string sections would be involved,
the principle of wood winds as the
heart would stiIl hold even if the
heart were a bit off center.
In large orchestras, whether second violins, violas or 'cellos are to
the right of the conductor and outside nearer the audience, would not
matter too much. Conductors
and
concert halls require several variations of the placement of the large
string sections but irrespective
of
which group is to the front and opposite the 1st violins, the principle
of the String Choir outside, the brass
and percllssion to t he rear and the
wood winds sandwiched in between
and to the center will make it possible for all 1.0 hear better, resulting
in better blending, better intonation
and better ensemble for the entire
group.
THE END
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thereshould lie a balance between
trainingfor performance by the individnalstudent for the sake of performance,and training for skill in
mediaof musical expression as a
~ackgroundto musical understanding.Actually there sh.ould be little
differencein the ultimate end of
either.forteacher preparation should
raise the preparatory student to the
hiehest musical techniques equal to
lh~seof any other student of music.
Hn\l·ever,
the training of the teacher
of musicis very complex and often
time is an important qualifying element.Whatever training is given the
studentmust be directed rowe rd the
huildingof skills for the realization
ofmusicalmeanings. Technique must
sene as a Illean~ for mU5icaJ expression.because expression resides in
thecharacter ot the phrase. Therefore.skills in the applied music les·
sonshouldbe attuned 1.0 the development of musical sensitivity
very
similarto the principle enumerated
for the sight-singing class.
A feeling for the rhYlhmic pattern
musthe de\'eloped. Training (or musical growth in rhythm should not
becomesolely a realization or basic
intellectualanalyses, but should be
theresult of experiences in developing feeling for rhythmic characteristicsof music. Feeling {or rhythm
cancomeonly from the acquiring of
a kinestheticsense or muscular feeling for the flow and incidence of
spaced patterns. punctuated
by ac·

in playing on an instrument that 1S
. hood
timing.
clean, well tuned, wen repaired. I
n
e
brought int~ h . WIt h~ur a day of
remember
that, as a child, I'd go to
THE ERA OF THE BORGE
F·irst, I beheve . In1 an
d 'Il_scales,
arparties
where I would be asked to
I
r techlllca
n
regu a
. I leaps octaves,
play, and I still look ~ack to two or
(Continued from Page 9)
peggios, thi!d~, SIX~
wi~h varied
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a positive delight, the pianos were
says Mr. Borge, "and the question
k s, l.eg'l
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work
my
way
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an
ways
. h the metrO·
down again, and people laughed.
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into
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not
Another time, I made a funny rea broken mattress; no matter how
course, that what is meant IS, how
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but
a
remark before beginning a work, and - to take the drudgery out of pracmuch I loved playing. or how good
only a basis of techlllq~e,
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practice-the
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DEVELOPING
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before
came to me to learn timing and tone.
Developing
skills
of
sight·reading
92.000 people all of whom roared,
I used to tell them that tone is tim·
aTe very important.
but more im.
ch~ered, and demanded more. An
ing~certainly,
that is the only eleportant
is acquiring
the ahilil·
to
American citizen since 1948, Borge
ment of tone which can be taught.
spontaneously
use the skill in at>~~
requires a carefully
plotted timeThe tone must be allowed to sing
thetic responses
which relate to mu.
table and dovetailed plane hops to
out; and this can be accomplished
sical understandings.
1{ the exerd--e
fulfill his engagements.
.
only when each finger is timed, not
m sight-singing
does not contribute
Victor Borge, whom Brooks Atkm·
only, in relation to the other fingers,
to the development
of musical
exson of The New York Times calls
but in relation to the speed and the
pression. in the phrase. then mu .. kal
"the funniest
entertainer
in the
volume of the passage under considgrowth IS not achieved_ It wae; Wag~
wm·ld" is a thoughtful
gentleman
eration. The building of a good cres·
whos~ chief interests include his famner w~o pointed
out the importance
cendo is solely a matter of timingofd feelIng
for
the
phra<:.e 0 r 11lC me I ily and the piano, his farm. and the
.
the great common fault here is makpiano, philosophy and the plano,. and
o y III ~usical
performance.
All in~
ing the increase in volume too fast
good music notably that of the plano.
~erprel tah on to him meant ac:.ccrtainand too much all at once.
"People sometimes ask m~ how t~
mg t)e ch aracter
of the" me 1OOl. ., an
"Regular
practice
can also be
make the piano more enjoyable,
awareness
of the meaning
of th",
.

l:hen
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cents and semi- accents. The approach
to rhythmic feeling must be through
bodily movements.
After an awareness of duple and triple rhythms is
made through
manipulation
of the
large muscles, the more complicated
patterns
may be presented.
The
rhythm of the measure or the time
divisions which resolve into a <Troup
or a rh ythmic phrase, becol:e th~
basic characteristic
of the composition. Rhythmic
feeling and motion
determines
the musical style of a
composition
and
its development
should be included in every course
in music.
The understanding
or feeling for
tone color, as related to harmonic
combinations,
is important. The student must be trained to react to, or
understand
the different
harmonic
sounds. Response to a major chord
should be different to that of a minor
chord. Too often these chords are
not. sufficiently differentiated
in student performance
and as a result
clarity o{ harmonic meaning is lost.
01her ch.ords present similar problems. The dominant chord should be
felt as well as understood so that
resolution
becomes automatic.
The
more complex chords, such as modulatory chords, the borrowed chords,
and the chromatically
altered chords,
must be felt as well as understood in
their functions. The function of each
chord must be within the conscious
awareness
and response of the student, so the shading, nuances and

.
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You.conreceive the highest type of musical training in your own home.
curriculumhave been developed and perfected by the Conservatory
ondsoundnessis proven in the careers of thousond$ of musicians and
Icrge\yto the personalized and painstaking
coaching
of this great

These Extension
over years of
teachers, who
Conservatory.

methods and the
time. T~eir value
owe their success
Courses include:

HAR~O~Y:-Written
by two of the finest
~heotlStsIn the country. Simple, yet thorough
'"h every way. From basic fundamentols
right
t rough to Counterpoint
and
Orchestration.
A.DVANCED COMPOSITION:-Designed
glvdeyou a useful knowledge of musical
on the general processes of Composition.

ARRANGING:-AII
the tricks of modern arranging drown from the experiences
of the biggest
"nome"
arrangers
in the country.

~ORMAL PIANO:-Especially
designed
for
eachers or future teochers. Treats and solves
everyproblem of the progressive teacher.
PU~L~CSCHOOL MUSIC:-Fits
you for aduol
wolr In the school room. Our model lessons de·
ve
ap
orig·
I·t
d
f
Ina I y an give you on excellent gui d e
or leoching others.

CHORAL
CONDUCTING:-Brand
new course
includes all the modern techniques-even
broadcasting.
VOICE:-Indudes
ing, Resonance,
ing, Style, etc.

AT

COMMAND

HISTORY:-A
modern course including 011types
of music from ancient origins to 20th Century.
Interesting-with
emphasis
on the analysis
of
music-not
a dull collection of fads.

to
forms

The problem can only be resolved
through experience with music itself.
Only through
listening to music,
study of the musical score, and
through actual performance can musical taste and discrimination be developed. Historical study, biographical readings and abundant listening
to literature
of music are basic 10
understanding
and feeling in interpretation of the musical score. Note
the reference
to Wagner-s feeling
about melody in interpretation. Listening to musical performance!" will
show the individualistic style of performing artists, hut. special attention
must be directed to the Iact Iha t
these artists are aware of stvlistic
idioms of the composer as well us the
style of the period in which the composer lived. It is evident that lhe
student mLlst include listening. readin"g, and analysis of music if he j"
to develop musical tast.e and llllderstanding as these pertain to interpretation in musical performance.
If the student is sensitive to the
aspects of musical beallly and can
respond inwardly and outwardly to
the symbols of music, then he lIa"
developed musical feeling alHI can
project this feeling on to others. He
wiJl have developed skills and rep
sponses which resolve into lIllderstandings
and expressive
lllu:3ical
manifestations,
which will not only
enrich his life, but will al.<:o enrich
those lives around him.
THE END
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Teacher'sORDiploma
Bachelor's Degree
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CONSERVATORY

climaxes of harmonic line are felt as
well as understood.
Group experience in band, chorus
or orchestra is particularly
siguificant if the organizations are directed
to the purpose of providing inspirational opportunities.
Enjoyable experiences in discovering the soul of
music with all of its emotional impact. must be the dominant objective.
The inherent beauties of the music
must be real and significant.
In a very large sense, the beauties
of music are manifested through the
means of various ronal cornhinations.
The intent. of the composer is transmitted through abstract media which
may be interpreted
in a variety of
ways. The student is confronted witll
many possihilities of interpretation,
often even the composer may not
have a clear nOlion of his inl'ent or
what he meant to say; it. is entirely
possible that. the composer was concerned
with sounds
which were
aesthetically
beauti(l.Il and which
were not identified
with specific
ideas. Or the reverse may be true;
sounds may have been combined and
resulted in compositions which have
emotional appeal and which abound
in musical expression. The problem
confronl,ing t.he student in interpretation of the score deals with creative imagination in developing concepts for expressive, meaningful and
convincing performance.
The con·
cern in musical taste, interpretation
or expression becomes most complex.

all essentials. such as BreathVocolization,
Enunciation, Phras-
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Frequently
we meet musicians who
Write down everything
which you
complain
of
a poor memory for
HOW GOOD IS YOUR
can spare to your memory, and you
names and faces but who are very
MUSICAL MEMORY?
will feel relieved and sure of yourgood in playing by heart. What you
self. Your memory
will not be
(Continued from Page 20)
are interested
in will be impressed
"spoiled" by this method. Of course,
in
your
memory.
years before. It 'was suggested that
memory can play on one with even
you must have a good system for
Exercise and will power combined
perha ps his physical condition was
the most familiar musical material.
your notes and files.
w.ill help to improve your memory.
deficient
and
he
was
advised
to
conA blind spot assailed him and he
An exceptionally good memo.ry was
If you need a good memory to pass
sult a doctor.
found himself helplessly going round
attributed
to young Mozart. After
an examination
or to earn your daily
Indeed,
something
was
wrong
with
and round in a circle. Benoist, his
two hearings at Allegri's "Miserere,"
bread, it will get better and better
him. The doctor found a high degree
accompanist, tried to hammer out
Mozart remembered
the whole work
gradually.
True, you need special
of anemia in the young pianist, an
::iome key notes that would extricate
so as to be able to write it out note
talents
to memorize all of Bach's
obvious
deficiency
of
hemoglobin
in
him, but to no avail. He circled, six,
for note.
preludiums
and fugues or to conduct
the blood and of red blood cells. If
eight times, and he was 011 the point
Another composer with exceptional
a lot of symphonies without a score.
the
brain
does
not
get
enough
hemoof stopping to apologize and start
memory was Donizetti. Wishing to
But to a certain degree, increased
over again when-elick-out
of the globin with the blood, loss of memory
procure for Mayer a copy of an opera
use of your memory will make it
may
result.
But
what
was
tbe
cause
blue a G-sharp appeared. This imwhich was being performed
at Boloof the anemia? The pianist was sufstronger.
mediately brought relief, his memory
una and which the impresario
had
fering from a peptic ulcer which
Ignace]
nderewski told an instruccame back. and from there he sailed
;efused to lend, he had such a lively
constantly
caused
small
internal
hemtive example
about the difference
on serenely.
recollection of the music after hearorrhages with constant. loss of blood.
betw
n harassing the. memory and
Spalding
differentiates
between
ing it two or three times that he was
Proper treatment caused the ulcer to
exer ising it. He had absolutely no
three kinds of memory: the almost
able to put it down on paper from
heal, the blood became normal again,
musicu l memory
until he was 15 or
photographic memory of the printed'
beginning to end.
and there was no loss of memory
16. It was not strange beceu ..e he
page; the ear memory, or association
Young Berlioz applied for the cboany longer.
did not like 10 concentrate on music.
of shifting intervals and harmonics;
rus in the Theatre
des Nouveautes
There are many other diseases and
At on
lim
he had 10 learn two
and the very compelling
muscular
in
Paris.
He
was
asked
what
he
knew
physical disorders which are conconcertos
and loom twelve or more
memory. The latter is compelling
by heart. He said: "I know by heart
nected with decreasing memory, such
shaft piano pice :". anJ he learned
maybe, but it is hardly dependable.
the 'Danai des,' 'Stratonice,'
'La Ve·
as
adenoids,
habitual
nose
bleeding.
all thut ,,·ithin 1\\0 w{"ck~! lie waThese three reinforce each other un·
stale.' 'Cortez;
'Oedipe,'
the two
disorders of the blood vessels, an
consciously. It is sometimes hard to
obliged to do it.
'Ipbigenies.'
'Orphee,'
'Annide'
...
"
overactive thyroidea (goiter), chron·
te'll where one leaves off and another
But tlllee du):, lut 'f. aller the big
"Thtlt will do," the manager
said,
jc constipation,
etc.
lakes over. In those rare instances
performance.
h· 'nold nol repeat one
"The
devil!
What
a
memory!"
He
Fatigue plays an important part in
when all three play truant, you are
single
piece.
Til Y \\Cf Gone. All
sang a song from Sacchini's "Oedipe"
loss of memory. On the otHer hand,
left defel1~eless, it is like a sudden
thi~ sh \\IS thul noshing tun be ae·
and
got
the
job.
sleep will restme the faculty of reo
IJlind spot.
compli~h d thl'ou~h one big effort of
You can help your memory
by
In some instances people have reo membering. :Many a musician whose
jon·eel m mor)'. E\'cr) ,..tudent ~hollld
finding
out
whether
you
have
a
visual
memory has decreased would not for·
markable memory for certain special
r'"lizc
tlull good and cndurin reo
or auditory memory. Can you recalJ
get anything if he had sufficient time
tllings. Maestro Arturo Toscanini,
suits ur obtainuhl
onl) through a
a mental picture
of your mother's
to
sleep
and
rest
his
brain.
Scien·
whose memory is outstanding,
had
::.eri 5 f ':'111811 but continllous Jail)"
face?
That
is
a
visual
memory.
Do
tific tests have shown that lack of
~uch an experience. It has been told
flort . A single effoft i u' le::~.
you remember the themes of Brahms'
sleep is harmful to t.he memory.
hy Tobia Nicotra. When Umberto
Thb
i~ al,..o \Ine,..tro To~anini's
First
Symphony?
If
so.
you
have
an
"Sleep is fOl' t.he entire individual
Giordano's "Madame Sans-Gene" was
opinion.
\Vh II he \\3' a~ked il lie
auditory memory. Can you l'ecall the
what
winding
UI) is for the clock,"
is
rehearsed at the Scala, Toscanini
had
a
~imp'e
explanation for bi~
radiant
glo·w
of
the
sweet
white
wine
a word by the philosopher Schopenstopped the violas in the middle of
extfaordinary
memor)': "I will tell
yOlLonce tasted in a little bistro in
hauer.
You
are
tired
and
sleepy
in
a passage, saying that they had ig·
yOli my ::-ecrct:' he confided to a
Orvieto? You have a memory for
the evening and cannot remember a
nored a certain stTess sign. "But
young conductor. "All my lile I ha\e
tastes. Can you recall the fragrance
musical theme. The next morning
there's no such thing in the score_"
been ::Lud) ing H"tlfe~:'
of
the
perfume
that
the
first
soprano
your
mind
is
rested
and
in
the
mo·
one of them protested. There was
Once a Ilhr::.ical ob::lUclc ha:::been
you ever accompanied
enchanted you
ment of awakening you remember
certainly no indication of a stress at
eliminated.
mCIUOf) need- training
with?
You
have
an
excellent
olfac·
the
forgotten
chord.
the point in question, and Toscanini
and practi ing jll~t a.. do olher trait:::
tory or smell memory.
had to accept the note minus the
or mind and clulfacler tbat arc to be
.If you have a visual memory you
Don'l Ovel'slrain Your
accent. When he came to the theatre
culti\ aled. \Ye mmt not re:!ign our·
WIll ~earn a language
more easily by
Memory
next day. he had an old score under
selve::. Don"t ~U}: '·1 can't help it!
readmg words and sentences.
or a
It is good practice to exercise your
his arm-and
there the stress was
score by reading
it. With an audio
[y memory
i:, so bad:' or "1 can
memOl'y, but don't overdo it; it will
in its place. His score had been made
make you nervous and will make
tory. memory y-:-u are better off by
remembef
face ... but I caD ne\-er refrom the first edition of "Madame
hear.lIlg the language
spoken or the
member
names:'
Til Engli~h P~)·
Sans-Gene,"
while the mUSICians your mind unsteady.
You wi11learn and understand bet.
mUSIC played. A third group learns
chologist
Thoule~e 8uid: "E\-er~time
were using a later arrangement.
ter if you do not overburden your
~est by re~eating the words, by playa man says he ha.s a memory like a
Toscanini never had noticed the
memory mechanically, but rather tie
mg the pIece over and over. They
sieve. he mak .. a new hole in the
change. He had been conducting the
together through logical associations
stimulate tl~eir memory by the feel
opera from memory since first play·
bottom of this si \-e:'
all the details of new knowledge.
of the movlllg tongue and lip mus.
1£ for once lOU forgel ~mething
ing it.
The French zoologist and geolouist
cles,
the feel of their hand muscles
Jt. seems that people with superior
that is reaUy imporlant. )OU ~till
and ]OllltS.
Cuvier, was asked how he explained
intelligence tend to remember facts
have no right 10 complain about lour
his unusual memory. He replied that
Caruso's visual memory apparentl
and ideas better than people with
poor memory.
we all have a kind of tree in our
was especially good. He learned lh~
average intelligence.
People with
A slud nl of Princelon Colle@;l'
brain, which represents memory and
words a~ld notes of his opera roles
very popular personalities
tend to
had the reputation of po,..~~ing thl'
which has many branches and twigs.
by copymg thelll. He explained
that
remember names and faces more easbest memOT)' in the late of Ohio.
He hung everything new that he
the process
- IInily than people with ordinary per_
1 assisted materially III
His achie\emenb
helped him attain
learned on the correct branch, and
presslll~ t lem on his memory.
sonalities. It is possible to raise your
a Rhod..
holar::-hip- ....hicb ",a·
when he needed something, he had
Here IS a somewhat stranrre number'
LQ. (intelligence quotient) and your
created
by the Briti:::h ..lat~man
it within his reach.
P.Q. (personality quotient)
by im375972117405283931738427941182
Cecil Rhodes
for particular\) bril·
Keep things in good order; this
proving your skill in remembering.
Can you remember
it immediately?
liant
~tuden1.5. Proudi}' he embarked
will s~rengthen your memory. If you
We should never forget that physi.
Not if you are an average perso~
for England.
but ,,-hen he WlI5 ready
cannot help forgetting your umbrella
cal causes in many cases are can·
:Memory .experts,
however.
will re~
to land at Plvrnouth.
be found that
~and
this
happens
not
only
to
the
nected with poor memory. A young
member ·It.. Immediately . Tl ley k'now
he
had
foroLl~n
his
p3.:!.5port.
1lOW to d IVlde the numb er -mto small
absent·minded
professor, but to his
pianist in a famous music school sud·
Thus be became e~..champion in
pupils as well-all
you have to do
denly developed a noticeable loss of
groups ures.
of three of four fig
an d
memory acbieumenl. but be ,tfl~~iU
is hang your hat on it and you will
tllen t lley remember
memory. He could not remember
,'t as eas):1 y a
a good student
",--iLhan excellenl
remember.
we remember words.
s
what he had learned months and
memory!
THE E~D
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BUILDING PROGRAMS-AND
(Continued

Aui Fluegeln des Cesrmges.
The second element in program
huifding is the singer's grasp on the
music of his field. This presupposes
familiaritywith the entire song literaturewhich. in turn. presu pposcs
continuousand diligent research. T
often spend more time
looking
rhrcngh song!' (most of wh ich I
won't sing anyway) th:1I1 in learning
these r shall lise. r find research
morerewarding when it is purpose·
fulralher than vague. T don't. believe
in ju~t sitting down and reading
throughquantities of songs. T nstead.
1 like to think out a specific kind. or
pattern.of IHogram: then to block
1111' the lype of songs which would fit
wellinto it: and. finally. 10 select
theindi\'idual !'ongs which will make
it most pleasurable to hear.
Recently. I thought abollt a programwhich. roughly. would include
some modern French works, some·
thing quite early, something
from
till' Romantic era. and something
heautiful and unhackneyed in Enerli~ll.I had no idea which works
wanteel.hUIthis general pattern kept
temptingme. \\lhat I did was 10 make
the ~tart I generally l1lake--to t.ake
counselwilh my friends and teachw. YvesTinayre and Dr. Otto Herz
wh~ is aloo my accompanist.
They
adVised me. and allowed
me to
browsethrough their libraries. unt.il
I hadas,.:emhledexactly the program
I wanted. The Freuch group came
fromRavel: the e:lrly works were
madelip of pre·Bach ; the Romantic
song.:;included the little·heanl
Men·
d.elssollllJ llave mentioned: the Eng.
llsh. e"roUI> Came t 0 1-1'I e
III some
glorIOUS
arias o{Purcell. This method
of. ~~li
. ffi)' programs to some defl'
aping
nlte pattern is more helpful than
\'a~uehUlltiJlg about for materiaL
nd after the program has been
follnd and mastered. it must be
SLlIlg! This presuppos~s full control
?f the voice, both its production and
~tsprojcrtion. These fields are peculIUrl)'
.
(II'ffiICII It 10 discuss,
since there
eXIst~
. ~ no cl efi1lJ't e Ianguage r or de·
~("nbl
~
ng t I1evocal act, and no graphic
~lleansof illustrating it. It all centers
In the sensations of the
individual
throal. WIJat IS
. k nown as voice place~Ilentis, in essence, the art of sendlOr>
e out tone'S In SUC I1 a way that they
are agreeable to hear and pleasant
t~ feel. This involves certain
techniques. such as full masque reso·
nance and the free motion of tone,

"i
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THEM

from Page 13)

madethem so enduringly popular as
to becomechestnuts. Then I try to
findsome less hackneyed work of
equal appeal. Instead of singing
Crieg's Jell.liebe dicb, for Instance,
Iwouldtry t.ounearth another Grieg
songwhichhas similar qualities.
Again,when I sing something new,
or seldom-heard,or daring, I put it.
aftersomethingmore familiar. When
I first sang some litt.le-known Mendel.:;sohn
songs, T preceded them with

ETUDE-FEBRUARY

SINGING

without muscular constrictions along
the way.
How this is to be achieved depends
largely upon the structure and Hexibilityo of the individual sinaina throat
an d can hardly be pinned down by
rule of book. Of chief value is a
good teacher! Til is means one whose
ear is keen enough to detect what the
pupil is doing, and whose knowledge
is extensive enough t.o encompass the
correction of all problems.
One of the most common a f these
problems
is the tight throat. The
cure. of course. is to uri-tighten it.
and this again depends on the structure and the habits
of the sinner
more than it does on objective rules.
One helpful
solurion
is to inhale the
breath in short gasps, then tr-ying
to let it out as freely as it was taken
in. You. win find that the tightness
occurs only in letting the air out
again-never
in inhaling
it.. By
breathing quickly, one keeps a manner of hold on the open throat posi"
tinn which h~Jps in giving the air 0\11
more freely.
Anolher
helpful drill is 10 Ihink
of gargling;
don't actually do it, but
prepare the throat so that you could
gargle.
This assures
an excellent
"pen throat position; when one gives
out tone from a throat so prepared.
the lone move,: with freedom. The
closed tlnoat constricts tone, so that
it comes Ollt tight and harsh. Hence
the common warning:. Get the tone
out of your throat. Thjs means the
right thing, but it doesn't say exactly
what it means! The vocal cords are
in t.he throat; it would be impossible
to have tone which didn't originHte
there. The thing is what happens to
the lone from the instant. it vibral'es
off the \'ocal cords and passes from
the throat on its way out. The im·
portant point is that it must not be
hampered
by muscular constrictions
ill. 01' of. the throat; it must move
freely into tJ1e masque and resonate
through it.
Furlher, as t.he lone is sent. up and
out. it should make use of all the air
that has been inhaled to form it.
Superfluous,
unused air under t.he
vocal cords i'hakes thcm. causing the
tone to wobble jn an ullcontrolled
and distressing
tremolo. Here, the in·
teresting thing is that perfectly con·
trolled shaking of tone is, actually,
the underlying
principle of the trill.
as well as of the other florid ornament.s. designated
in the older nomenclature
as "the shake." It reall"
is a shake! 13ut it must be controlled.
Over and above pure tone values.
there is diction to be considered. To
my mind. diction is not the same as
pronunciation
as such. I think it possible to have good pronunciatjon
and
bad diction. By diction, then, I mean
the projection
o[ the words (over
and above their mere enunciation),
so that they are heard with full,
(Continued
on Page 55)
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NATIONAL GUILD OF PIANO TEACHERS
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J929 by Irl Allison, M.A.,

Mus. D., LL.D.)

AUSTIN, TEXAS

BOX 1113

KE~JlFF

WILHEL~
trullseriptiolls

for .liuliO

BACH: Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring.

..........

BACH: Befiel zu deine Wege-chorale

prelude

BACH: Wir dank en dir Gatt-chorale
BACH: Es ist gewisslich

prelude
, _, , _ , ,

from Flute Sonata

Associated

.90

prelude

.90
1.10

an der Zeit-chorale

BACH: Ich rut' zu dir-chorole
BACH, In dule; jubilo ,
BACH: Siciliano,

. ... $ .90

,.
, , __ ,
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.90
, ,1_10
.75
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& importers

One West 47th Street,
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THE NAACC

COMES

OF AGE

(Continued from Page 11)
Through
the
system
of annual
ence that the music delivers its final
awards
those who render greatest
been collecting dust in the archives.
message and fulfills th~ thr~e-way
service to American
music are acOne is reminded of Mendelssohn
thought cycle to the saUsfactlOn of
corded NAACC citations. The highwithout whose similar service the
all participants.
est award
is the Henry Hadley
great works of Bach, then silent and
Understanding these factors o! tl~e
Medal, a handsome
bronze plaque
forgotten for over a hundred years,
human communion that is mUsIC, It
desicrned by the eminent San FrauINSUREperlett rhythm
may never have been known to to.
ot too difficult to understand
with the FRANZ
cisc~ sculptor.
Haig Patigian. The
Isn
.
1 d
day's world. In the same spirit, those
John
Kirkpatrick
who
p aye
Flash-Beat
ElECTRONOME
most recent recipient of the medal
who administer
the NAACC fifty
Charles Ives' Concord
Sonata
for
the only metronome with these
was Mrs. Ada Holding Miller, presi
years hence will give to the public
exclusive features:
Piano before an NAACC audience
dent of the National Federation of
not only the works contemporary
at Town Hall and thoughtfully
cornMusic Clubs. Others who have won
with that future day but will also
mented
on his own performance
• 99% accurate
this distinguished
award are Mrs.
not neglect the best products of
thus: "Somelhing was present in the
• 5 year written guarantee
Edward
MacDowelL
Howard HanAmerican
musical thought of the
tonight. I have played the
e the only Underwriters.ap- present era. Adhering to this poli~y audience
son, Gene Buck. Nicolai Sokoloff,
Sonata often but never
so well.
proved electric metronome
the NAACC is unique among mUSJC
Sigmund
Spaeth, Deems Taylor,
never
with
such
a
feeling
of e?s~;
or-nun izations
of the nation for it is
Write for our free bookie.
Fiorello La Cuurdlu, the Guggenheim
I hope I can meet that mark agam.
only one which continuously
Foundation,
Pierre Moutcux,
ladle
FRANZ MFG. CO.,INC. til:
The NAACC has come a long way
promotes
the
full
scope
of
American
BoulangerCharles
lvee, Edwin
75 Wallace St. New Haven, Conn.
since the days of its first president.
Franko
Goldman,
Louisville.
Kenmusic.
Mrs. Dean Gra)· Edwards.
An able
At the five yearly concerts at
tucky, Philharmonic
Society, Walter
parliamentarian,
she develop:d
the
Town Hall, New York City. underH. Hodgson
and Naticnnl
Music
administrative
framework winch, to
ABILITY to hear music accurately
written by the membership, free to
Council.
this day, adequately
provid.es .the
bears directly on
the public and broadcast by radio
Through the courtesy of !llr::.. Inez
working parts of the org?nJzatJon.
station WNYC, compositions
preABILITY TO PERFORM
Barbour Hadley, widow of the founAfter
two
years
of
unceasmg
labor
sented are chosen for performance
der, the Hadl )' Studio at 15 West
ABILITY TO MEMORIZE
on the details
of Incorporation.
on merit alone and not by reason of
67th Street, New York ity. has heen
ABILITY TO WRITE MUSIC
Char'ler
and
By-Laws,
she
·was
sucmembership on the part of the commade available
to the organizalion
ceeded
in
the
presidency
by
Mr.
Practice
Pipes are a set of pitch pipes
poser. He need not be a mem bel'
as Nalional
Headquarters.
lIere the
especially
designed for self help in eor
Lawrence
Tibbett.
To
the
desigto have his work performed
and
training,
membership
meeting
are
held
and
nated elective and appointive
offices
very often is nolo The only requireWrite lor "Guide to Use of Practice Pipes·'
the cOlllmittees
III ct LO plun aCli\i·
there
come
year
after
year
other
dement is that he be an American.
I.es. Here. also. the dedicated l\lr~.
voted jndividuals
·who give Lheir
Many works are heard in I1rst perROBIN PRACTICE PIPES
Hadley presides a ho~te~ al Musi·
time
and
efforts
gratuitously
to
the
formance. At recent count it was
Dept. E
cale-Teas
in the same tradition that
attainment
of
a
long
range
goal.
4-246 West End Ave •• Chicago 24. Ill.
estimated that the organization had
marked
the earliesl recitals of tbe
Many
have
introduced
new
projects
given premieres
to more than two
organization.
Miss Glad)s ~lathew
whkh extend the influence
of the
thousand new works. Also are heard
arranges
these programs at which
organization.
Among
these js Dr.
in repeat performances the composiAmerican
chamber
works are pre·
Sigmund
Spaeth,
noted
musician.
tions of Griffes, hes and Loeffler
sented and at which one may hear
writer and lecturer,
·who was presiwho ·were not fully understood by
a lecturer speak_ a WI-iter discuss his
dent for nine years.
I Iheir
own generation nor are they
latest book or a POCI read his poems.
Published
scores
and
manuscripts
yet fully appreciated
by ours. As
Here
the poel-member
meets the
sent for appraisal
and possible per·
befits the selflessness of the founder.
composer-member
who
may
later set
formance
began
to
accumulate
at
Hadley's voJuminous works are sel·
his poems to music: here the com·
headquarters.
It was Dr. Spaeth's
dom done by the NAACC. Once a
poser may glean a thought from a
thought that, with the consent of the
veal' at the December concert which
speaker
wh.ich will lIloth'ate a s)'m·
composers,
these might
form tlte
~ommernorates his birthday, one of
phony:
here
the non-professional
nucleus
of
a
library
of
Amerjcan
his compositions appears on a pro·
member sees the Arts in their rela·
music. His suggestion
was accepted
"ram with others of earlier and
tionshjp
10 Olle another.
Here lies
wilh enthusiasm by the Directors of
later vintage. It appears as part of
the core of the ;AACC.
Ihe New York Public Libury
who
a genera I scene. He would have
set aside space at the Fjfth Avenue
The time ha<; passed when the
wanted it that way.
Library for the project and appointAmerican
mu~ician wa5 the forgoUcn
As often as will suit good proed John Tasker Howard librarian
of
man of music. Man)' more Americans
"rarnminu such names as Foote and
the first circulat.ing
lj\)fary of mufill the conductor's
role. man)' more
Chadwick'
of th~ New England
sical Americana.
Supported
by the
native works appear on concert proO'roup Billinffs and Hopkinson
of
NAACC under
the name
Henry
grams
than did a generation ago.
~he Colonial"'Period
and John F.
THE MODERN APPROACH
Hadley l\lremorial Library and great·
Yet in the symphonic and operatic
Peter of the earlier Moravian setTO SCALE PLAYING
ly expanded through
gHts of pubtlement are seen on NAACC profield:. there still exists a lack of ade·
For Standard and Modern Fingering
lishers and private
jndividuals,
it
O'rams a'lonO'
with otbers of these
quate
re!}I"esentation
of American
c
with Scale Book
$1.50
offers a place of study for perform;ras.
Theil· compositions
are re·
mus.ical thought. And without an out·
For Standard Fingering Only with in·
ing artists and conductors
who wish
ceived with keen interest as prodlet for his product the nali,e com·
struetions for use. . . . . . . . . . . $1.00
to include the music of this country
ucts of earlier times and mores. Tbe
poser jn these fields. often diverts
Copies Sent on Approval
to Teachers
on their programs.
In increasing
universal
language,
music bridges
his talents to morc grateful pursuits.
Order from your dealer ·or direct from
numbers,
students,
teachers
and
the years and gives us a sense of
1\lr. Leon Barl.in was the firslto take
Publisher
radio and TV directors
consult the.
belonging to our historical past. The
up this challenge.
During the yeaTh
Jenkins Music Company
library for specialized
jnformation.
composer puts his thoughts. always
of his NAACC
presidenC). 19-\.5·
1217 Walnut
St., Kansas
City, Mo.
indelibly impressed with hjs times,
It is indicative of HadJey's special
1948. he conducted his ~ational Or·
on paper. but jt is so much cold
impact on those who had the privichestra
Society in rehearsals of na·
print on colder paper until translege of knowing him that memorials
tive symphonic
works at which the
lated into sound; the perfonning
instituted
shortly
after
his death
composers
were present. Since then
l{)ilton> ~
and Jlm artist strives to interpret the com·
honor not so much the man as his
the organization
has pre...--entedone
30 E. Adams SI..-Chicago
3, 1ll.
poser's thought but jt js so much
ideals. A second memorial
to the
act operas.
50metimes with ~tage
mean.ingless
sound upon thjn air
founder was proposed
by Harold
VIOliN SPECIAliSTS
settings. more often in concert form.
unless it strikes a responsive chord
:Morris. long the capable chairman of
OUR NEW OLD INSTRUMEN'f
Recently it has been possible for the
CATALOG NOW AVAILAnLE
in the hearer's heart and is there
the Composers Committee.
Like the
NAACC.
wilh the co-operation o(
publishers of "VIOLINS & VIOLINISTS"
recreat.ed. It is jn the receptive audilibrary it serves a Hving purpose.
the American
ociety o( Compo~er:'.

the
beat
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Authors and Publishers (ASCAPj
the Music Performance
Trust
an d
•
F d
.
f
Fundofthe Amencan e eratron 0
M ~jcians(Local 802), to engage
;h~iittleSymphonySociety, Thomas
Sh eman , conductor, for two I pro-.
msof all American syrup rome
gn
compo:itions.
Last season W'll'
I ram
A. Schroeder,then chairman of the
Pro<rram
Committee,inaugurated the
"Re:dingConcerts" at the first of
which
theNew Symphony Orchestra,
MauriceBonney, conductor,
read
symphonic
compositions.
IT

OnMay 28, 1954, ML William A.
Schroeder,
noted composer who has

served the NAACC in every official
capacity
since
its founding,
was
elected it.s national
president. It is
to him that the organization
looks
for leadership
in the years ahead.
Part of its future program will be'
to encourage
presentation
of a fair
proportion
of American
music at
concerts by performing
societies of
the United States. When there is one
American composition
on every symphonic program
and one American
opera in the seasonal repertoire
of
every American
opera company, it
will know that a point has been

won.

SCHUBERT AND HIS MARCHE

THE END

MILITAIRE

(Continued from Page 21)
"0 Sacred Art!
In how
'mollY dark hours,
When the savage circle of life
ensnaresme,
DostThou transport. m.e to a
happiersphere,
Andkin.dlethe light of love in.
my heart.
0, Sacred Art ...
my thanks
10 Thee!"
"But nowmy time with you is up.
Imustbe off. After all, I shall only
heleavingyour visual sense. I shall
hearand cherish the rest o( the

COMICAL

duct-marches
that you will play today, and hope that you will soon
try some of the bigger duets-the
Fantaisie (Up. 103), the Divertissement a la Hongroise (Op. 54), the
Andantino Varie (Op.84)
and.
and ... "
Then suddenly,
emptiness and silence in the room. From the faroffness echoed
the soft sound of
Schubert's
melodious
voice singing
"Du hoi de Kunst, Ich danke Dir"
"0, Sacred Art, my thanks to

Thee."

THE END

OPERA

(Continned from Page 12)
mentionedbefore, one of the stage
handswas once seen walking along
the floorof the NBe in the Ihird
actof "Aida," carrying a bucket of
beer,totallyoblivious o[ the fact that
thecurtain was up. It was in this
sameopera, too, in Bedin, that a
wellknown American soprano em·
braceda chorus member instead of
HeinrichSchlusnus, the A mona.sro.
It seemsthat her one rehearsal had
heenin street clothes.
RudolphThomas, the late opera
coach,used to tell of a Woran whose
rl~ythmic
sense failed to keep time
wlthhis"DCalprowess. His only way
of makinga particular cue was to
walkin measured steps to a designatedrockon the set. During a guest
performance
on a larger stage, W ota.n
reachedthe rock two measures late
a n(I sang the entire rest of the act'
exac.tlytwo measures in arrears.
,History even records the beginnmg of a tradition in "Siegfried"
'
IJwheretlle son 0 f W ot.an used to leave
ruenllhilde'sside-for no apparent
reasonin lh e Score-to go upstage
a moment
.
.
an{I t hen come Tight
hack
a gam.The tradition, which persisted
roryear~11ad 'l
"
I
~,
IS oflgm on y because
~t.on~ of the early performances.
l~g~nedhad to clear his throat and
Spitmto the wings.
Buthack to Cincinnati for a brief
recapit I .
u atJOn of our theme before
we la~ncllinto the coda like all well
orgamzed
. I
In
tlIe th'.lrtlesmUSlcaIIcompositions.
. . ,a we known soprano
was Slllrrmg
"T OSCa
"d' uflng a senes
.
..
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of opera
presentations
under the
baton of tha1 excellent
musician,
Eugene Goossens. As the diva leaned
over her lover's }jfeless body in the
last act, her hat fell off. Discomfited,
and entirely unmindful
of her coming suicide, "Tosca"
reached over,
perched the hat at a precarious angle
on her head, and proceeded to Jeap
over the parapet.
The hilarious response from the audito~ium had in
it a recognition
that this final act
of desperation
was no more than a
subconscious
outcropping
of feminine vanity.
Now_ of course, everything in Cincinnati· Summer
Opera is changed_
No more do the roar of lions or the
shrieking
of peacock
mar Lu.cht's
cadenzas. Almost all of the operatic
great have appeared,
or do appear
on the Zoo stage: Sayao, Rethberg,
Peerce, Baum. Tucker, Djanel, Thorborg, Swarthout,
Bampton, Guarrera,
Vi nay. Baccaloni-to
mention just
a few: Today the roster sounds like
a reprint of the Metropolitan's.
It is here that James Melton made
his operatic debut, that Grace Moore
sang her first T osca, Blanche Thebom
her first Carmen,
Dorothy Kirst.en
her first Butterfly
with Brian Sullivan-what
a wonderful
experience
that was!-Stella
Roman her first
Marschallin,
Roberta Peters her first
Gilda and Lucia, and Robert Merrill
his first Rigoletto.
But when memory longs for a
hearty laugh, it longs, too, for the
eady Cincinnati
summer seasons.

I¢Jlrganand ¢hoir
Questions·
Answered

by FREDERICK PHILLIPS

I have been studying organ for the
past year, mostly by myself, and have
studied
quite th.oroughly
Stainer's
"The Organ." What would be best
for me to 'work On next, especially
covering pedal work? Do yOft know
of any reading matter that covers the
Baldwin
Electronic
Organ, Model
#5-that
is, its history, and why were
the particular stops selected?
M. N. B.-Mich.
We suggest that you use the [01lowing: Bach for Beginners, Barnes;
Bach,
Eight Short Preludes
and
Fugues;
Carl, Masterstudles ; Dunham's
Pedal Mastery
and Organ
Students' Bach, Rogers.
The Bald, ....
in Piano Co., Cincinnati
2, Ohio, will be glad to send you
literature explaining the history and
development
of lhe Baldwin Electronic Organ. Their local representa·
tive here in Philadelphia
bas explained to the writ.er that the stops
were chosen after lIlany consultations
with leading organists.
Our church is purchasing
a new
electric organ, and the question of
seating the choir has arisen. Recently risers were built for the choir,.and
some members feel it draws attention
to the choir, rather than to the minister. I do not share this thought. The
new organ will not be in th.e same
position I.hat it now occupies, and
we are considering the advisibility of
seating the choir at either end facing
each other. We would appreciate
your opinions.

R. G. Jl1.-Nebr.
We are rather inclined to agree
with you on the riser question. Without such an elevation the back row
voices are at a disadvantage,
and we
hardly think the elevation would result in centering too much attention
on the choir-possibly
the back row
members are a little self,collscious
about it. The riser, however, should
not be more than seven or eight
inches at the most.; probably six
would be better. Your reference to
the choir "facing each other" is just
a little indefinite. The church apparently has no chancel similar to the
Episcopal or other liturgical design,
so that you could hardly mean opposite sides of the chancel. If the
choir is to he together, it would be
better to all face the congregation:
Even if the new organ is placed somewhat similarly to the present one, and
the choir divides on either side, we

still recommend.
the entire choir
facing the congregation.
However,
if it is preferred to dispense with
them, we suggest that the back row
members stand between the members
on the front rows, and not directly
back of them; in this way the back
row voices will come through better.
Enclosed is the specification of a
proposed organ for our church: There
is no unification or duplexing,
although I am in favor of it in the
softer registers.
What changes do
you suggest? Is $20,000 a reasonable
price for this instrument? What class
is the Aeoline, string, reed, flurr or
diapason?
What class is the Vox
Celeste? Is the Doppel Flute more
practical than the Melodia in an or·
galt of this size? The organ is 10 have
three of the four pedal st.ops 10 be
flutes. Do you favor this? What class
is the Pedal Bass? Specifications:
SWELL-Bourdon
10', Slopped Diapason 8', Salicional 8', Aeoline 8',
Vox Celeste 8', Flute 12th 2%', Flautina 2', Vox Humana 8', Oboe 8',
Tremolo. GREAT-Open
Diapason
8', Doppel Flute 8', Dulciana 8',
Gamba 8', Octave 4', Flaulo Traverso
4', Chimes 25 notes. PEDAL-PNlal
Bass 16', Bourdon 16', Ueblich Ce·
deckt 16', Flute. 8', 2 e:xpression
boxes, usual couplers and pistons.

B.S.-So.

Car.

The specifications seem to indicate
quite an effective and weB balanced
organ, and we cannot really suggest
any changes that would be particularly advantageous.
The price a Iso
would appear quite reasonable. The
Aeoline stop could helong to either
the Diapason or the Siring class. If
the former, it would be a very soft
modification of the Dulciana, and if
a String stop, it would be a very soft
SalicionaI. The Vox Celeste is a very
soft String stop, tuned slightly sharp
or flat and used in conjunction with
another soft stop of a similar quality
to create an undulating effect. Some·
times it consists of two ranks of
pipes, one tuned slightly off pit.ch,
to Cl'eate the same effect with just
the one draw stop or lab. For thi . ,
particular organ we believe the Doppel Flute would be preferable to lhe
Melodia as it makes a better solo
stop for the Great. The Pedal·Bass
is probably in the Diapason class.
The Pedal Flute 8' would probably
be quite satisfactory, though if you
wish to avoid quite so much Flute
tone, a Cello 8' could be substituted.
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THE ORCHESTRA
by Wilbur'a Moore

TM

VIOLIN

doubt.

is

an instrument
you all know, I am sure; you know
it when you see its form, or hear
its tone so pure. VIOLA looks like
Violin, a wee bit larger,
though;
its highest string is A, ll?t E; it
borrows Violin's bow. The 'CELLO
is a huge violin that stands upon
the floor; its notes are written in
bass clef, but it can higher soar.

A Pocket Full Of Music
by wuus,« J.

IForYOU
had· lived in France two
three hundred years ago and
decided to learn the minuet or
some of the other dances of that
time, your dancing master would

probably have taught you to the
tune of a pochette.
This was a pocket-size fiddle. It
took its name from the French
word for pocket, which is poche.
The instrument was only fifteen or
twenty inches long and only a few

inches wide and was played with
a bow not much more

than a foot

in length. The dancing master carried one of these tiny instruments
in the pocket of his jacket, always

ready for work. So that he would
not lose it he sometimes tied a
string to the pochette and looped
it around his neck, much as today's
basketball referee keeps his whistle

handy.
"Like this," the dancing master
might say, as he pointed one foot
ahead of the other gracefully.
"A
one-twa-three,
lightly now, follow
me." And then he would bring the

little

fiddle and

Murdoch

lin maker,

Stradivarius,
made a
pochette. This one finally came
into the possession
of an Italian
composer
who was so impressed
with it that he wrote a special part
for it in the ochestral score of one
of his operas.
Other small types of violins were
in use during this musical era in
Europe,
including
the kit, which
was a favorite
in England;
one
called the sordino was used in
Italy, and the Germans had one
they called the taschengeige. From

the last syllable of this word the
French got their word gigue, meaning a lively dance usually played
on the violin. It is pronounced
"jheeg,"
and from this comes our
word "jig."
The pochette, as well as all the
other small types of the violin have
long since disappeared
from use,
but they can still be seen in many
museums where old musical instruments
are displayed.
They
are
worth seeing and many of them
arc worth thousands of dollars.

that's what we're told. The OBOE
has a lot of keys, but is not very
long; there is a double reed inside,
and plaintive
is its song. The

when you
not forget
instruments

The TRUMPET,
is something
tone is rich and

clef,

our present violin. The neck seemed
to be also a part of the narrow
body, instead of being a separate
construction,
and the instrument
had the appearance
of a very narrow gourd. The tone of the instrument was very high.
Some of these instruments
were
very elaborately
made and it was
not unusual for them to be inlaid
with ivory or tortoise shell designs.
Some were exquisitely carved. One
even had a little built-in fan! Perhaps the dancing
master
would
want to cool himself after a heated
session with his pupils. Another
one was built in a walking stick!
It is said that the great via-

(colored or black)-these

are all

brilliant-a

you don't forget. THE FRENCH
HORN is a lovely thing, to listen
to or see; its tone is smooth
as
velvet, and it's curved
50 grace·
fully. THE TROMBONE really is
unique;
it slides far in and out;
you all have
seen
brass and watched

its
it

gleaming
slide,
no

Will you be my valentine? is
scored on the music sheet to look
like the one given herewith.
Another example
reads
Y ou do not

notation.

=!
:tp.Villi

the orchestra. do
to try to see how lllany
vou can identify.

WHO KNOWS THE
ANSWERS?
(Keep score. One hundred is perfect)
1. What is the leading-tone in the

(5

2. Is Mischa

Elman an opera singer, conductor,
violinist, or com-

poser?

3. What great composer was born
in 1833 and died in 1897> (20
points)
4. What
is an anthem?
(10
points)
5. Is the augmented triad, D·F·
sharp-B-flat
in root position or
inverted? (15 points)
the
Bohemia,

rhumba come from
South America or

Hawaii? (15 points)
7. Is "Falstaff,"
by Verdi
or

an

oratorio?

is

meant

by

011.t.I.is page

DearJunior Etude:
Ihavebeen a piano student for a
numberof years and have been
teachingpiano for over a year. AI·
thoughsomewhat older than most
of your Leiter Box writers I would
enjoyhearing from readers of all
~gesas to their musical tastes, opinIOns, etc. Ithink this is a fine way to
getpeopletogether from all parts of
the world to discuss music and I
hope 10 hear from some who apprecute goodmusic.
Michael AlieD (25)

Dear Junior Etude:
I have studied piano five years and
am very much interested in ETUDE
magazine. Our neizhborbood
is <TO_
ing to form a Juni~r Etude Club~ I
would like to hear from readers my
age who are interested
in music,
especially,
piano.
Mary Jane Pryor (Age 11)

Michigan

DearJunior Etude:
I take voice lessons. My hobbies
~reletter-writingand tennis. I would
like to hear from others about my
age.
Evelyn Ann Golightly

an
(5

(Age

15)

Kentucky

•

LETTER BOX NOTICE
Two
. . more I etters have been received
rl~g the name of the States but no
uri er addresses. Sally Smart Tennessee. ' and H
1.1ary Virainia
...'.
Cam
FImda I
P ease send us your comI addre
pete
I
.
ill
55, ot terwise your letters
WI not be printed.
0

,

I

•
VanGilder Music Group
Houston, Texas
'

points)

N"t

$' t. r 'Ioil
How many
others
can you .
? U
In·
vent.
se staff notation
for letters
a to g. Put on your thinking-cap_

8. What

l'istesso

tempo? (5 points)
9. How many thirty.second notes
eqnal a dotted halI·note? (5
points)

10. Which

composer's

given with
points)

this

picture

qniz?

is

(10

An~lcer, on nexl pase

ETUDE-FEBRUARY

hurdygnrdy.

Foreign mail is 8 cents' some foreign uh-matl is 15 cents ~Ild some is
25 cents. Consult yOUI' Post Office
before stumping foreign air mail.

(10 points)

6. Does

hurlybnrly,

Send replies 10 leiters ill care ol
Junior Elude, Bryn Mawr, Pa.,
and they will lie forwarded to the
writers.Do not ask lor addresses.

•

opera

'."
j..

major?

laika,
bagatelle 'b' badinaae:
4.
g Io~kenspiel,
gimbal,
guerdon;
5.
farIn~, marina,
ocarina;
6. celeste,
celestial, celestine;
7. octenia],
octachord, octagon;
8. marimba,
mordent,
moraine;
9. truncheon,
tumbrel,
tuba;
10. hurryskurry,

Letter Box

hear

tone

need to be sharp to see you are a
natural for me, also given with
you need to score up some unusual
valentines.
Cut each valentine
from
the
music-paper
to fit your envelopes.
If you wish to give them a title,
write "To My Valentine"
at the
top, and, if you want your name
on it, write "words
and music
by ... " (your name, though valentines are usually sent without any
namel so, include it or not.

Allswers

everybody knows,
like
Cornet;
its

by IlIa M. Pardue

A few pages from a music-paper
note-book
and a pencil
or pen

1. Mute, jute, lute; 2. harlequin,
harmonium,harquebus;
3. bale-

the

SCORES OF VALENTINES

The pochette did not look like

Whichone of the three items in
eachquestion is a musical instrument? The player with the most
correctanswers in a given number
of minutes is the winner.

SNARE and BASS;

scale of Fcsbarp
points)

AND
SINGING

By Ilia M. Pardue

tance are the GONGS, the GYM·
BALS, TAMBOURINES,
TRIAN·
GLE, BELLS; they help to tell
what each composer
means. And

The BASSOON has a deep, dark
voice; its tube is nine feet long;

be

THEM

INSTRUMENTAL GAME

good rhythni
is the vital thing to
keep
their
beats in place. The
proper
name for Kettle-Drum
is
TIMPANI,
you know; just watch
the drummer
tune it "up," or tunc
it way down low. Of great impor-

CLARINET looks much the same,

issue,

PROGRAMS

(Continued from Page 51)

sizes are the drums-

the KETTLE,

with all its silver keys, and when
it plays a melody
its tone is sure
to please. The ENGLISH HORN
is not a horn because
it's made
of wood; it's like an oboe but
plays lower than any oboe could.

]In J anuary

The TUBA is the largest

Of different

bow from his

pocket and play while he danced,
his students trying to follow him.
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The soft-toned
flute is like a pipe,
and very, very old; it came from
EGYPT, centuries
back-at
least

while it can go to treble
bass is its true song.

II you have not yet sent in your questionnair-a
sureto do so before the end of February.

one; its tone is low; it's somewhat
like an organ tone; it takes much
power to blow.

The DOUBLE BASS, however, is
the one that takes the prize; its
tone is very, very deep, and monstrous is its size.

BUILDING

NO CONTEST THIS MONTH

1955

Mary Lou S'
jackie 0 b
clacca, Clarice Felts,
Pat Gr S o(rn, Charlotte Hammonds
een Age 12 to 16)
,

ETUDE-FEBRUARY 1955

•

Hawaii

Other Letters from the
Mail Bag
The following
would also like to
receive letters. (Space does not permit printing
their letters in full);
Gail Archer, Age 15), Montana,
plays piano, also clarinet in school
band; Michael Blitiick (Age 13),
New York, plays piano and organ;
Joan Pitney (Age 12), New Jersey,
plays piano and studies ballet dancing; Carol Lotz (Age 13), Illinois,
plays cornet
and accordion,
other
hobbies
are sports
and dancing;
Carolyn Tacelli (Age lO),.Tennessee •
plays piano, also clarinet in school
band;
Rosemary Cozza (Age ll),
California,
plays
piano
and has
started organ, collects stamps and
coins;
Linda Ellington (Age 10),
Kansas, would like to hear from a
reader in Germany or Hawaii.
Answers to Instrumental Conle
1. lute; 2. harmonium; 3. balalika ; 4.
glockenspiel; 5. ocarina; 6. celeste; 7.
octacbord
(sometimes
spelled octochord) ; 8. marimba; 9. tuba; 10. hurdygurdy
Answers to Quiz
1. E-sharp;
2. violinist; 3. Johannes
Brahms; 4. a choral composition for
church service, usually having solo
parts; 5. first inversion (root) position
would be B-flat, D, F-sharp; 6. South
America; 7. opera; 8. at the same rate
of speed; 9. twenty·four; 10. Handel.

vibrant resonance. How to do this?
The best explanation
I can give is
to liken the production
of singing
tone to that of an instrument.
The
body of a clarinet
determines
its
basic tone; a definite tone is there
built in as it were, and that's the
only kind of tone that can come out.
Once the tone has been made it is
resonated, or colored, by the' reed.
Exactly the same is true of the violin: the body of the instrument determines
the tone, and the bow
controls resonance. So far, the human voice follows along the same
lines; the structure of the vocal cords
determines singing tone, which must
be sent in a free flow into the masque
to be correctly resonated. It is at this
point that singing tone goes a step
further than instrumental
tone. This
step entails the sending out of well
formed, well resonated tone in words.
and it should be done exactly as
if the clarinet or the violin were
equipped with a pair of lips through
which their tones could emerge. That
is to say, tone does not originate in
words, or as words; it must be produced as free-moving,
independent
tone which, a split second later, is
sent out through words. Only after
this free moving, masque- resonated
tone exists, can it come into the
words. 1£ you try to put diction into
tone, the tone slips back into the
throat (where, incidentally,
it can
be pronounced just as well as in
front, but can't be projectedl}, and
becomes tight. The difference between putting diction into tone, and
allowing already formed, free-flowing tone to move through words, is
what I call projection.
Well projected tone moves freely from an
open throat,
into
the resonance
chambers of the masque, and then,
in third place, moves again through
the lips as diction. And diction is
enormously
important
in sending
one's programs into the hearts of
one's hearers!
THE END

IllUSTRATION
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THE STUDY OF THE CLARINET
WHAT

BECAME

(Continued

OF

LUBECK?

(Colltinued from P"ge 19)

from Page 16)

other than the income of a father
to make a reduced charge. My time
who was a day laborer.
The young
is in great demand. Will you hear
girl worked interminably
in all sorts
her and let me have your opinion of
of menial employment
in order to
her voice? I will send her over to
earn her musical training,
without
your office." After a few minutes a
lowering her dignity.
She finally
sweet· faced girl of fourteen or fifteen
found an opportunity
for a public
came in bringing with her the writ·
appearance
with a small fee. This
er's composition
Qi' Car'Una, a song
led to other engagements
which were
of the Stephen
Foste.r type. The
more profitable. During the past year
writer
accompanied
her while she
she has been appearing
with prosang both verses. The first few notes
nounced success in leading European
were so consummately
beautiful that
opera houses in prima donna roles.
the writer was stunned, She instinc·
She made good because she was real.
tively put into the words and tones
ly very fine. A thousand
letters of
an understanding
and feeHng he had
introduction
would not have accomnever
heard
before. although the
plished this if she had not developed
song had been programmed by fa·
the superb qualities
to deserve such
mous singers. Tears came to his eyes.
a success.
He went to the phone and called the
Many years ago a voice teacher of
teacher to tell him that if he did not
local reno~n . (now deceased),
who
give the pupil all he could, he would
had a studlO III a building near the
be missing a great life opportunity.
writer's office in Philadelphia,
called
The pupil was Marian Anderson. She
upon the phone and said: "I have
needed no letters of introduction, no
'pupil :vith very moderate
means. I~
rave notices, no puU, no influence.
I contmue teaching her I will have
In music as in all arts and in life

For the high school or more ad·
I'ancedclarinetists only the best in
~\'ood
clarinets is to be recommended.
fhe instrument should be carefully
leSledby an artist clarinetist
and
approved hy him. It is important
thatboth the student and his parents
are made aware o( the fact that not
all nationally advertised expensive
clarinets are o( superior workman.
shipor aCCurate in their intonation
a~d construction. In view o( such
dIscrepancies, it is desirable
that
e~c.hand every clarinet is given a
ngld and thorough test for t.his is
the only means 0 f' aSSll[mg
.
oneself
that the selected clarinet wilJ meet
t~ledemands of all concerned. The
lime,eHon, and expense which such
teslS
. WI
·11 h e deeply appre, r equlfe
Ciated
bid
.
f
y t le stu ent durmg
the
h~t~reyears of his association with
l~;nstrument and instructor.
the teacher will evince a desire
to, Ile of service
. to I·liS students, he
Wl!lfindtlt·1a m d·ue hOle they will
.
seekh'
,
IS aSSIstancewhen contemplat.

ETUDE-FEBRUA.RY
ETUDE-FEBRUARY
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1955

intr the purchase o[ an instrument;
a:::r:; a result
of such services,
the
teacher will have made an important
contribution
to the musical advancement of his young clarinetists, and of
equal
importauce,
he will have
served to eliminate many of the inferior instruments
from his units.

Dedicated

to the Superior

ance.
The selection of the proper mouthpiece can best be solved by ~xperimentation
on the part of both the
teacher and his student. In making·
our choice of mouth piece, we must
realize
that no two persons bav~
identical
embouchures.
Such phYSIcal differences
as den to-facial. structure oral cavity, lengtb and wldtb of
low~r jaw, the occlusion, structure
of the
(Continued
on Page 62)
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The Clarinet Mouthpiece
It is unfortunate
that a vast majority uf clarinetists
fail t? recognize
the influence that the clarll1et mouth·
piece has upon tone, intonation, control, and other elements of perform-
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Free Literature

meeting.
WHITEBEARD:
I couldn't help
suspecting
that.
YOUNG:
What do you suppose
happened?
WHITEBEARD:
Tell me, Which
program did they choose?
YOUNG:
They
choose
ALL
THREE!
WHITEBEARD:
My, my. What a
surprise.
YOUNG:
That was why the meetin" lasted so long. There was no discussion of the programs, absolutely
none; we finished that part in fifteen
minutes. Then 1 sat Quietly on the
sidelines while the committee talked
money.
They wanted to have my
three
programs,
one on Maundy
Thursday,
one on Good Friday and
one on Easter Sunday. Then those
wonderful
people got out paper and
pencils and began to figure how they
could cut corners somewhere else in
order to put on my programs. And
at last, when they saw it couldn't be
done, that it would upset the budget
for practically
the rest of the year,
the chairman
of the commiuee-ea
splendid
fellow, by the way-said:
"Mr. Young, you must make the decision. Which
program would you
rather have?" I chose the mixed program. and that's what lt will be.
WHITE BEARD : Very good.
YOUNG: 1 wish you could meet
the music committee. Wonderful people, all of them.
WHITEBEARD:
(With a /lei. kif
in his eye) Music committees generally are.
CURTAIN

40. Yet each one of these musicians
was distinguished
by a fame in his
day, sufficient to have his name entered in a leading
Current lexicon
of the foremost musical figures of all
times-a
really significant honor and
proud accomplishment
in a world
populated
largely by what is cruelly
termed "d.ispensables.'
The renowned
Italian physician,
psychologist and criminologist, Cesare
LOOlbr050 (1836-1909), contended
in
his "The Man of Genius," "Not only
is fame (and until recently
even
libert.y) denied to men of genius during their Jives, but even the means
of subsistence.
After death they receive monuments
and even rhetoric
by way of compensation,"
All that, however, is now changed
in music in this day of lightning
communications
and a composer, an
artist. a performer
or a singer may
become famous over night, via the
television. the radio, the moving pictures and the press, if his talents
warrant
it. The demand for a new.
popular
song may spread
like a
prairie fire all over the world. The
sung may Jive for only a few weeks
and become supplanted
by another
unless it has that mystic element of
genius. How many of the songs of
today will have the longevity of the
songs of Stephen FOSler'? The melodies and harmonies
that endure, like
the folk song of European countries.
or like The Stars and Stripes Forever (Sousa),
Kiss Me Again (Herbert), The Lord's Prayer (Malone),
Mighty
Like a Rose (Nevin),
At
Dawning (Cadman),
and By the Walers oj Minnetonka
(Lieurance),
are
products of inspiration and genius just as much as are the themes of
the great masters.
THE END

~

Church Music

7807 Bonhomme Avenue-51.

Bachelor

from Page 24)

WHITEBEARD:
Very
possibly.
Anyway, give them their choice.
YOUNG: I fully expect them to
throw out all three and come up with
some brilliant ideas of their own.
WHITEBEARD:
(After a pause;
reflectively)
There is something
I
want to say to you. I understand
perfectly and sympathize
with your
problem. There is no reason why you
should be a rubber-stamp
for the
music committee. In fact, you are
not doing your job if you don't give
them the benefit of your knowledge
and specialized
training.
Try to
bring them around 10 your way of
thinking. Be enthusiastic
for your
programs, but don't go to the meeting with a chip on your shoulder.
Assume you are dealing with rea~on·
able and fair-minded
men until the
committee
proves nsel f otherwise.
If there is any dirty-in-fighting,
let
it be the committee,
not you, who
start it.
YOUNG: (Gloomily) I fully expect to be oyt of a job Monday evening.
WHITEBEARD:
If that happens,
I hope I will be the first to know
about it.
INTERVAL
(Scene: The sam.e; late at night.
WHITEBEARD,
in pajamas
and
dressing gown, opens his studio door
and YOUNG en.e-s, in exuberant
high spirits.
He seizes
WHITEBEARD and waltzes him about the
studio.)
WHITEBEARD:
(Protesting)
Here, here ...
YOUNG: I've just co"me from the

i,#1'1:\ ~:::;.-.::'~."::';::::::'I i
~

MEETING

'I' If not everyone can be great.
I,e ,
it IS
i an 0 hlirgaWe
all havegifts an d It
. to ourselves to develop these
ncn
ihili
'fts 10 the limit 0 f our pOSSI
1 1~e5andhave a joyous ti~~e in doing
it.Therewill always be Lu~ecks who
will render a valuable servrce to the
of art quite .. as important in
p ro~ress
~
itswayas the towenng gemuses are
in their respective fields. Very few
can reach the pinnacles of achievement,and when they reach the
hei~htsthey may find a very bleak
and unhappy solitude and impossibleenvironment like the mountain
climberswho scaled M1. Everest.
Thejoy of living is, after all, in the
valleys of life. These gifted, faithful.
lard-working musicians are valuable
factorsin world musical progress
and may well be proud of their attainments,The musicians who are
lcrever standing by and mourning
wer "what 1 might have been" are
eually those who had meager talents,or those who never made un
honesttry to attain real greatness or
those who have dissipated
their
strengthand time in indolence, inmxicants, narcotics and bad living.
A fewyears ago at a large music
departmentof a mid-western
unirersity, the advanced students were
given a quiz upon a list of over eight
hundrednames of musicians whose
lastnames began with the letter S,
as found in Baker's Biographical
Dictionaryof Musicians. The studentswereasked to identi fy the com'poser or artist by place of birth and
characterof work, indicating familiarity with his career. The largest
numberof names of composers and
artistsidentified by the winner was
73, Other answers drifted down to
17. The genera] average was about
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PROGRAM BUILDING
(Continued from Page 17)

hen
Scandello
Haydn
c. Maiden fair
d. Harmony in marriage
Haydn
A program of music from the
United States and Great Britain is
b. The little white

Robin Milford
III. Folks Songs from Great Britain
a. Matthew,
Mark, Luke and
John
arr. Gustav Hoi."!
h. The ash grove
. arr. Gordon .Iacoh
c. Gossip Joan
arr. Geoffrey Shaw
IV. Folk Songs from the United
States
a. The morning trumpet
arr. Sydney Dalton
b. Down in yon forest
arr. Niles-de Brant
c. See-J esus the Savior
arr. Nil('~
d. Wondrous
love
arr. Buchanan
e. He's gone away
arr. Joseph Clokt:~
f. Old Ship of Zion
an. E. J. Carwood
(The next article to appear in the
March issue of ETUDE will deal
with "Radio
Presentations."
While
the discussion
wi II be concerned
chiefly with possible radio format».
suggestions may also be found which
are applicable
to live concerts.]

The following scheme has been enIV. An Old English Tune
countered in a three-group program
Small Ensemble
of approximately
forty-five minutes
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John
indicated below:
duration:
an. Gustav Holst
I. Old English Madrigals
1.
Sixteenthand
SeventeenthV. Early American Spiritual Tunes
a. Adieu, sweet Amari llis
Century Madrigals
A Cappella Choir
John Wilbye
a. Gay little nymph
Regnard
a. Boundless Mercy
b. Weep, 0 mine eyes
b. Resta di darmi
Gesualdo
arr. Hilton Rufty
J ohn Bennet
c.
Sweet
honey-sucking
bees
b. Poor Wayfaring Stranger
c. Sweet honey sucking bees
Wilbye
an. Jackson and Gatwood
John Wilbye
II. Old English Folk Tunes
c. Old Ship of Zion
d. Yet, sweet, take heed
a. A sweet country life
arr. Gatwood
John Wilbye
an. Imogen Holst
The same program was expanded
e.
Ah,
dear
heart
b. Matthew,
Mark, Luke and
for an evening's concert as follows:
Orlando Gibbons
John
arr. Gustav Holst
I. Music By An 18th Century Gerf.
On
the
plains
c. Gossip Joan
arr.: Shaw
man Master
Thomas Weelkes
III. Modern Compositions in MadriSelections from the motet,
II. Modern Compositions in Madrigal Style
"J esu, priceless treasure"
gal Style
Nash
a. Street lamps
(1685.1750) Bach
a. Golden slumbers
Thiman
b. Go, lovely rose
a. Chorus: So there is now no
J. Paul Kennedy
A
somewhat
simpler
program
IS
condemnation
b. Weep you no more, sad founthe one below:
b. Trio: Thus then, the law of
tains
Dorothy McLemore
1. Music of the Russian Church
the Spirit
c. The spring of the year
a.
Praise
ye
the
name
of
the
c. Chorus: Death, I do not fear
Robin Milford
Lord
Ivanoff
thee
THE END
d. Port. after stormy seas
b.
Incline
Thine
Ear,
0
Lord
d. Terzetto: If, therefore, Christ
Arkllangelsky
abide in you
c. Chel'ubim song
Glinka
e. Chor.os: If by His Spirit
II. Modern Secular Music
Choir
a. Spring chorus (The Bartered
II. Madrigals from Elizabethan
Bride)
Smetana
MUSIC IN GERMANY SINCE THE WAR
England
b. Flower of dreams (Girl's
a. Come follow me, fair nymphs
Voices)
Joseph W. Clokey
(c. 1570·1630) Bateson
(Continued from Po.ge 26)
c. Song of the marching men
b. Ah dear heart
(Boy's Voices)
(1583·1625) Gibbons
the bond between performer and li~division between the legitimate stage
Daniel Protheroe
c. Sweet honey sucking bees
tener of the previous period. Grad·
and the musical theatre
such as
d. Mother Goose suite
(1574.1638) Wilbye
ually the gale spent itself. however_
opera
and
ballet.
Thus
music
beneLouis
Horton
Small Ensemble
and within
a couple of years the
fited by the official restoration
of
III. Folktunes from The Old World
III. 16th and 17th CentLuy ContisjtuaLion had become adjusled
to·
municipal and state theatres, as was
and
The
New
nental Music
wards
a
more
normal
balance.
But
it
indicated
in
the
case
of
Frankfurt..
a. Lullaby, Jesus Dear (Polish)
a. Ecce quomodo moritur justus
left a lot of damage in its wake. The
Orchestrag
and
opera
companies
were
arr.
Salama
(1526·1594) Palestrina
old relationship
in the concert hall
slowly but surely re-formed,
often
b. Gossip Joan (English)
b. Gay little nymph
had changed with it. The accent wa~
around an original core of members
an. Geoffrey Shaw
(16th century) Regnard
on the orchesu'al
concert while the
and sometimes reinforced
by imporc. Jesus, Jesus, rest your head
Choir
former popu.larity of chamber mu~ic
tant musicians who came as refugees
(Applachian)
IV. Music by Living Writers
hom the other side of the Iron
was a thing of the past. The intimacy
arr. Niles-Warrell
a. Praise ye the Lord
of the tough years had given way
Curtain.
d. Drink to me only with thine
(Russian) Pantchenko
Phase Two was the job of putting
to the gloss and glamour of "110reyes
arr. Dunhill
b. A nocturne
this reconstructed
framework
on a
malcy." and the artistic promise had
e. Czecho-Slovakian dance song
(English) Bantock
more
substantial
basis,
economically
petered
out, except in a few rear·
arr.
Manney
c. The three kings
speaking, But it was cut abrupt.ly
guard groups
now looked upon as
A recent program by a madrigal
(Canadian) "Willan
short
by
the
Currency
Reform
of
long-haired.
,Many
·critics considered
group
utilized
three
main
headings
d. Jesus and the traders
1948. Tragic that this move which
that in this middle post-war period.
for the choral selections with instru(Hungarian)
Kodaly
was to assist so effectively
in the
ment.al numbel's intervening:
German music languished in a worse
Choir
nation's economic recovery
should
plight than in the days immediately
I. Songs of Piety
e. Street lamps
have had such a crushing
effect on
after the war.
a. Exultate Deo
(American)
Nash
music and the arts. Now abundant
Palestrina
The last phase to date. since late
f. Go, lovely rose
goods began to appear in the shops
b. In SOlTOW now I cry to t.hee
1950. has seen a revitalization of the
(English) Thiman
DeBruck
once more and the people, long deGerman
musical
~cene whjcll ha ...
Small Ensemble
nied these small material
comforts,
Tallis
c. 0 nata lux
brought h to a foremost p05ition in
V. Folksongs from England
diverted their savings in that direcd. J esu, duleis memoria
the world. and thi8 ~t.emmed {rom
a. Matthew, :Mark, Luke and
Victoria
tion rather than towards expenditure
John
an: Gustav Holst
the renewed contact which Germany
Sweelinck
on art. It was especially
ironic that
e. Born today
made with the world frol11 1950. It:;.
b. Gossip Joan
the change in demand came at the
II. Songs of Sentiment
arr. Geoffrey Shaw
former isolation had lasted not mere·
a. April IS my mistress' face
precise moment when the world of
Small Ensemble
ly the six years of the war and the
Medey
music had 'succeeded in gearing itVI. Tunes from Early America
following
years of occupation,
but
b. Come again! sweet love doth
self to cater, more satisfactorily
for
a. Poor wayfaring stranger
also the long period of the _ azi
now invite
Dowland
the musical hunger
of the ~arlY
arr. Jackson and Gatwood
regime.
c. So well I know
Vecchi
years. Music found itself over-in.
b. Soldier, soldier
arr. Powell
So many of her great composer5_
d. My love, if be within thee
vested and in the ensuing
crash
c. Boundless mercy
conductors
and musicians had Quit
Durant
many orchestras
went to the wall'
arr. Rufty
~he turgid atmosphere
of Germany
e. Gay little nymph
Regnard
This was a bad time for music i~ In the 30's---Bruno
d. Old ship of Zion
Walter
Paul
III.
Songs
of
Humor
Germany-haH·empty
concert halls
arr. Gatwood
Hindemith.
Otto KJempere:.
Now
a. Audite nova
di Lasso
despairing
musicians,
a rupture
i~
Choir
they
began
fairly
regularly
to
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urn sometimes for short visits,
re ,
I G
.
'
sometimes
permanent y. reat artists
fromforeign lands began to come
toGermanyagain-MeDuhin,
Edwin
Fischer, Marcel Dupre,
Monique
Haas.It is not difficult to imagine
thestimulating effect of these visits
onthe public interest. German musicians,too, were able to get abroad
and flex their musical muscles in
frontof critical audiences of the free
world.to mutual advantage-Wilhelm'Furtwangler to London, Paris,
Viennaand Rome, and Hans Knappertsbuschof Bayreuth fame. The
guest appearances of these men and
othersabroad, the visit of the HamburgOpera to the Edinburgh
Festivalin 1952, all cont.ributed to the
triumphantre-entry of Germany in
internationalmusic.
A less spectacular but equally importantsource of renewed contact
withthe outside world of music for
theGerman people were the A Hied
culturalinstitutions set tI p under the
Occupation.The British Centre and
AmerikaHaus were to be found in
all the big towns and many of the
smaller.These offered, among other
things,music programmes both Te·
cordedand live. What is morc. they
offeredthelll to the people free of
entrancecharge. T remember going
alongto a programme at the AmerikaHailSin Heidelberg in 19l~9,and
beingimpressed with the rapt attentionof young people to compositions
theyhad probably had no chance of
hearing throughout the musically
lean years of their youth. Exactly
four years later, in the autumn of
1953, T found myself in Kassel at a
pianorecital given at the A merika
Haus there. It was a varied programmecOlltaininrr works ralluinrr
fr~mBach to Falla~ Chopin to Ce~sl~
Win. and the hall was as crowded
as everwith a mjxed audience of aU
ages.The standard of performance
wasnotably high, for listeners are
notpalmed off with second best becauseit's "on the Haus."
One of the most interestjnrr fea~uresof the revival of German cmusic
IS the trend in national
taste. Althoughafter the war musical taste
Was indiscriminate ~nd undefined
(for anything was acceptable which
tookthe m!ndoff current hardships),
graduallyIt began to assert itself in
~a,'ourof Classicism. But this time
It containeda more solid element of
COntemporarymusic-lovers. The lattierWereat first poorly served. for
tlere wa s i·Itt Ie work composed.. 1I1
. Germany from
1the modern I'd'10m 111
9 33, and practically no knowledue
f
olhegr
f •
eat amount of contemporary
OrClgnmusie written durin'" the last
ti\·odecade~

romanticism
of Wagner and his subsequent disciples. Their work is more
in line with the Germanic "rebels"
of post-1918
liberalism-Arnold
Schonberg,
Alban Berg, von Webern
Hindemith.
There were no jmportan~
composers to carryon the Waaneriau
tradition
when Hans Pfitzner
and
Richard
Strauss died soon after the
war in 1949, so the way was left open
(or new ideas.
Modern
music received
support
from a logical but somewhat unsuspected quarter-s-that of radio broadcasting. While Germans were confined to the homeland
up to 1950,
and visits from abroad were few
radio was able to bring new foreign
music direct to the people. Of course,
the extent of such broadcasts
was
governed
by the men who directed
the radio stations, so that those like
the South-West
German Broadcasting Company
at Baden-Baden
were
particularly
prominent. in this respect. The S.\V. station was in the
care of such protagonists
of modern
music as conductor
Hans Rosbaud
and Heinrich
Strobel,
Hindcmith's
biographer.
The Musica Viva series
of programmes
under composer Karl
Hartmann.
co-operating
with
the
Bavarian
Broadcasting
Station and
the State Opera make Munich, too,
an important
post in the stronghold
of the modems.
The 'Music Festival is a thriving
institution
in Germany and again the
JUodenl
movement
is well repre·
sented here, not only at big town
festivals
in Frankfurt,
Dusseldorf,
Brullswjck with its annual Chamber
Music \Veek, and otbers, but also jn
little Donaueschingen
which lies near
the source of the Danube. This fact
is only one example
of the part
played by even the small town in
German musical life. For lovers of
modenl music, international
courses
with performances
and discussions
on its technical and artistic features
are held every summer at Darmstadt.
Even in the spheres of classicalromantic music and opera, the modern touch is apparent.
The Handel
Opera Festival whjch takes place in
the lovely old university
town of
Gotlingen
has devised new techniques
in production
which have
strongly influenced the styles of even
larger towns. And what greater triumph for the modem approach than
its invasion of Bayreuth, the fortress
of convention
up to this decade.
There the grandsons
of the master
himself
have radically
altered
the
presentation
of Wagner's
operas
without violating his musical artistry.
(See "Bayreuth-Today
and Yesterday," ETUDE, June 1954.-Ed.)
If. then. you visit \'\Testern Germany today for the first time, you
fNev~rthel~ss,though the majOrity
0. audiences might prefer
the clascan have no jnkling of the Illusical
SICS the I
wilderness
inherited
from the war.
:.
lfesent- day composers had
You wm see, of course, the occa~o Iln~enlionof imitating that style
III t lelr ne
. TI
sional shell of a ruined opera hOllse,
f
w musIC.
,1C compositiOilS
its ornate archjtecture
stark agajnst
~ ~en like Werner Egk_ Carl Orff.
oOnsHI h
.
,
the sky. But you will walk a few
ae er, Karl Hartmann. are a
complete brea k (rom the classjcal
.
hundred
yards down the road to a
0

0
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fine new theatre, as at Frankfurt,
where you will see and hear the very
best in ballet,
opera
and music
throughout
the year. Or you will
walk into a restored historical building such as Hanover's Landestheater
without the slightest suspicion that
it was blitzed.
You might prefer your opera ai
fresco and sit In t.he Open-Air Theatre of Augshurg during one of its
exquisite summer evening performances, at Koblenz with its stage out
on the Rhine, 01' listen to the "\/orzburg ::\'lnzart Festival in the baroque

setting of the Bishop's Court. Wlirzburg is not alone in having its
"special"
composer. Gottingen and
Bayreuth,
as we have seen, are
adopted
by Handel and Wagner,
Bonn belongs to Beethoven and Ansbach every summer is given over 1.0
Bach. Not least there is Berlin which
belongs to everybody. The old capital's musical prestige was. not less
badly battered than its buildings.
But today it can louk with pride, like
tile rest of W. Germany. at. the restoration of the nation's great mu-irul
herituge.
THE Er\D

World of Music
(Continued from Page D)

CO~II.E1.'I'I'IONS (For

details, unitc

10 SlJOIISO,.li.~I{'d)

• Composition contest lor wind and percussiun instruments.
SW'lIsored by The National Association o l College Wind and Percussion
Instructors. Deadline for submitting entries, March 15, 1955. Details
from William H. Stubbins, Composition Competition Chairman. School
of Music, University 01 Michigun, Ann Arbor. Michigan,
• Special Steinway Composition Award. Spon~ure(1 by the ~Hti')ll ..li
Federation of Music Clubs. A prize oE $750 [or a compo:;ition for piano
alone. 01' for piano and chamber orchestra. Cl,,"ing date i~ felll"lJarv
15,1955. Details from J'diss Ruth lVI. Ferry, 24 Edgewood Avenue. Ne\~T
I-laven, Conn.
• American Guild of Organists National Open l;Olllpetlti'Hl ill Ol",!!an
playing for all organists not over 25 years uf age (III .lalllW1"V1. 19.'1,1).
Details from American Guild of Organists, National Headql\a·rler~. 6.30
fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y.
• Contest to secure in one individual the perfect cOll1po~il.etalents to
qualifv for the role of Carlllen. Candidates must. excel! jn aClill<"r "illlTin;; al;d dancing. No closing date announced. Det~i1s from Th:-T;lte~national :Music News Syndicate, .30 N. LaSalle Street. Chicago 2,
Illinois.
• Koscjuszko Foundation. Two Chopin scholarship award:; of B1.000
each for a composer and for a pianist. DeadUne for filing applications
March 1. Details from the Kosciuszko Foundation, 15 East 65th Slreet,
New York 21, N. Y.

Musical News Items
from Abroad
The "Go yo Japanese
Ballet,"
the only ballet company to have the
official recognition
of t.he Japanese
government, will be a feature for t.he
first time in Germany, at the 1955
\Viesbaden May Festival.
Sir 'Willian} \Vahon's first opera, "TroiiLls and Cressida,"
was
gjven its world premiere
early jn
December in Covent Garden, London, in a performance
which, to
quot.e from the London dispatch to
the New York Times, "thrilled and
delighted" the audience. "It was a
great nigllt. and the composer, libret·
tist and conductor had a tremendous
reception." The two principal roles
were sung by Magda Laszlo and
Richard Lewis.
The

Ninth

Edjnburgh

Interna-

tional Festival will include for t.he
first time since 1949 the Berlin Philharmonic
Orchest.ra.
The
British
Broadcasfing
Orchestra.
conducled
by Sir l\1aJcolm S,Hgen't. ",ill take
part aJso in this festival. The 195'::.
festival will mark the return al50 ,)f
the GJyndebourne Opera which will
present operas by Verdi and Ro~"illi.
Yvonne Georgi, ballet llli.~tn\~s
and choreographer,
recenl.Jy present.ed in Alphach, Au:o=lria. the premiere of her ballet, "Glut:k. Tod und
Traum"
(Happines5.
Death
and
Dream").
Set to the music of GOllfried von Einem, the ballet which
makes usc of three pairs of dancer" "
was received with great enthuf'ia~m
by a di5tinguished
audience.
The
music is scured for 8 wood winds. The
work was conducted by Kurt Rapf.
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NEW RECORDS
(Continued from Page 18)
' u that will stand with the best
•ro m,
T0
jjeestrc's record output.
olibe.
.
I
De sure: RCA Victor w~s not 111 tne
high fidelity business III 1944, bu t
thel'oiceshave recorded weU and
Tnsranini's magic with the orchestra
compensates for whatever
deficiencies there are in the instrumental
.iDuna.Outsinging themselves under
theinspiration
of the occasion
are
a rasl composed of Hose Bampton
(Leonora), Herbert Janssen tPizarro), Eleanor Steber (Marcellina),
Sidor
Belarsky(Rocco), Jan Peerce
lFiomlallL Nicola Moscona (Fernand<J) andJoseph Laderoute (Lacquino), The orchestra is the NBC

Order Now to take advantage
of low advance of publication
prices. Orders are limited to two copies per book. Please
send remittance (check or money order) with your order. Postpaid delivery will be made as each book comes off the press.
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FOLK.WAYS, U.S.A .. Book II

SOLOS

ELVES AND THE SHOEMAKER

Elie Siegmeister

A story with

Contains
twenty-seven
titles: all music based on American
Iolk
tunes. Many have words. Grade 2-2Yf. Each piece is tastefully
harmonized and has a note describing
its origin.
Contents
include both familiar
and unfamiliar
melodies
and therefore wil l
be helpful in broadening
the pupil's knowledge- of our musical
heritage.
Euoh piece may be used for some technical
purpose.
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Delius: AtJpa/ndlia

$,65

I'm going to recommend
Sir
Thomas
Beecham'snew Appalachia
leeause it's long-play and because
the.dynamicrange is wider, the
snugs cleaner.But if you come to
~}'houseand ask to hear Delius'
"V aratlOns
. on an old slave song for
fullorchestrawith final chorus" the
SUb.hl.le
given Appalachia
;'ou'll
hearII from Sir Thomas's' pre-wat
I D'
,
Crecordingf or IIC
ellUs SOCIety
oll~mbia
album M-355. Beecham's
Delu~rem·
.
IIy the same
"
allls \'lTtua
bUI Ih I'd'
.' e so 1 lty of English Colum- '
bras sound·
I 0Id 78 rpm set
ill
tIe
Ihe ba"sa
. the grooves and '
- ct uaIIy III
I supe'
lIe
nor " presence" add UI' to
moreA
. I ppa I ac h'za atmosphere than
Jntlerepla
d'
ML 4915) cement ISC. (Columbia

Haydn
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by Lu.cy S, Lewis
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THEODORE
BRYN

MAWR,

£ seventeen
..
0
ot"Jglllal
anthems
for children. The music is elementary
but very e II'ectlve. An d Ule
.,words . are ."relio-iously
suitabl
I
'
e to t 1e young age group. A valuable

Contains.
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contnbutlOll
School,
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School
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Den '. oS', !I0rn COllcert03

J1!IacDonnld Alden

This unusual story of a little boy at Christmas
time is provided
with a colorful musical setting for mixed voices and organ. The
story unfolds
through
the voice of a narrator
against a background of a variety of rich choral sounds. This composition
will
lend fresh interest
to any school or dlurch
Christmas
program
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and style

CHILD'S BOOK OF ANTHEMS

by James Ashe G,-auel
Set to text by Raymond

List Price $.50

and

C H 0 R A L -----

WHY THE CHIMES RANG

of moderate

by Douglas

Advance

________

technic

HANDS

DUETS OF THE CLASSICAL PERIOD
This

short pieces for developing

Tuneful
pieces, lllany with words, running
[rom early through
intermediate
grades
(1-3). Supplementary
material.
Covers
many phases of keyboard
technic:
chords,
arpeggios, staccatolegato touch, black keys, trill, etc. Welcome adjunct
to teacher
looking
for new material.

A folk festival of songs and dances. Mar-ie Westervelt and jane
Flory have brought
together
the songs and dances of many
peoples who have settled
in America,
and have made a vital
contribution
to our folk culture.
Grade
2-3.
Advance

$.65

Berenice Benson Bell/ley

Twenty-five

List Price $.85

of Publication

libretto)

"i~aldi:
Sfabflf Mater
Singersand voice teachers will
hearGiulettaSimionatc's singing of
tbe rolf} role in this work at their
O~ll risk.Attempting to force
her
contralto
voice into a richness it
laeks.~li5SSimionato's voice becomes constricted and monotonous.
Tonally,
thewholeperformance, leaturing the Orchestra Ram.ona da
Camera della "Sociela del Quarfetro"
underGinoNucci, sounds like the
recording
of a radio program. (Colosseum
CLPS1059)

$.80

HAPPY TIMES
illustrations

2di~sand
Cerman-English

2-3.

Grade

"
a1Tanged by Movie l'flestervelt

5rmpbony. (RCA VietorLM·6025-

A channing
fairy tale set to music by Mar-ie Westervelt,
with
words and illustrations
by Jane
Flor-y. \Ve are certain
that
teachers and pupils
will welcome
this addition
La our catalog.

list Price $.85
list Price $1.00

H1esf.ervelt and Jane Flory

1955

33 illS ram, England's famous
·)-'ear-old
F
h
honoredh. rene horn player, has
IS
Aob B .equally famous father
reYraml
I'
'
12.inchd' ,ly
P acmg on one
concert l~ the four Mozart horn
thebes~si ears ago, father Aubrey,
Cordedblornplayer of his time re·
t e E.fl,·
'
(K 447) f
a. major concerto
with I
or VIctor. Son Dennis
I Ie Phil\'
'
Conducted
b llarmoma Orchestra
is th fi
y {erbert von Karajan
erst to
d
.
playingu I I recor all [our; his
Brainf P.1IO
ds the tradition of the
aJn,y BI d b
recordin d esse
y first-rate
operatio
g aBn.model orchestral co'!
'
1\ Ozart
en,nt!. ram's pi aymg
provides
disc (A IUslastswith a delightful
, ngel 35092)
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Ch~pin: Etudes, Op. 10, Op. 25
1hat Alexander Uninsky is one of
the front-rank
interpreters
of Romantic music must be evident to one
who has heard his recent Epic recordings. His Pictures at an Exhibi-

tion (LC 3066)

are. bold without

getting out of hand, and his Chopin
sonatas
(LC 3056) challenge the
best. Many ETUDE readers will especially welcome Epic's disc with all
24 of the Chopin etudes in numerical
sequence. Uninsky suffers no excess
of poeticism
and no sentimentality
at all, but his vital, healthy Chopin
will be good medicine for many stu-

dent,

(Epic 3065)

(;n'goa-inn Chant
From t he Abbey
of the Grand
cholasticut
in Chevilly,
France,
comes a worthy addition to the scant
library of recorded
plain chant. Recorded with suitable
studio conditions, the Easter
liturgy
and the
Christmas
cycle
are impressively
Sling by La Sella/a
des Peres
du
Snint-Espirit. Music teachers in general as well as Catholic choir directors will find good uses for these
splendid
examples
of Gregorian

chant. (Angel 35116)
Ol'gan Recital

by Robert Owen
The third Aeolian-Skinner
organ
recording
is a recital
by Robert
Owen on the splendid organ in Christ
Church, Bronxville, N. Y. From Bach,
Walther,
Handel,
D'Aquln,
Vierne
and Messiaen
a program
has been
chosen to illustrate
the fitness of the
"American Classic Organ" for music
of various periods.
Owen's playing
is on the academic
order, but he has
good taste and abundant
technique.
Excellent acoustics and brilliant hi-fi
sound mark the tonal qualities
o[
the disc. (Aeolian-Skinner,
Boston

25)
Schubc.·t: Octet in F Major
One of the most beautiful
things
among recent
releases
is a truly
Schubertian
reading of the Octet for
Clarinet, Horn, Bassoon and Strings,
Opus 166. The performing
group, the
Vienna Octet, is composed of outstanding
members
of the Vienna
Philharmonic.
Their coming American tour will be the more eagerly
anticipated
because
of this lovely
disc. (Loll don LL 1049)

THE musical excellence of a Wurlitzer Piano is the
perfect foundation on which.to develop the most desirable aspects of a child's personality.
Full, glorious tone ... evenly balanced touch.
and many other Wurlitzer features of genuine merit
provide the youngster with the satisfaction and
spiration necessary for rapid progress.

WURLmER

Hungarian

Rhapsodies

Nos. 1-7
My theory is that only pianists
who cannot resist these Rhapsodies
should play them. Alexander Borovsky plays them too carefully
and
never with real spontaneity.
He is
much more at home in his scholarly
Vox recordings
of the Bach English

PIANOS

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Compony,

DeKalb, Illinois
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nearest authorized
Wurlitzer dealer.
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and French suites. (Vox PL 8900)
Verdi: Requiem
Mass
Toscanini's
brilliant

(Continued
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THE STUDY Of

m-:». J!ateJt piano m.:

PLAY THAT TUNE-Books
Very familiar

tunes with

extrc

care

1 & 2-Edited

(Continued from Page 57)

by Bermont •.• 75¢

given to the ARRANGEMENTS,

FINGERING

and

AVER-

AGE VOICE RANGE. Excellent for a limited technique as most selections lie well under the
hand in the five finger position. All tunes really singable
(not too high or too low). Reodily
supplements any piano teoching method.

THE fAMOUS

fUN BOOKS by DAVID HIRSCHBERG

Atways

in demand

by joremost

teachers

PIECES ARE FUN-Books I 2 and 3
DUETS ARE FUN-Booh I and 2... .. ......
MUSIC APPRECIATION IS FUN-Book I.
PIANO LESSONS ARE FUN-Book J
, •••••••••••
TECHNIC IS FUN-Prep. Book ond Books I thru 5
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THE CLARINET

Play
style.
New

mandibular arch, and other physiological differences have much to do
in determining
the proper mouthpiece for the individual player.
In view of such physical differences, it is easily understood
that
what may be a satisfactory mouth.
piece for one -individual
may be
totally impossible for another. We
must also realize that the mouthpiece
affects not only control,
response,
and quality of tone, but the intonation as well. Since the bore of the
clarinet passes on into the mouthpiece, the mouthpiece
actually becomes an extension to the clarinet; in
fact, an integral
part of its body.
Therefore, it is imperative
that the
mouthpiece be selected and adjusted
to a specific clarinet rather than just
another clarinet. When we adjust the
tuning of a clarinet we must be certain that the clarinet is tuned to a
specific mouthpiece, and should a new
instrument or mouthpiece replace the
previous one, the intonation
must
again be checked, since it is certain
to have been affected. In view of
these facts, it is necessary that each
mouthpiece purchased by the student
or his instructor
be correct
in
measurements
and design for his
particular clarinet.
The most satisfactory
mOllthpiece,
and one which seems to be most
effective, is the medium-lay
mouth.
piece. Such a mouthpiece
is neither
too open nor too closed. Likewise,
Its lay is neither too long nor too
short. The medium-lay
mouthpiece
will not permit the production
of a
heavy, harsh, or blatant
tone, but
rather enables the performer to produce a more refined, dark and sensi·
tive sound. Its high register is less
brilliant and edgy than the open-lay
mouthpiece and its dynamic raoO'e
somewhat more limited.
'"
Many of the mouthpieces
being
manufactured today are not intended
for the purposes they are being used.
For example, let us take the mouthpiece that is designed
specifically
for the modern jazz or dance band
but is commonly used in our schooi
bands and orchestras.
Such a mouth.
piece, by necessity,
must possess
chamber measurements
and design
which will enable the pedonner
to
produce tones of loud, edgy, and brilliant quality. This mouthpiece
must
project the tone long distances and
above many disturbances;
it must be
capable
of extreme
volume
and
sonority in order to compete with
the other wind instruments
of the
ens~mble, -:rhich incidentally
are
eqUIpped WIth mouthpieces
of similar design. Tone quality in situations
where such mouthpieces
are found
is of less
than vol ume
. importance
an d prOJection.
On the other hand, the clarinetist
w~ose responsibilities
are concerned
WIth the performance
of symphonic

literature
has an entirely different
mouthpiece
problem. This clarinetist
will require
a mouthpiece so designed that it will enable him to produce a tone of beautiful sensuous
quality, with perfect control from a
most subtle pianissimo to a full and
properly
proportioned
fortissimo. It
must meet his demands for a soft
staccato or a rugged sfortzato. This
mouthpiece
must respond evenly in
all registers
and its intonation must
be consistent
in the chulumeau.
throat,
clarion, and high registers:
Such a mouthpiece will be most
unlike its "open-lay"
brother. Here
we are seeking restraint, refinement
purity;
the tone is less brillianl
with but little edge and it is able to
blend
with the wood winds and
strings. The lay and facing ol this
mouth piece is less open and the
chamber
is so designed that it enables the player to successfully realize the effects necessary to his area
of musical performance, While there
is no justification
in suggesting the
abolishment
of the open facing, or
the mouthpiece
intended
for the
dance band, it seems fair to object
to its being used in the performance
of the literature
as played by our
well-known
concert bands and sym·
phony orchestras. The answer to the
problem
rests with the teacher; if
he will realize that there are mouth·
pieces
capable
of serving various
occasions
and if he will insist thai
the proper mouthpiece be used for
the a ppropriate
occasion. much of
our difficulties will come to an end.
A superior clarinet will not over·
come the handicap
of an inferior
mouthpiece,
although e\'en a moderately adequate
instrument
will be
greatly improved through the use of
the properly
designed mouthpiece.
The wise teacher will see to it Ihat
his student is provided with the prOller mouthpiece
hom the outset.
Following
the selection of a clarinet of good quality and its proper
mouthpiece,
it is equally important
that we give heed to the clarinet
.reed itself. We must realize that no
two reeds respond alike. Each reo
quires its own particular position on
the mouth piece if it is to gl,'e its
maximum
playing potentials. The
problem
of resistance. vibration, response,
illlonation.
and durability
are each affected by the reed's position on the mouthpiece.
Another
important
point is the
matter of "reed strength." Frequent·
ly we find clarinet students employ·
ing reeds whose strength is beyond
the control
of their respective em·
bouchures;
likewise. we will often
find clarinetists
playing upon reeds
whose strength
is correct for their
particular
embouchure
but whose
mouth piece is designed for a reed of
either usofteru or ufimler" texture.
Generally
speaking. the mouthpiece

reed and
t influenceupon the
ha-grea
t1
d .
- Itive strencrth of ie ree
1S
the re a
'"
1
ned
by the lay and facing of
uflermJ
uthpieceAs a rule, . the opent hemo'
. outbpiecewill require a reed
lay1Il
.
olheavy
andhard texture; willie the
medium-lay
rnouthp~ecewill respond
roo:teffectivelyWith the medium
menglh reed,
Theselectionof a good reed remainsa perplexingproblem to even
the mostexperiencedperformers, No
oneseemsto have the final answer
aDd suchinstmments as reed test rs,
gauges, etc., have as yet failed to
pro\ide
the solution. However, the
loUowing
suggestions may prove
help/ul
whenselecting a reed:
(I) Thegrain of the reed should
he evenand close; i.e., not porous.
(2) Thecane should be ripe and
somewhat
of a golden or "honey"
color,
(3) Thereedshould fit the mouthpiece;i.e., some are inclined to be
too wideor narrow at the ti p.
ill If the reed has been properly

cut and if the cane is sufficiently
ripened, the texture
of the reed is
smooth and
the grain is closelv
knitted,
•
(5) Although
strength
numbers
are
unreliable,
the
medium-lay
mouthpiece responds most effectively
with the 2 or 2Y2 strength reed.
(6) Most reeds will require some
adjustment
before they will play at
their maximum
efficiency. Any experienced
clarinetist
can assist the
student in learning
how to adjust
reeds.
It i often said that "the mouthpi ce is the heart of the clarinet and
the reed is its soul." Likewise,
a
In derately
good clarinet
that
is
quipped
with the proper
mouthpiece and reed i more desirable than
the world's
finest clarinet
that is
equipped
with an inferior
mouthpiece and reed. Wise are the teacher
and student who are cognizant of the
difference
for "it is knowing
the
difference that determines
one's concept."
THE END
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heused,each stroke starting slowly
-DOmorethan a third of the bow
beingused on the triplets-and
gradually
increasingin speed through
thequarternotes. It is not easy to
slarteach bow·stroke slowly when
lhepreviousstroke has ended rapidly.Carefullyworked out in this and
~therstudies (see No. 11 in my
TwelveStudies in Modern Bow·
ing")it will,however, add much to
~heexpressive
qualities of any violin1:1'5playing.When control of the
crescendi
has been gained, the study
shouldbe practiced with a diminu. ~odo00 each bow. This is just as
Iffijl(lrlant
as control of the crescendo.
No.7is intended to be a martele
study
' butIf'pre er to use It (because
f
othema'
ny strmg croc;.sinO's) as a
stud·' I
't d~ m egalo playing. Martele
-b U les are pient'f
1 u,I b ut t h ere are
~[d~omeans as many good legato
;.udles.This one should be pracIce at firot . I
whI b ~ Wltl two notes to the
·h four and
e' oeowandl
h
'
ater Wit
19 I notes-th
'.
ho· b'
e prmclple of Round
WIng elng ob
d
II
(seeETUD
serve at a limes
cemhe19 E, Forum page, for DeVanery- 46): The technjque of Adl~;:er,"g iETUDE for Feb·
withtl' ) may well be introduced
lis study,
No.8isals
f
t1lough
it
~ a use ul legato study,
ingIru .s main value is in developbe e .Intonat'lon. A t fi rst .It should
practIced f
A I
no aster than . 100
notler excel]
•.
intonatio'
ent study for exact
mOdulatt IS No.9.
Its numerous
el'eryr ons Pose problems in almost
lIle. Essent' I
perfo...,
la to an accurate
r
'" nceof th· k·
Workis th h . IS IOd of passageThe Playe:'s ablt of reading ahead.
eyes should be always
D

ruar;

=

ETUDE-FEBRUARY /955

one group ahead of the notes he is
actually playing. This is not easy at
first, but it can soon become a habit
if the student constantly bears it in
mind. Until the notes are well mastered this etude should be played
with a broad detache
stroke, then
martele, and later with one measure
to each bow.
No. 10 is an exceedingly important
study, the forerunner
of many interesting arpeggio
studies the pupil
will encounter
as he advances.
Its
value is two-fold: it is excellent prac·
tice for accuracy
of intonation
in
chord playing, and it is a first·class
exercise in bowing technique.
To obtain the utmost for his left
hand, the pupil should accustom himself from the beginning
to getting
his fingers on all the notes of each
arpeggio simultaneously,
This means
that he must practice very slowly at
first. H the habit can be formed
in this study, other and more diffi·
cult arpeggio
studies will be found
much easier to master. Except for
the measures of four-note arpeggios,
the study should be practiced
with
two, four, eight, and finally sixteen
notes to the bow. The rule for threepart arpeggio
playing should be followed from the start; the bow-stick
tilted slightly
towards
the player
for the low note, the hair flat on the
string for the middle note, and the
stick tilted a little towards the fingerboard for the top note.
No. 11 is another study capable of
adaptation
to the individual
need?
of a student.
Primarily
a martele
study, it is also a fine exercise in
legato playing, slurring six and later
twelve notes to a bow. Particular
(Continued on Page 64)
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(Continued
from Page 63)
attention should be paid to the dynamic markings-more
and more
bow being used as the crescendi
mount, and gradually less bow as the
diminuendi are made.
In its way, No. 12 is as valuable as
No. 10. Planned as a legato study
-c-and it is a remarkably fine one-it is also first-class material for developing a broad yet flexible detache.
It should be re-studied several times,
even after the pupil has progressed
beyond it, until it can be played at
a tempo of about J = lOa, with a
smooth legato and also with a brilliant detache. It lays a firm foundation for the more difficult etudes
which follow.
In addition to their great value
in the building of both left- and
right-hand
technique,
the Kayser
Studies have another feature that is
almost equally important-the
numerous and carefully thought-out
dynamic markings. While most of
these- studies do not lend themselves
to really expressive playing, they can
and should be played with a wide
variety of tonal volume. Far too
many students are allowed to play
etudes at a monotonous mezzo-forte
level of tone, and so get into the
habit of playing all technical passage-work in a like manner. This
would not be the case if, from
Kayser on, every pupil were encouraged to make his studies sound musically interesting.
The second twelve of these Studies
will be discussed in a forthcoming
issue of ETUDE. They bring up
many new technical points that deserve analysis.
THE END
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since the "ali" has never lost its
identity
in this respect.
Hand,
Land Demand are sounded H -ah-nd,
L-ah-;td, De-m-ah-tui, though usually
with a definite trace of throat restriction. A happy medium in this
case will serve our purpose effectively. The "Ah," when sounded without
any restriction
becomes
readily
adaptable to words like jar and jam,
far and fast, Psalm and sang, etc.,
by merely the slightest tonal modulation, the vowel retaining its true
identity in singing without any difficulty. Perhaps this observation will
help us to realize why it has been
said that the British (laugh) I-aid
at us and we l.a-ff at them.
Those who have not experienced
the fruits of absolute tonal freedom
will, in all probability, regard this
idea as ridiculous. but I can assure
one and all that these and numerous
other examples of proper vowel association in word formation
have
been acid tested and the results have
proven both gratifying and revealing.
One more point before submitting
examples in word analysis. While it
is obviously true that all sustained
notes are sung on the vowels, it is
equally true that the literary content
of a song can be made intelligible
only by means of the consonant
sounds. And that the effective observance or expression
of literary
highlights or accents is made possible by the vocal consonants
alone!
Take, for example, the famous soprano aria in Handel's
"Messiah,"
I Know That My Redeemer
Liveth.
Unless the N in Know, the D in Re. deemer and the L in Liveth are
sounded with proper emphasis and
on the exact same pitch as the vowel
which immediately follows, the true
significance of the statement is either
greatly minimized or completely lost.
The following phonetical chart will
illustrate. (The vocal consonants are
capitalized in order to emphasize
their importance.)
"Ah-ih kNo Th-ah-t M-ah-ih ReD-e-M-uh-R L-ih-V-eh-th."
Here we
find the silent "K," the not vocal "T"
in that and "th" in liveth; otherwise the entire
statement
(both
vowel and consonant) is vocal, making it an utterance of great tonal
possibilities.
Please remember that the tonality
remains completely
unbroken in all
words which comprise
only vowel
and vocal consonant sounds, under
any and all circumstances.
For further illustration
in word
formation, let us take a brief quotation from the "Ecclesiastes";
Remember now thy Creator in the days
of thy youth: While the evil days
come not, nor the years draw nigh,
when thou shalt say "I have no
pleasure in them:' Correctly sung or
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sounded as follows: (the "R" should
be trilled). R-e-M-eh-MB-uh·R
N-ah00
Th-ah-ih
kR-e-a-t-aw-R
ih-N
TH-uh D-a-Z ah-V Th-ah-ih e-oo.tb;
Hoo-ah-ih-L
ri-« e-V-ih-L D-a·Z
K-uh-M N-ah-t, N-aw-R Th-uh e·ih-RZ
DR-aw N-ah.-ih Hoo-eb-N 1'h-ah-oo
Sh-ah-Lt
S-a. Ah-ih H-ah-V N·o
p-L-eh-Zh-oo-R
ih-si l'h-eh-M. In this
short paragraph
we have uttered the
"ah" eleven times, "a" four times,
"0" once, "e" four times; "00" six
times, "aw" three times, "eli" four
times, "uh" four times, "ih" eight
times, omitting onlv one of the ten
vowel sounds (the ii as in full) ; of
the consonants,
the <1M" four times,
"N" eight times, "Th" seven times,
"V" once, "Z" th fee times, "Zh" once,
"R" eight times, "B" once, "D" three
times. Not vocal consonants, "Hoo"
twice, "h" once, "k" twice, "p" once,
"t" three times, "th" once. "s" once
and "sh" once, omitting only the
twin "C" vocal and the "f and "ch"
not vocal. This should serve to illustrate the importance
of being cornpletely familiar with each and every
character
of sound required to formulate a language in order that the
literary values may be made impressively apparent,
realizing that in
good singing the voice is employed
to reveal the beauty or quality of the
song, and that the song should represent "Glorified Speech."
An interesting
fact regarding the
characters of sound contained in the
four
languages
previously
mentioned;
namely.
English. French,
German and Italian, is that they are
about ninety-eight per cent identical.
The Italian
vowels (Ah-a.o-e.oo)
and our own. are. when correctly
sounded, exactly alike. Furthermore,
there is n.o basic difference in the
consonant sounds, though there is a
considerable
difference in their application.
In the German and the
French the list of vowels is substan·
tially the same as in English. plus a
few additional
vowel modifications,
such
as
the
German
"umlaut"
(meaning "modified vowel sound"),
and the French "u," "am." "om,"
etc. Both the German and French
consonants are a bit more difficult to
master. However, in any case. the
greatest problem which confronts the
student of any foreign language is
not the comparatively
small number
of sounds which are completely for·
eign, but rather the changed vowel
and consonant continuity, or arrangement, plus word inflection. the latter
depending
largely on the particular
locality in which one may be.
One thing is certain. Regardless of
language
or locality tonal freedom
via characteriz.ation
is the only feasi·
ble approach in the study of singing,
(The third part of this interesting
discussion
will appear in the March
ETUDE. Ed. note.)
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